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ABSTRACT 
Characterization of apoptosis, a caspase-dependent cell death program, has led to 
diverse insights into development, tissue homeostasis, and numerous diseases.  About a 
dozen other distinct modes of regulated cell death have been identified, but our 
understanding of them is incomplete.  Of particular interest is elucidating the process of 
nuclear degradation in non-apoptotic cell death, as lingering nuclear debris can be toxic.  
During apoptosis, caspases cleave nuclear components, but caspase-independent 
mechanisms of nuclear breakdown are not fully understood.  The Drosophila 
melanogaster ovary is an excellent model to address differences in nuclear breakdown, 
since both apoptotic and non-apoptotic cell death occur during oogenesis.  In mid-stages 
of oogenesis, germline-derived NCs die by apoptosis, while in late stages, germline-
derived NCs degenerate by non-apoptotic cell death. 
		 vii 
A comparative analysis was performed, focusing on the caspase substrate nuclear 
Lamin and distinct differences in nuclear degradation events were found.  Our data 
revealed a series of nuclear architecture changes during non-apoptotic cell death.  The 
engulfment receptor Draper and phagocytic machinery were non-autonomously required 
for Lamin degradation, and the lysosomal protease CP1 facilitated Lamin degradation in 
non-apoptotic nurse cell (NC) death.  We next examined the effects of expressing 
caspase-resistant Lamin and found that it impaired nuclear degradation during apoptosis.  
In contrast, nuclear degradation in non-apoptotic cell death was impaired by the 
overexpression of wild-type Lamin, supporting that Lamin degradation mechanisms are 
distinct in these two modes of cell death. 
Nuclear lamins, specifically isoforms encoded by the LMNA gene, are associated 
with the greatest number of disease-causing mutations in humans.  Interestingly, one of 
these mutations occurs in the caspase-cleavage site and is associated with familial partial 
lipodystrophy, type 2 (FPLD2).  To develop a Drosophila model of this disease, 
CRISPR/Cas9 was used to introduce a point mutation in lamC, the Drosophila homolog 
of LMNA.  The fat body cells of mutant larvae were found to have altered lamin 
organization. 
Altogether, the work in this dissertation identifies novel nuclear degradation 
dynamics in a non-apoptotic cell death.  In addition, this work describes a fly model 
system for laminopathy mutations in humans. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction 
Parts of this chapter have previously been published in Yalonetskaya et al., 2018; 
Mondragon et al., 2019; Yalonetskaya et al., 2019. 
 
1.1 The burgeoning field of cell death 
   Although cell death was historically thought of as simply a final punctuation to 
the vibrant life of a cell, it is now appreciated that the process of cell death is equally 
dynamic.  Accidental cell death (ACD) occurs in response to severe insults, such as 
injury or chemical exposure (Galluzzi et al., 2015, 2018).  In contrast, regulated cell 
death (RCD) modalities rely on distinct signaling pathways and cellular machinery to 
specifically and coordinately destroy a cell (Galluzzi et al., 2018).  This, in turn, makes 
RCD an attractive target for modulation through genetic or pharmaceutical means 
(Kaminskyy and Zhivotovsky, 2018).  While some forms of RCD occur in response to 
disturbances in the cell or its microenvironment, others take place during basic 
physiological functions and are termed programmed cell death (PCD) (Galluzzi et al., 
2015, 2018).   
 Throughout organismal growth and development, PCD events are ubiquitous: 
they mold structures, remove superfluous or deleterious cells, and maintain tissue 
homeostasis (Fuchs and Steller, 2011).  Some examples of PCD include the differential 
regression of sex-specific Müllerian or Wolffian ducts during mammalian embryogenesis 
(Dyche, 1979; Mullen and Behringer, 2014), development of the nervous system (Arya 
and White, 2015), and lymphocyte selection (Nagata and Tanaka, 2017).  The significant 
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roles PCD plays are further emphasized by events in which cell death goes awry – 
dysregulated cell death is associated with diverse and devastating pathologies, including 
cancer and neurodegenerative diseases (Fuchs and Steller, 2011). 
  
1.2 Regulated cell death subroutines 
 The history of the cell death field is rooted in early observations by anatomists 
studying metamorphosis in insects and amphibians, and developing histological 
techniques (Lockshin and Zakeri, 2001).  Although these observations were not made 
with cell death in mind, they set the foundation for recognizing a pattern of cell death 
events across different tissues and organisms (Glücksmann, 1951).  Three major cell 
death modalities were initially classified on morphology: apoptosis, autophagy-dependent 
cell death, and necrosis.  These cell death modalities were further distinguished by 
genetic and molecular characterization, which provided insights into their regulation and 
physiological contexts.  Moreover, these detailed analyses led to the discoveries of 
additional forms of RCD (Galluzzi et al., 2012; Tait, Ichim and Green, 2014).  Indeed, at 
least a dozen forms of cell death have been identified and characterized into five main 
categories: apoptotic, autophagy-dependent, necrotic, atypical, and non-cell autonomous 
cell death (Figure 1.1) (Martins et al., 2017; Galluzzi et al., 2018). 
 
1.2.1 Apoptosis 
 Cells dying by apoptosis, one form of PCD, were first characterized by their 
distinct morphological features: cell shrinkage, chromatin condensation, and the 
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packaging of cellular material into apoptotic bodies which are subsequently phagocytosed 
(Kerr, Wyllie and Currie, 1972).  The importance of apoptosis in development and 
disease (Thompson, 1995) led to a thorough characterization of its genetic and 
biochemical components, thus it is presently the best understood form of PCD (Fuchs and 
Steller, 2015).  This “cell suicide” program can be activated intrinsically or extrinsically 
and culminates in the activation of a cascade of caspases (Taylor, Cullen and Martin, 
2008), cysteine-directed aspartate-specific proteases that discriminately cleave >1000 
substrates (Lüthi and Martin, 2007; Crawford and Wells, 2011; Kumar et al., 2014). 
 The intrinsic apoptosis pathway can be induced by a range of cellular insults 
including DNA damage, endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress, and accumulation of reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) (Green and Llambi, 2015; Galluzzi et al., 2018).  Pro- and anti-
apoptotic signals converge at the mitochondria and a sufficiently severe cellular insult 
can tip the scales, resulting in mitochondria outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP) 
(Tait and Green, 2010).  Pores formed in the outer mitochondrial membrane by pro-
apoptotic BCL-2 family members BAX and BAK disturb mitochondrial membrane 
potential, thereby disrupting ATP synthesis, and result in the release of proteins from the 
intermembrane space (IMS).  Release of cytochrome c promotes apoptosome formation, 
in which it complexes with adaptor molecule apoptotic protease-activating factor 1 
(APAF1; Death-associate APAF1-related killer [DARK] in Drosophila) and pro-caspase-
9 (Riedl and Salvesen, 2007).  This triggers the cleavage and activation of initiator 
caspase caspase-9, which in turn activates effector caspases, such as caspase-3 (Figure 
1.2). 
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 One way in which the extrinsic apoptosis pathway can be engaged is by signaling 
through death receptors (Galluzzi et al., 2018).  Ligand binding of death receptors 
stabilizes receptor trimers and causes a conformational change in their cytosolic domains, 
which contain a conserved death domain (DD) sequence.  This promotes the assembly of 
the death-inducing signaling complex (DISC), a conglomerate of proteins that recruit 
initiator caspase-8 (and -10) (Galluzzi et al., 2018).  Downstream events of caspase-8 
activation depend on cell context – essentially hinging on caspase-3 and-7 availability 
(Green and Llambi, 2015).  In type I cells, such as thymocytes and mature lymphocytes, 
caspase-8 activates effector caspase-3 and -7 which then dismantle the cell (Galluzzi et 
al., 2018).  In type II cells, such as hepatocytes and pancreatic beta cells, caspase-3 and -
7 are repressed by XIAP.  Instead, caspase-8 cleaves BID which then translocates to the 
outer mitochondrial membrane, promoting MOMP and thereby driving cellular demise 
(Green and Llambi, 2015; Galluzzi et al., 2018). 
 
1.2.2 Autophagy-dependent cell death  
  Autophagy allows for turnover of cellular components via lysosomes, and is 
induced during stress or starvation to promote cell survival.  The distinct steps of 
autophagy are orchestrated by the evolutionarily conserved autophagy-related (Atg) 
genes (Murrow and Debnath, 2013).  First, a phagophore, or double membraned 
structure, isolates portions of the cytoplasm.  The membrane elongates and encloses the 
cytoplasmic content, forming an autophagosome.  Next, the autophagosome fuses with a 
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lysosome, forming an autolysosome.  The organelles and molecules isolated in the 
autophagosome are then degraded by lysosomal enzymes. (Mizushima, 2007) 
 Autophagy components are also associated with some forms of cell death 
(Denton, Xu and Kumar, 2014).  Historically, dying cells with many cytoplasmic 
vacuoles were characterized as dying by autophagy.  Yet, this is not always accurate 
since autophagy is induced during stress events, and the vacuoles may reflect the cell’s 
attempts to cope with a cellular insult before succumbing to it.  Therefore, autophagy-
dependent cell death is defined by the requirement for autophagy genes or components in 
promoting cell death events, not merely as bystanders associated with a dying cell 
(Galluzzi et al., 2017, 2018).     
In Drosophila, autophagy-dependent cell death has been characterized in several 
tissues (Yalonetskaya et al., 2018).  Components of both apoptosis and autophagy 
collaborate to eliminate larval salivary glands, as a number of apoptotic and autophagy 
genes are upregulated in salivary gland histolysis during metamorphosis (Gorski et al., 
2003; Lee et al., 2003; McPhee et al., 2013).  Blocking both apoptosis and autophagy 
results in a more severe phenotype than blocking components of either pathway alone 
(Berry and Baehrecke, 2007a).  However, while blocking caspases results in persisting 
salivary gland tissue, the lingering tissue shows evidence of degradation (Jiang, 
Baehrecke and Thummel, 1997; Lee and Baehrecke, 2001; Martin and Baehrecke, 2004).  
This suggests that caspases alone are not sufficient for breaking down the salivary glands.  
Blocked autophagy specifically in Atg8a mutant flies does not affect the development of 
larval salivary glands, but impairs their degradation and results in persisting salivary 
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gland fragments (Berry and Baehrecke, 2007b).  This phenotype is rescued through heat 
shock-induced pupal expression of GFP-dAtg8a in Atg8a mutants, implicating Atg8 in 
promoting salivary gland degradation (Berry and Baehrecke, 2007b).  Additional 
experiments using autophagy gene mutants or knockdowns further support the 
requirement of autophagy genes in salivary gland removal (Berry and Baehrecke, 2007b; 
Denton, Nicolson and Kumar, 2012).   
Larval midgut histolysis during Drosophila metamorphosis also requires 
autophagy components, and therefore occurs through autophagy-dependent cell death 
(Denton et al., 2009).  Interestingly, although caspase activity is detected, caspases are 
not required for the developmental death of the larval midgut (Denton et al., 2009).  
Furthermore, several reports have indicated diverging requirements of autophagy 
components in driving autophagy-dependent cell death in the midgut versus starvation-
induced autophagy in the fat body (Chang et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2015).  These studies 
indicate that much remains elusive about autophagy-dependent cell death, and provide 
numerous directions for further research. 
 
1.2.3 Necroptosis 
Necrosis is morphologically distinct from both apoptosis and autophagy-
dependent cell death: key characteristics include chromatin clumping, organelle swelling 
and subsequent rupturing, and permeabilization of the plasma membrane (McCall, 2010).  
Traditionally, it has been categorized as a form of ACD, brought about by extreme 
conditions such as physical force or chemical exposure.  However, over the past two 
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decades, researchers have discovered programmed forms of cell death with features of 
necrotic morphology: necroptosis, ferroptosis and pyroptosis (Kaminskyy and 
Zhivotovsky, 2018).  Here, we focus on necroptosis and direct readers interested in 
ferroptosis and pyroptosis to Galluzzi et al. (2018). 
Necroptosis is a caspase-independent form of cell death.  Indeed, it was first 
revealed in a study examining the role of caspases in necrosis: blocking caspases actually 
sensitized cells to tumor necrosis factor (TNF) mediated cell death (Vercammen et al., 
1998).  TNF-activation of the TNF receptor, which contains a DD domain, typically leads 
to DISC assembly, activation of caspase-8, and ultimately apoptosis.  However, when 
caspase-8 is inhibited, receptor-interacting protein kinase 1 (RIPK1) complexes with 
RIPK3 to form the necrosome (Li et al., 2012; Linkermann and Green, 2014).  Activated 
RIPK3 then catalyzes the phosphorylation of mixed lineage kinase domain-like (MLKL) 
(Sun et al., 2012), precipitating MLKL oligomerization (Cai et al., 2014; Chen et al., 
2014; Wang et al., 2014).  One outcome of MLKL oligomerization is the localization of 
MLKL oligomers to the plasma membrane, leading to plasma membrane 
permeabilization (Cai et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014).  MLKL has also 
been observed in the nucleus, but the significance of this has yet to be determined (Yoon 
et al., 2016). 
A physiological role for necroptosis has been identified in the reproductive tissue 
of male mice.  Specifically, necroptosis promotes aging of male testes, both in 
appearance and function (Li et al., 2017).  Triggering necroptosis in testes of young mice 
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accelerated tissue aging, while mice lacking either MLKL or RIPK3 showed a delay in 
aging (Li et al., 2017).   
  
1.2.4 Alternative cell death pathways 
1.2.4.1 Phagoptosis (Primary phagocytosis) 
 The final step of cell death is considered to be the clearance of degraded cellular 
material, usually by phagocytes (see Section 1.3 Phagocytosis).  As in phagocytosis, a 
form of cell death called phagoptosis relies on the exposure of “eat-me” signals, such as 
phosphatidylserine, and/or the dearth of “don’t-eat-me” signals.  During phagoptosis, 
however, phagocytic machinery directly promotes the death of an otherwise-viable cell; 
in other words, the inhibition of phagocytic components would disrupt cell death (Brown 
and Neher, 2012).   
 One example of phagoptosis is erythrocyte turnover (Brown and Neher, 2012).  
Expression of CD47, a “don’t-eat-me” signal, is decreased by about 30% in old 
erythrocytes (Khandelwal, Van Rooijen and Saxena, 2007).  In the absence of 
macrophages, old erythrocytes linger, indicating that phagocytosis by macrophages 
eliminates old erythrocytes with reduced CD47 expression (Khandelwal, Van Rooijen 
and Saxena, 2007).  It is estimated that about 2 million erythrocytes are eliminated each 
second, which would make phagoptosis the most abundant cell death mechanism during 
tissue homeostasis (Brown and Neher, 2012).  Another example occurs in the nervous 
system.  Subtoxic insults in neurons result in reversible exposure of “eat-me” signals and 
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subsequent phagoptosis if activated microglia are nearby (Neher et al., 2011; Brown and 
Neher, 2014)   In Drosophila, overexpression of the engulfment receptor Draper is 
sufficient to trigger phagoptosis of neighboring viable cells (Etchegaray et al., 2012).  
Phagoptosis was also reported in C. elegans (Brown and Neher, 2012), suggesting this is 
an evolutionarily conserved cell death mechanism. 
 
1.3 Phagocytosis 
 The last act of cell death is clearance, a coordinated effort between the dying and 
engulfing cells.  The first step of this process is recruitment of phagocytes by the dying 
cell as it releases “find-me” signals, which include nucleotides (ATP and UTP), lipids 
(lysophosphatidylcholine), and the chemokine fractalkine (CX3CL1) (Arandjelovic and 
Ravichandran, 2015).  The dying cell also exposes “eat-me” signals, helping the 
phagocyte identify the appropriate cell to engulf.  Phosphatidylserine (PtdSer) is a well-
known and well-characterized “eat-me” signal.  In healthy cells, a flippase actively 
confines PtdSer to the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane.  Loss of flippase activity 
and activation of scramblase activity, such as Xkr8 (Suzuki et al., 2013; Suzuki, Imanishi 
and Nagata, 2014), by caspase cleavage result in PtdSer exposure on dying cells.  Healthy 
cells express “don’t-eat-me” signals, such as CD47, allowing them to evade engulfment 
by phagocytes (Elliott and Ravichandran, 2016). 
 Phagocytes engage with eat-me signals on expressed on dying cells through a 
spectrum of engulfment receptors.  BAI1, TIM-4, and MerTK are all receptors that 
recognize PtdSer: BAI1 and TIM-4 can bind PtdSer directly, while MerTK does so 
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through a bridging molecule.  BAI1 binding to PtdSer results in downstream signaling to 
promote cytoskeletal rearrangements via Rac1, ultimately enabling the phagocyte to form 
a phagocytic cup surrounding the dying cell (Park et al., 2007; Mazaheri et al., 2014).  In 
contrast, while TIM-4 also binds PtdSer, it does not mediate downstream signaling 
events.  Instead, it facilitates stabilization of the phagosome (Mazaheri et al., 2014). 
 The dying cell is engulfed and contained within a phagosome inside the 
phagocyte.  Phagosome maturation proceeds through progressive recruitment events (e.g. 
Rab GTPases) and fusion events with early and late endosomes (Flannagan, Jaumouillé 
and Grinstein, 2012).  Late phagosomes acquire vacuolar ATPases (V-ATPases), proton 
pumps that acidify the lumen of the maturing phagosome (Flannagan, Jaumouillé and 
Grinstein, 2012).  Finally, the late phagosome fuses with lysosomes, forming the 
phagolysosome.  Cathepsins, lysosomal proteases, breakdown corpse material in the 
phagolysosome. 
 
1.4 Introduction to the nucleus 
The nucleus sits at the helm of the eukaryotic cell.  It harbors an organism’s 
DNA, maintaining its integrity and facilitating gene regulation.  Enclosing the DNA is 
the nuclear lamina, a matrix of lamin and lamin-associated proteins subjacent to the inner 
nuclear membrane (Figure 1.3).  Though they are functionally and compositionally 
distinct, the inner nuclear membrane, outer nuclear membrane, endoplasmic reticulum 
membrane are all continuous and enclose a shared lumen (Figure 1.3).  Studded 
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throughout the nuclear membrane are nuclear pores: protein complexes that allow for 
regulated transport across the nucleus.  
 
1.4.1 Nuclear degradation 
Not all cells retain their nuclei.  During differentiation, several cell types discard 
their nucleus.  One example takes place in the optic lens, an ovoid structure posterior to 
the iris which helps focus light on the retina (Fielding Hejtmancik and Shiels, 2015).  
Epithelial cells at the anterior region of this tissue both maintain homeostasis and 
perpetually differentiate into fiber cells.  Fiber cells, which are compactly arranged to 
comprise the bulk of the optic lens, are devoid of organelles (Bassnett, 2008).  
Deoxyribonucleases (DNases) are responsible for breaking down DNA.  In this case, 
DNA is degraded by DLAD (DNase II-like acid DNase, also called DNaseIIb), a DNase 
that functions cell-autonomously in lens fiber cells (Nishimoto et al., 2003).  Mice 
without DLAD have persisting DNA in fiber cells, resulting in cataract formation 
(Nishimoto et al., 2003). 
Another example takes place during erythropoiesis (Toda et al., 2015).  
Erythroblasts asymmetrically divide to produce pyrenocytes and reticulocytes.  The 
pyrenocyte is essentially the evicted nucleus surrounded by a thin layer of cytoplasm and 
plasma membrane.  Pyrenocytes are engulfed by macrophages and degraded (Yoshida et 
al., 2005), while reticulocytes mature into red blood cells.  It is estimated that 200 billion 
red blood cells are produced daily, resulting in ~ 1.0g of discarded DNA that must be 
degraded (Kawane, Motani and Nagata, 2014).  DNaseII is required in macrophages to 
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efficiently degrade DNA from engulfed pyrenocytes.  A homozygous null mutation for 
DNaseII is embryonic lethal in mice, due to severe anemia  by embryonic day 17.5 
(Kawane et al., 2001).  The lack of DNaseII disrupts erythropoiesis as macrophages 
become overwhelmed by their inability to digest engulfed nuclear debris (Kawane et al., 
2001).   
Nuclear degradation also occurs during cell death, and is best characterized in 
apoptosis (Earnshaw, 1995; Nagata, 2005).  Caspases cleave components of the nuclear 
envelope, facilitating nuclear breakdown (Rao, Perez and White, 1996).  Caspases also 
cleave ICAD (inhibitor of caspase-activated DNase, also called DNA fragmentation 
factor-45 [DFF-45]), thereby releasing CAD (also called DFF-40) (Liu et al., 1997; Enari 
et al., 1998; Sakahira, Enari and Nagata, 1998).  CAD forms a homodimer and cleaves 
DNA at spacer regions between nucleosomes (Wyllie, 1980).  This produces a 
characteristic ladder on DNA gels with bands in multiples of about 180 base pairs, the 
length of DNA sequestered by nucleosomes (Wyllie, 1980).  CAD null mice are viable 
and lack overt phenotypes (Kawane et al., 2003), but are more sensitive to radiation-
induced chromosomal aberrations and tumorigenesis indicating a role in maintaining 
chromosome integrity (Yan et al., 2006).  CAD and ICAD are also mutated or mis-
expressed in human cancers (Mukae et al., 1998; Yan et al., 2006). 
Parthanatos is an atypical, caspase-independent form of PCD involving 
poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1) hyperactivation (Galluzzi et al., 2018).  It can 
be induced by a number of stimuli, including DNA damage, oxidative stress, and 
inflammatory cues (Galluzzi et al., 2018).  A well-defined event is the release of 
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apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) from mitochondria, and its subsequent translocation to 
nucleus (Yu et al., 2006).  Interestingly, AIF recruits macrophage migration inhibitory 
factor (MIF) to the nucleus (Wang et al., 2016), a cytokine with diverse physiological 
roles (Leyton-Jaimes, Kahn and Israelson, 2018).  In parthanatos, MIF acts as an 
endonuclease promoting DNA fragmentation (Wang et al., 2016).  This further highlights 
the varied mechanisms that promote nuclear breakdown. 
Throughout the body, nuclei are degraded in diverse physiological settings.  
Lingering nuclear debris, such as DNA, can have local and systemic impacts.  Thus, it is 
of interest to determine how the rest of the nucleus is degraded, especially during 
different cell death events that do not rely on caspase activity. 
 
1.4.2 Nuclear lamins 
Lamin proteins form a meshwork underlying the inner nuclear membrane 
(Fawcett, 1966; Aebi et al., 1986).  They are well-known for organizing chromatin 
(Peric-Hupkes and van Steensel, 2010; Peric-Hupkes et al., 2010) and providing 
structural support for the nucleus, but they have additional roles such as sequestering 
transcription factors (Heessen and Fornerod, 2007), and facilitating mechanosignaling 
(Hah and Kim, 2019).  Lamin proteins are characterized as either A- or B-type lamins 
depending on expression pattern and biochemical features (Burke and Stewart, 2012). 
They are differentially expressed: while at least one B-type lamin is expressed in all cells, 
detection of A-type lamins is low or absent in some cells, particularly in early 
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embryogenesis (Lehner et al., 1987; Röber, Weber and Osborn, 1989; Riemer et al., 
1995).   
Mammals have three genes encoding lamins: LMNA encoding A-type lamins, and 
LMNB1, LMNB2 encoding B-type lamins.  The major A-type lamin proteins are lamin A 
and C (lamin A/C), which are splice variants of LMNA.  Additional isoforms encoded by 
LMNA are AD10, and lamin C2 in spermatogenesis (Furukawa, Inagaki and Hotta, 1994).  
LMNB2 also encodes splice variants: the major isoform lamin B2, and lamin B3 specific 
to spermatocytes (Furukawa and Hotta, 1993). 
As type V intermediate filaments, lamins have characteristic protein structure 
(Figure 1.4).  Each peptide consists of an N-terminal head domain, a central rod domain 
which consists of alternating coiled-coil and linker regions, and a globular tail domain 
(Burke and Stewart, 2012).  Purified lamins form protofilaments in a stepwise 
progression: peptides dimerize, assemble longitudinally via head-to-tail associations, 
which then associate laterally to form protofilaments (Karabinos et al., 2003; De Leeuw, 
Gruenbaum and Medalia, 2018).  Determining lamin organization in vivo has been 
notoriously difficult, and advances in microscopy and analysis software have aided this 
endeavor (De Leeuw, Gruenbaum and Medalia, 2018).  Recent work using cryo-electron 
tomography revealed nuclear lamina architecture in mouse embryonic fibroblasts, 
identifying lamin filaments as ~3.5 nm thick tetramers – thinner than cytoplasmic 
intermediate filaments, and even filamentous actin (Turgay and Medalia, 2017).  
Furthermore, direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM) (Xie et al., 
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2016) and 3D-structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) revealed that the major 
lamin isoforms assemble into independent networks (Shimi et al., 2015).   
Lamins, like other intermediate filament proteins, are modulated by 
phosphorylation (Machowska, Piekarowicz and Rzepecki, 2015).  Lamin phosphorylation 
was first characterized during mitosis in facilitating disassembly of the lamin meshwork 
(Gerace and Blobel, 1980).  The head and tail domains of A- and B-type lamins in 
humans and Drosophila contain conserved sites for phosphorylation by cdc2/Cdk1 during 
mitosis (Heald and McKeon, 1990; Ward and Kirschner, 1990; Machowska, Piekarowicz 
and Rzepecki, 2015).  This allows for lamin meshworks to disassemble, enabling 
chromosome segregation.  Subsequent studies have characterized select phosphorylation 
sites to determine their function and contribution to lamin solubility (Kuga et al., 2010; 
Zaremba-Czogalla et al., 2012; Kochin et al., 2014).  Interestingly, lamin 
phosphorylation facilitates nuclear breakdown during the denucleation of lens fiber cells 
(Rowan et al., 2017), emphasizing the diverse roles of lamins and their regulation by 
phosphorylation.  In addition to phosphorylation, numerous other post-translational 
modifications of lamins have been identified, including farnesylation, sumoylation 
(Zhang and Sarge, 2008), and glycosylation (Ferrare et al., 1989), though our 
understanding of the effects of these modifications on lamin structure and function is 
limited (Simon and Wilson, 2013). 
 Lamins were one of the earliest identified caspase substrates: their cleavage 
during apoptosis facilitates nuclear degradation (Rao, Perez and White, 1996).  Inhibiting 
lamin cleavage during apoptosis disrupts nuclear degradation events including nuclear 
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shrinkage, chromatin condensation, and DNA fragmentation (Rao, Perez and White, 
1996).  Nuclei expressing caspase-resistant lamin eventually collapse and resemble 
control degenerating nuclei, however this process is delayed by about 12 hours (Rao, 
Perez and White, 1996).  Caspase cleavage sites in other nuclear components have been 
identified, such as nucleoporins, but they either do not affect nuclear degradation or have 
not been investigated in this regard (Patre et al., 2005; Lüthi and Martin, 2007).   
 
1.4.3 Nuclear changes in disease 
 Altered nuclear morphology is associated with a number of malignancies 
independent of mutations in lamins, which also cause aberrations in nuclear structure 
(discussed in Section 1.4).  Staining against a B-type lamin in papillary thyroid 
carcinomas reveals a range of nuclear deformities, including invaginations and tunnels 
through nuclei (Papotti et al., 2004).  Involutions and irregular nuclear morphology are 
also detected by staining against B-type lamin in breast cancer cells (Bussolati, 2008).  
Atypical nuclear morphology is also detected in Huntington’s disease (Maat-Schieman et 
al., 1999).  Additional examples have been curated by Kutscher and Shaham, identifying 
cells with nuclear crenellations and involutions in development and disease (Kutscher 
and Shaham, 2017).   
 
1.5 Laminopathies 
 Laminopathies are a group of rare diseases caused by mutations in lamin genes 
(Worman and Bonne, 2007).  To date, over 600 mutations have been identified in 
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association with laminopathies giving rise to about 12 diseases that can be generally 
grouped as i) diseases affecting muscle tissue, ii) diseases of the nervous system, ii) 
lipodystrophies, and iv) premature aging (Worman and Bonne, 2007; Rzepecki and 
Gruenbaum, 2018). 
 Three models have been proposed to explain how different lamin mutations can 
manifest in such differing, yet sometimes overlapping, pathologies (Gruenbaum and 
Foisner, 2015; De Leeuw, Gruenbaum and Medalia, 2018).  The first is the mechanical 
model, which suggests that some lamin mutations can weaken the ability of the nucleus 
to handle stress.  The second is the gene expression model, which attributes phenotypes 
to changes in gene expression via altered chromatin organization, transcription factor 
regulation, and effects on genome stability.  The third is that mutant lamins may be toxic 
and could promote cell death, which has been observed with progerin (Gruenbaum and 
Foisner, 2015; De Leeuw, Gruenbaum and Medalia, 2018).  Likely, aspects from each of 
these models contribute to the varying pathologies in laminopathies. 
 A well-known laminopathy is Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS).  
Children are typically diagnosed with HGPS in the first few years of life, and clinical 
presentation includes a failure to thrive, skin and bone abnormalities, and progressive loss 
of subcutaneous fat (Merideth et al., 2008).  Children die in adolescence from 
cardiovascular complications (Merideth et al., 2008).  Most HGPS patients have a silent 
de novo mutation in exon 11 of LMNA, G608G (Eriksson et al., 2003).  The GGC>GGT 
base substitution triggers a cryptic splice site, resulting in a 50 amino acid truncation of 
lamin A, called progerin (Eriksson et al., 2003).  The deletion of 50 amino acids in exon 
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11 eliminates the second ZMPSTE24 cleavage site (Figure 1.4), resulting in progerin 
remaining farnesylated and carboxymethylated.  This has dramatic effects on nuclear 
morphology, resulting in lobulated, disorganized nuclear architecture (Goldman et al., 
2004).  Treatment with a farnesyltransferase inhibitor ameliorates some defects in nuclear 
morphology (Capell et al., 2005) and is being evaluated as therapeutic treatment for 
HGPS.  While clinical trials of the farnesyltransferase inhibitor lonafarnib show 
improvement in clinical features and increase lifespan, ultimately it does not cure HGPS 
(Gordon et al., 2012, 2018).  Nonetheless, these significant advances hold promise for 
developing further therapeutic treatments for HGPS, and perhaps other laminopathies. 
 
1.5.1 Lipodystrophy 
 Lipodystrophies are characterized by abnormal fat distribution, which can lead to 
metabolic complications (Hussain and Garg, 2016).  Congenital, generalized 
lipodystrophies stem from autosomal recessive mutations, and individuals show a 
phenotypic loss of adipose tissue since birth or within the first year of life.  Familial 
partial lipodystrophies are generally caused by autosomal dominant mutations and show a 
loss of adipose tissue in the trunk and extremities around the onset of adolescence.  
Ectopic fat may accumulate in non-adipose tissues, such as the face and neck, as well as 
the liver and kidneys (Haque, Vuitch and Garg, 2002; Grundfest-Broniatowski et al., 
2017).  Acquired lipodystrophy has been identified as a side effect of some drug 
therapies, such as antiretroviral treatment of HIV (Hegele et al., 2007).  Interestingly, 
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many of the HIV protease inhibitors block ZMPSTE24, which is a suspected mechanism 
for causing acquired lipodystrophy in this case (Goulbourne and Vaux, 2010). 
  
1.6 Drosophila melanogaster: a fruitful model organism 
 The fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, offers a powerful model for studying 
nuclear lamins in cell death and disease.  Most invertebrates have one lamin gene, 
including Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce-lamin).  Drosophila is unique in having both an A- 
and B-type lamin: Lamin C (Bossie and Sanders, 1993) and Lamin (also called lamin 
Dm) (Gruenbaum et al., 1988), respectively.  Drosophila Lamin C likely arose through a 
gene duplication event, since its sequence shows more homology to Drosophila Lamin 
(50%) than to mammalian A-type lamins (30%).  However, it seems to have evolved 
functions similar to A-type lamins, as it resembles an A-type lamin in expression pattern, 
(Riemer et al., 1995), structure (Bossie and Sanders, 1993), and function (Schulze et al., 
2005).  One A- and B-type lamin gene in Drosophila also alleviates confounding results 
due to compensation from additional lamin gene products, as mammals have two B-type 
lamin genes and two major splice variants of the A-type lamin gene.  In addition to this, 
the fruit fly community boasts an array of robust, well-characterized tools to facilitate 
genetic manipulation.  Drosophila-specific antibodies against Lamin C and Lamin 
isoforms enable detailed morphological analyses in different tissues. 
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1.6.1 Drosophila as a model for investigating PCD 
 The D. melanogaster ovary provides a robust, tractable model for investigating 
nuclear degradation dynamics in both apoptotic and non-apoptotic cell death of the same 
cell type, NCs (NCs) (Jenkins, Timmons and McCall, 2013; Peterson et al., 2015).  
Female flies have two ovaries comprised of 15-20 ovarioles, tubes containing an 
assortment of progressively developing egg chambers (King, 1970).  Egg chambers arise 
from the germarium and progress through 14 morphologically distinct stages of 
oogenesis (Figure 1.6).  Each egg chamber contains 16 sister germ cells: 15 polyploid 
NCs connected to a single oocyte through cytoplasmic bridges, the result of incomplete 
cytokinesis (King, Rubinson and Smith, 1956; King, 1970; Spradling, 1993).  Throughout 
oogenesis, NCs deposit proteins, mRNA, and cytoplasm into the oocyte, a process 
conserved in mammals (Lei and Spradling, 2016).  This germline cyst is enveloped by an 
epithelial layer of hundreds of somatically derived follicle cells (FCs) that differentiate 
into specialized subgroups as an egg chamber matures.  Notably, during stages 9 and 10 
of oogenesis, a subset of FCs called the stretch FCs is established at the anterior end of 
the egg chamber (González-Reyes and St Johnston, 1998; Boyle and Berg, 2009).  This 
group of ~50 stretch FCs are morphologically and functionally distinct from the main 
body FCs as their membranes thin and elongate to surround only the NCs (Figure 1.6, 
green cells).   
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1.6.2 Apoptotic, stress-induced death in mid-oogenesis 
 A defining feature of stage 8 egg chambers is vitellogenesis, yolk accrual in the 
oocyte (Bownes, 1982).  Given the significant investment of energy and resources for 
vitellogenesis, it is thought that mid-stage egg chambers advance through a checkpoint 
where egg chambers are selected to either proceed through development, or degenerate if 
the egg chamber or environmental conditions are unfavorable (Giorgi and Deri, 1976).  
Thus, a basal level of dying mid-stage egg chambers (stages 7-9) can be observed even in 
healthy flies.  Environmental stressors, such as protein starvation and predator threat, can 
increase the incidence of mid-stage egg chamber death (Figure 1.6) (Drummond-Barbosa 
and Spradling, 2001; Kacsoh et al., 2015), providing an inducible, reproducible model for 
studying apoptosis. 
  
1.6.2.1 Morphology of dying egg chambers in mid-oogenesis 
 Healthy mid-stage egg chambers are enveloped by a uniform layer of epithelial 
FCs, and chromatin in the polyploid NC nuclei is dispersed (Figure 1.8).  Dying mid-
stage egg chambers undergo five morphologically distinct phases of death in which the 
germline degrades and is engulfed by the FCs (Figure 1.8) (Etchegaray et al., 2012).  The 
earliest change is the disorganized appearance of NC chromatin, marking Phase 1 dying 
egg chambers.  This is followed by progressive condensation and fragmentation of NC 
nuclei in Phases 2-5, accompanied by enlarging FC membranes.  The Drosophila ovary is 
insulated from circulating macrophages, and instead relies on the FCs as non-professional 
phagocytes to clear the dying germline (King, 1970; Mazzalupo and Cooley, 2006; 
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Etchegaray et al., 2012).  As FC membranes enlarge, they engulf degrading germline, 
such that by Phase 5 little germline remains (Giorgi and Deri, 1976; Etchegaray et al., 
2012).  LysoTracker, an acidotropic dye, localizes to vacuoles in engulfing FCs in dying 
egg chambers, and is thought to reflect lysosome fusion with phagosomes in corpse 
processing (Meehan et al., 2016). 
 
1.6.2.2 Apoptotic machinery in dying egg chambers in mid-oogenesis 
 D. melanogaster has seven caspases: three initiator caspases – Dredd, Dronc, and 
Strica, and four effector caspases – Dcp-1, Drice, Decay, and Damm (Hay and Guo, 
2006; Xu et al., 2009).  Generally, caspases are repressed by inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) 
proteins (e.g. Diap1), which in turn are regulated by antagonists reaper, hid, grim, and 
sickle (RHG genes) (Xu et al., 2009).  In mid-oogenesis, Dcp-1 is required for germline 
degradation.  Dcp-1 null mutants (Laundrie et al., 2003), or overexpression of caspase 
inhibitors Diap1 or p35 in the germline (Peterson, Barkett and McCall, 2003; Mazzalupo 
and Cooley, 2006; Baum et al., 2007) all result in “undead” egg chambers wherein the 
NCs persist, but many of the FCs have disappeared.  Additionally, ectopic germline 
expression of an activated form of Dcp-1 is sufficient to drive mid-stage death (Peterson, 
Barkett and McCall, 2003).  Indeed, one of the strategies for detecting early phases of 
mid-stage dying egg chambers is labeling with an antibody raised against cleaved Dcp-1, 
which labels the germline and facilitates monitoring of germline uptake by FCs 
(Sarkissian et al., 2014).  Dronc and Strica function redundantly in mid-stage death, as 
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double mutants appear similar to Dcp-1 null egg chambers in which NCs persist, but FCs 
are missing (Baum et al., 2007).   
  As the germline degrades, it is synchronously engulfed by FCs acting as non-
professional phagocytes (Figure 1.8) (Giorgi and Deri, 1976; Mazzalupo and Cooley, 
2006; Tanner et al., 2011).  The engulfment receptor Draper acts through the JNK 
pathway in FCs to promote phagocytosis of the germline (Etchegaray et al., 2012).  
Interestingly, overexpression of Draper or components of the JNK pathway in FCs is 
sufficient to trigger germline degeneration and FC engulfment, suggesting some 
collaboration between the FCs and the germline during mid-stage death (Etchegaray et 
al., 2012).  In addition to Draper, the integrin heterodimer aPS3/bPS is required for 
effective engulfment in FCs (Meehan et al., 2015).  Both Draper and aPS3/bPS are 
apically localized when FCs act as non-professional phagocytes.  Accordingly, disruption 
of apical-basal polarity in the epithelial FCs disrupts phagocytosis (Meehan et al., 2015). 
 
1.6.3 Non-apoptotic, developmental death in late oogenesis 
During oogenesis, the NCs support the development of the oocyte.  In the final 
stages of oogenesis (stages 10B-14), the 15 germline-derived NCs are eliminated to 
produce a single germline-derived cell, the oocyte (Figure 1.9).  The death and removal 
of the NCs is developmentally regulated, thus it does not need to be induced, and occurs 
in every maturing egg chamber.  Neither apoptosis nor autophagy components play a 
major role in developmental NC death and removal (Peterson, Barkett and McCall, 2003; 
Mazzalupo and Cooley, 2006; Peterson and McCall, 2013; Peterson et al., 2015).  
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Moreover, double mutants affecting both apoptosis and autophagy also do not 
significantly disrupt NC elimination (Peterson and McCall, 2013).  Thus, the 
developmental death of NCs in late oogenesis presents a model for investigating non-
apoptotic cell death mechanisms. 
 
1.6.3.1 Morphology of dying NCs in late oogenesis 
 At Stage 10A of oogenesis, egg chambers are readily identifiable as NCs and the 
oocyte each make up half of the egg chamber (Figure 1.9).  At this stage, about 50 stretch 
FCs have migrated and differentiated from columnar to squamous epithelial cells, 
enclosing the NC half of the egg chamber (Figure 1.10).  The oocyte is surrounded by the 
rest of the FCs, which remain columnar.  In stage 10B, centripetal FCs have migrated in, 
surrounding the anterior portion of the oocyte. 
 In the NCs, the transition from 10A to 10B is marked by rearrangement of the 
actin cytoskeleton (Gutzeit, 1986).  Actin is localized subcortically, and in stage 10B 
cytoplasmic actin filaments begin extending from basolateral membranes between 
germline cells (Cooley and Theurkauf, 1994; Huelsmann, Ylänne and Brown, 2013).  
Electron microscopy reveals changes in nuclear morphology: nuclei are spherical in 10A 
and become irregular in 10B (Guild et al., 1997).  A striking event occurs next between 
10B and 11: the rapid transfer of cytoplasm from NCs to the oocyte, a process termed 
dumping (Figure 1.10).  As the actin bundles extend towards NC nuclei, they push the 
nuclei to prevent them from blocking ring canals (Cooley, Verheyen and Ayers, 1992; 
Cant et al., 1994; Guild et al., 1997).  In stage 11, NC nuclei become condensed, 
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permeable (Buszczak and Cooley, 2000; Timmons et al., 2016), and appear lobed in 
electron micrographs (Guild et al., 1997). 
 By stage 12, NCs have completed dumping their cytoplasm.  NC remnants, 
including the nuclei and some organelles, are confined to the anterior-most region of the 
egg chamber and enveloped by stretch FCs (Figure 1.10) (Timmons et al., 2016).  
Staining with LysoTracker, which labels acidic compartments, reveals puncta in stretch 
FCs (Figure 1.10) (Peterson et al., 2015; Timmons et al., 2016).  Stage 13 egg chambers 
reveal asynchronously acidified NC nuclei (Figure 1.10) (Bass et al., 2009; Timmons et 
al., 2016; Mondragon et al., 2019).  NC nuclei in stage 13 egg chambers also label with 
TUNEL, indicating fragmenting DNA (Foley and Cooley, 1998; McCall and Steller, 
1998; Nezis et al., 2000; Timmons et al., 2016).  In stage 14 egg chambers, marked by 
fully extended dorsal appendages, NC nuclei are cleared (Figure 1.9, 1.10) with only 
TUNEL staining indicating occasional fragmented DNA remnants (Nezis et al., 2000). 
 
1.6.3.2 Non-apoptotic cell death mechanisms in late oogenesis 
 Blocking apoptosis in mid-oogenesis results in undead egg chambers in which 
NCs persist.  However, blocking apoptosis through overexpression of Diap1 or p35 in 
late oogenesis shows only minor defects in NC elimination, as only a few persisting 
nuclei (PN) are found in egg chambers (Peterson, Barkett and McCall, 2003; Mazzalupo 
and Cooley, 2006; Baum et al., 2007).  Similarly, blocking caspase activity in late 
oogenesis also does not significantly impair NC elimination (Peterson, Barkett and 
McCall, 2003; Mazzalupo and Cooley, 2006; Baum et al., 2007).  Inhibiting apoptosis in 
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conjunction with autophagy also does not significantly affect removal of NCs in late 
oogenesis (Peterson and McCall, 2013).  Altogether, these data suggest that non-
apoptotic and non-autophagic cell death modalities promote NC degradation in late 
oogenesis. 
 Recent work implicates the stretch FCs in promoting the degradation of NCs in 
late oogenesis.  Genetic ablation of stretch FCs disrupts  NC elimination and cytoplasmic 
dumping (Timmons et al., 2016), identifying a non-autonomous component of 
developmental NC death.  The engulfment receptor Draper is enriched in stretch FCs in 
stages 11-13, and is required for NC nuclear acidification, DNA fragmentation, and 
elimination (Timmons et al., 2016).  Other engulfment genes are also non-autonomously 
required in stretch FCs to promote NC removal, including Ced-12, Gprk2, and Eato 
(Timmons et al., 2016; Santoso et al., 2018).  Indeed, as in C. elegans, Draper (Ced-1 
homolog) and Ced-12 function in parallel in stretch FCs; the severity of PN was 
exacerbated in double knockdowns relative to single knockdowns (Timmons et al., 
2016).   
Some lysosome genes also contribute to developmental NC death.  Specifically 
the lysosomal trafficking genes spinster and deep orange are required for NC elimination 
(Nakano et al., 2001; Bass et al., 2009; Timmons et al., 2016).  A screen to identify 
additional lysosome-associated genes revealed vacuolar ATPases (V-ATPases) and 
cathepsins (Mondragon et al., 2019).  V-ATPase are proton pumps involved in numerous 
physiological events (Forgac, 2007).  In some cells, V-ATPases localize to the plasma 
membrane where they assist in tumor invasion, for example, and bone remodeling 
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(Forgac, 2007).  Mondragon et al. identified a novel function of V-ATPases in acidifying 
NC nuclei in developmental cell death.  V-ATPases localize to stretch FC membranes 
surrounding NCs after dumping, and are required for acidification, fragmentation, and 
elimination of NC nuclei (Mondragon et al., 2019).  Furthermore, the cathepsin L 
homolog CP1 translocates to acidified NCs and is also required for NC elimination, but 
not acidification (Mondragon et al., 2019).  
 
1.6.4 Drosophila as a model for investigating laminopathies 
 D. melanogaster is so far the only invertebrate found to have an A- and B-type 
lamin (Gruenbaum et al., 1988; Bossie and Sanders, 1993).  Drosophila Lamin C (A-type 
lamin) and Lamin (B-type lamin) each share about 30% amino acid sequence homology 
with human lamins.  Furthermore, many proteins that interact with lamins are conserved 
in flies (Rzepecki and Gruenbaum, 2018).  Modeling human Lamin C variants in flies 
shows similar nuclear phenotypes (Schulze et al., 2005, 2009), and has been useful in 
dissecting the functions of point mutations (Rzepecki and Gruenbaum, 2018).  Moreover, 
Drosophila has also been used to model a congenital, generalized lipodystrophy caused 
by mutations in human seipin (also known as BSCL2) (Tian et al., 2011).  While many of 
the analyses investigating mutant Lamin C functions in Drosophila were done by 
overexpressing mutant alleles, CRISPR/Cas9 technology will help circumvent 
confounding phenotypes that may arise from lamin overexpression.   
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1.7 Thesis rationale 
 It is difficult to imagine life without cell death, as it plays vital roles in 
development and tissue homeostasis.  Yet only apoptosis, one form of RCD, has been 
well-characterized.  Novel forms of RCD have been identified, but are only partially 
understood.  Nuclear degradation is an important step during cell death, as lingering 
nuclear debris can be toxic to the organism.  In apoptosis, caspases facilitate nuclear 
breakdown.  Indeed, one of the earliest identified caspase substrates in the nucleus were 
lamin proteins, which form a meshwork lining the inner nuclear membrane.  However, in 
caspase-independent modes of cell death, it is not clear how the nucleus disassembles. 
 The Drosophila ovary presents an advantageous model for analyzing nuclear 
degradation in a novel non-apoptotic cell death as compared to apoptosis in vivo.  An 
inducible cell death occurs in mid-stages of oogenesis which is caspase-dependent.  In 
comparison, fifteen germline-derived cells are eliminated in the final stages of oogenesis 
in a caspase-independent mechanism.  The dying cells are large with polyploid nuclei, 
thus amenable to detailed morphological analyses.  Furthermore, an array of genetic tools 
for Drosophila aids the interrogation of key pathway components to develop a 
mechanistic understanding of nuclear breakdown.  A major focus of this dissertation is to 
investigate nuclear breakdown from the perspective of lamins, nuclear caspase substrates, 
in non-apoptotic and apoptotic cell death events. 
 Nuclear lamins are structural proteins with diverse functions, including regulating 
gene expression and mechanosensing.  Over 600 mutations have been identified, 
particularly in the LMNA gene, that cause a spectrum of rare diseases.  Unlike their 
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invertebrate counterparts, Drosophila have two lamin genes encoding an A- and B-type 
lamin, more closely resembling mammals who also have A- and B-type lamins.  One of 
these mutations occurs in the caspase cleavage site of the A-type lamin protein and 
causes a familial partial lipodystrophy.  The mechanism by which a mutated caspase 
cleavage site in lamin would result in lipodystrophy is not known.  Thus, the other aim of 
this thesis was to use CRISPR/Cas9 to model this lamin variant in Drosophila. 
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Figure 1.1 Types of regulated cell death.   
Schematic illustrating five categories of cell death that a healthy cell may succumb to.  
The apoptotic cell death shows morphological hallmarks including nuclear fragmentation, 
cytoplasmic blebbing, and the packaging of cellular components into apoptotic bodies 
that bud from the dying cell.  Autophagy-dependent cell death shows double-membraned 
vesicles and acidified compartments.  Necrotic cell death is illustrated with characteristic 
organelle swelling and a ruptured plasma membrane.  The atypical cell death modality 
depicted is pyroptosis, in which a large pore has formed resulting in release of cellular 
content.  The non-autonomous form of cell death shown is phagoptosis, in which the 
phagocyte employs phagocytosis machinery to promote the death of a nearby cell.  
(Drawn by Albert Mondragon, adapted from Yalonetskaya et al., 2018) 
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Figure 1.2 Apoptosis signaling pathways in Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila, and 
mammals.   
Simplified diagrams comparing apoptosis pathways across organisms.  Similar families 
of proteins across species are shown in matching colors.  (Yalonetskaya et al., 2018) 
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Figure 1.3 Composition of the nucleus.   
A simplified schematic depicting a nucleus.  On the left side of the nucleus, the 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is shown extending from the nucleus and sharing both its 
membrane (black) and lumen (gray) with the nucleus.  The ER is studded with ribosomes 
(orange).  Nuclear pores (yellow) offer selective transport across the nucleus.  Subjacent 
to the inner nuclear membrane is the nuclear lamina (green), which associates with 
chromatin (blue). 
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Figure 1.4 Mammalian lamin protein structure and carboxy terminal modifications.  
(A) Protein structure of human lamins.  All lamins have an N-terminal head domain, a 
rod domain containing coiled-coil regions (1A-2B) interspersed with flexible linker 
regions, a nuclear localization sequence, and an immunoglobulin-like tail domain.  With 
the exception of lamin C, lamins also have a C-terminal CaaX domain (cysteine-
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aliphatic-alphatic-any amino acid).  (B) Post-translational modifications of the CaaX 
domain.  The CaaX motif becomes farnesylated by farnesyltransferase (FT), then -aaX is 
removed in B-type lamins by farnesylated proteins-converting enzyme 2 (FACE2) and in 
A-type lamins by Zinc metalloproteinase STE24 (ZMPSTE24), finally the C-terminal 
becomes methylated by isoprenylcystine carboxylmethyltransferase (ICMT).  While B-
type lamins remain farnesylated and methylated, these modifications are removed in 
lamin A at the nuclear membrane, where it is cleaved again by ZMPSTE24.  Adapted 
from Burke and Stewart, 2012. 
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Figure 1.5 The life cycle of Drosophila melanogaster.   
A fertilized Drosophila egg develops through 17 stages of embryogenesis (stages 11 and 
15 shown).  A 1st instar larva hatches and molts through two additional larval stages (2nd 
and 3rd instar).  Late in 3rd instar, the larva searches for a suitable place to pupate and 
undergo metamorphosis.  Finally, a fly ecloses from the pupa and searches for a mate to 
continue the cycle.  Approximate time in each developmental life stage indicated for 
Drosophila reared at 25°C. 
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Figure 1.6 Cell death during Drosophila melanogaster oogenesis.   
Illustration of a Drosophila melanogaster ovariole depicting egg chambers at various 
stages of development.  Each egg chamber buds from the germarium at the anterior-most 
end of the ovariole and is composed of a cyst of 16 interconnected germline-derived cells 
encased by a layer of somatically-derived epithelial follicle cells.  Environmental stress, 
such as nutrient starvation, can induce a caspase-dependent cell death program in mid-
stage egg chambers (stages 7-9).  In contrast, NCs are eliminated through a caspase-
independent and non-apoptotic developmental death during the late stages of oogenesis 
(stages 10-14). 
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Figure 1.7 Drosophila lamin proteins.   
A schematic of the two Drosophila lamin proteins: the A-type lamin protein “Lamin C”, 
and the B-type lamin protein “Lamin”.  Each peptide has a head domain, alpha-helical 
rod domain, and a tail domain.  The rod domain contains three coil regions (green), and a 
caspase cleavage site in a linker region between two coils.  The tail domain contains the 
nuclear localization sequence (NLS; blue) and an immunoglobulin (Ig)-like fold (purple).  
The locations of epitopes recognized by three different lamin antibodies are indicated in 
pink.  
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Figure 1.8 Progression of germline degeneration and engulfment by follicle cells 
during apoptosis in the Drosophila melanogaster ovary.   
(A-F) Representative egg chambers for each phase of mid-stage death are shown stained 
with DAPI (cyan), and anti-Discs large (magenta).  A germline-specific GFP (G89, 
green) is expressed in the egg chambers.  (A) Phase 0, healthy egg chamber: nurse cell 
(NC) chromatin is dispersed, and the follicle cell (FC) are organized along the periphery 
of the egg chamber.  (B) Phase 1 dying egg chamber: NC chromatin is disorganized.  (C-
E)  Phase 2-3 dying egg chambers.  NC chromatin becomes increasingly condensed, 
fragmented, and dispersed throughout the germline (arrows).  The FC membranes grow 
(insets) and take up germline material (arrowheads).  (F) Phase 5 dying egg chamber: 
Germline material has largely been eliminated, and few NC remnants remain (arrow).  
Scale bar = 50 µm.  Adapted from Etchegaray et al., 2012. 
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Figure 1.9 Progression of egg chamber development in late oogenesis.   
Representative wild-type egg chambers stained with DAPI (cyan) to mark DNA (upper 
panel) or viewed by phase microscopy (lower panel).  Stage 10 egg chamber: the anterior 
half of the egg chamber contains the NCs, while the posterior half contains the oocyte.  
Stage 11 egg chamber: NCs have dramatically diminished as their cytoplasm rapidly 
transferred to the oocyte, which has increased in size.  Stage 12 egg chamber: NC nuclei 
are clustered at the anterior tip.  Stage 13 egg chamber: NC nuclei have asynchronously 
been eliminated (here, 2 out of 15 nuclei remain).  Stage 14 egg chamber: NC nuclei have 
been eliminated. 
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Figure 1.10 Progression of stretch follicle cell changes and asynchronous NC 
acidification in non-apoptotic developmental death.   
(A-E’) Representative egg chambers expressing myristoylated-GFP (green) in stretch 
follicle cells (SFCs) (PG150>myr-GFP) and stained with LysoTracker (LT; magenta) to 
mark acidified compartments and DAPI (cyan) to mark DNA.  (A’’-D’’) Illustrations of 
egg chambers depicting  SFC membrane and LT dynamics.  (A-A’’) Stage 10 egg 
chamber: SFCs ensheathe the NC cluster.  (B-B’’) Stage 11 egg chamber: SFCs 
membrane projections start to invade in between NCs.  (C-C’’) Stage 12 egg chamber: 
LT puncta accumulate around NCs within SFCs (C’ arrowhead).  (D-D’’) Stage 13 egg 
chamber: NCs become asynchronously acidified (D’ arrow).  (E-E’) Stage 14: LT 
staining and SFC membranes are no longer detected, and only FC nuclei are observed.  
(Mondragon et al., 2019).
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CHAPTER TWO 
Materials and methods 
 
Portions of this chapter were previously published in Meehan et al., 2015, Timmons et 
al., 2016, and Yalonetskaya et al., 2019. 
 
2.1 Fly husbandry and manipulation 
All fly lines were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center 
(BDSC) or the Drosophila research community; exceptions and additional details listed 
in Table 2.1.  Flies were raised at 25°C on standard cornmeal and molasses food, unless 
otherwise noted.  Crosses requiring Gal80TS were raised at 18°C, then transferred to 29°C 
for 18 hours (for Diap1-RNAi crosses), or ~2 days (all other RNAi crosses).   
 
2.2 The GAL4/UAS system 
 The GAL4/UAS system is a binary genetic tool developed by Brand and Perrimon 
(1993) which allows for tissue-specific gene expression, overexpression, or knockdown 
(Figure 2.1).  Both components are derived from yeast so the risk of inadvertent 
interaction of GAL4/UAS within the fly host is limited.  GAL4 is a yeast transcription 
factor that was inserted randomly throughout the fly genome (Brand and Perrimon, 
1993).  Integration within an enhancer or promoter region would promote GAL4 
expression according to the spatiotemporal expression pattern of the targeted promoter or 
enhancer.  The complementary component, the upstream activation sequence (UAS), is 
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composed of five adjacently arranged optimized GAL4 binding sites.  This construct was 
cloned into a vector so that genes of interest could be subcloned after the UAS.  Mating 
two flies with each of these binary components produces offspring expressing GAL4 
under the control of a specific promoter or enhancer region, which can then bind to the 
UAS and drive gene expression of the downstream gene (Brand and Perrimon, 1993; St 
Johnston, 2002).  The fly community has developed extensive collections of GAL4 and 
UAS lines that are readily available (https://bdsc.indiana.edu/), facilitating the ease of 
genetic manipulation in D. melanogaster. 
 Targeting certain genes can result in lethality at different stages of Drosophila 
development.  To circumvent this, an additional component was developed.  GAL80, 
which negatively regulates GAL4, was modified to include a temperature-sensitive intein, 
or “protein intron” (Zeidler et al., 2004).  At the permissive temperature (18 °C), the 
intein is spliced out, resulting in a functional GAL80 that blocks GAL4 (Ma and Ptashne, 
1987; Nogi and Fukasawa, 1989; Yun et al., 1991).  At the restrictive temperature (29 
°C), no splicing occurs at the intein, which disrupts Gal80 and relieves suppression of 
GAL4 (Zeidler et al., 2004).  Flies can be allowed to progress to a certain developmental 
stage (e.g. larva or adult) at the permissive temperature then switched to the restrictive 
temperature to drive tissue-specific gene expression or knockdown, thereby avoiding 
complications (e.g. lethality) from modulating gene expression throughout development. 
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2.3 Fly dissections 
2.3.1 Adult ovary dissection 
 For experiments regarding late stages of oogenesis (developmental non-apoptotic 
NC death): female flies were conditioned 2-3 days directly before dissection.  To do so, 
male and female flies were transferred to cornmeal and molasses food vials additionally 
containing a thick application of yeast paste (yeast granules mixed with water to the 
consistency of smooth peanut butter).  For experiments regarding mid-stages of oogenesis 
(starvation-induced apoptotic death): after 2 days of conditioning, flies were transferred 
to apple juice agar vials for 16-18 hours directly before dissection. 
 Flies were anesthetized on a CO2 pad and females were separated from males.  
The females were then sorted by relevant markers to isolate experimental and/or control 
flies.  Glass wells were filled with either Grace’s insect medium (Lonza), or 1X PBS 
(Table 2.2) at room temperature.  Next, a fly would be transferred to the glass dissection 
well using forceps and held in place by the thorax.  Using a second set of forceps, the 
abdomen was gently pinched and the cuticle pulled towards the posterior end of the fly, 
revealing the ovaries.  The ovaries were then gently extracted and left in the well.  Once 
all of the ovaries for the specific genotype had been isolated, they were gently teased 
apart so that individual ovarioles were more exposed.  A glass Pasteur pipette was used to 
move the dissected ovaries into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. 
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2.3.2 Larval fat body dissection 
  Dissection wells were modified with Sylgard 184 (Electron Microscopy 
Sciences), a silicone elastomer, to fill roughly the bottom half of the well and create a flat 
surface.  A fine tungsten insect pin was inserted in the middle of the Sylgard-filled well 
perpendicular to the dissection dish, clipped with wire cutters, then bent at a 90° angle to 
create a flat hook hovering parallel to the Sylgard surface. 
 To dissect larvae, wells were filled with a “relaxation buffer” (Table 2.2).  
Wandering 3rd instar larvae were transferred to the dissection wells using forceps.  
Microdissection scissors were used to cut off the posterior tip of the larvae.  Then, using 
two forceps, the head of a larva was hooked onto the insect needle and the larva was slid 
along the needle so that its body was everted.  Some tissues were gently removed, 
including the brain, and gut.  Fat body was left attached to the larval carcass for staining. 
 
2.4 DAPI staining 
  To label DNA, dissected ovaries were fixed, washed, and then stained with DAPI 
(4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dichloride).  Specifically, dissected ovaries were fixed in 
100 µL of DAPI Fixative (Table 2.2) and 600 µL heptane.  Samples were rotated for 10 
minutes at room temperature (RT).  Fix solution was then removed and tissues were 
rinsed 2-3 times with 0.1% PBT (Table 2.2).  Ovary tissue was then washed three times 
in 0.1% PBT over 30 minutes at room temperature.  After the last wash, PBT was 
removed as much as possible with a fine-tipped pipette and ovaries were covered with 2-
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3 drops of DAPI in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories #H-1200).  Samples were stored at 
least overnight at 4°C, then mounted on slides for microscopy analysis. 
 
2.5 Antibody staining 
2.5.1 Antibody staining of Drosophila ovaries 
 To label cell structures of interest, tissue samples were labeled with a primary 
antibody that recognizes the molecule of interest.  The primary antibody was then tagged 
with a secondary antibody bound to a fluorophore for visualization with fluorescence or 
confocal microscopy.  Dissected ovaries were originally fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, 
but this was reduced to 2% paraformaldehyde to aid antibody penetrance (Table 2.2) for 
20 minutes at RT.  Tissues were rinsed twice with 1% PBT (Table 2.2), then washed 
three times with 1% PBT, 20 minutes per wash.  On the last wash, tissues were 
transferred to a 0.5 mL Eppendorf tube using a glass Pasteur pipette.  Next, tissues were 
blocked by replacing PBT solution with PBANG and rotating for 1 hour.  PBANG 
solution was then replaced with primary antibody diluted in PBANG (Table 2.3; Figure 
2.3, Figure 2.4) overnight at 4°C.  For lamin antibody staining, tissues were originally 
incubated in primary antibody overnight, but this was increased for at least 3 days at 4°C 
to aid antibody penetrance. 
 Once primary staining was completed, samples were rinsed two times with 1% 
PBT.  Next, the tissue was washed in 0.1% PBT + 0.5% BSA (Table 2.2) for two hours, 
with washes changed at least 4 times.  PBANG was used on the final wash.  PBANG was 
removed and ovaries were incubated in secondary antibody in PBANG for 1 hour at RT.  
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If actin staining was desired, phalloidin was added during incubation with secondary 
antibody (Invitrogen, #A22283; Table 2.5).  Samples were protected from light hereafter.  
After the incubation, samples were rinsed twice with 1% PBT, then washed again four 
times in 0.1% PBT + 0.5% BSA over two hours.  Finally, samples were rinsed with PBS.  
As much liquid as possible was removed from each sample and replaced with 2-3 drops 
of Vectashield with DAPI (Vector Laboratories).  Samples were stored at least overnight 
at 4°C, then mounted on slides for microscopy analysis. 
 
2.5.2 Antibody staining of Drosophila larval fat body 
 Everted larval carcasses with the fat body attached were fixed in 4% 
paraformaldehyde in 1X PBS for 20 minutes rotating at room temperature.  Rotator 
attachments were modified so that the Eppendorf tubes could be held horizontally 
(parallel to the axis of rotation).  The tissue was then washed three times in 1X PBS, 5 
minutes per wash.  Next, the tissue was permeabilized in two washes of 0.1% PBT over 
30 minutes.  Samples were incubated in PBANG (Table 2.2) for 1 hour at room 
temperature, then incubated in primary antibody diluted in PBANG (Lamin antibodies 
diluted 1:50) overnight at 4°C. 
 The next day, samples were washed in 0.1% PBT four times over an hour.  Next, 
they were incubated in secondary antibody diluted in PBANG.  After the incubation, 
samples were washed again in 0.1% PBT four times for a total of one hour.  The final 
wash was replaced with 2-3 drops of Vectashield with DAPI (Vector Laboratories), and 
samples were stored at least overnight at 4°C.   
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Two layers of Scotch tape were placed on slides flanking spaces in which the fat 
body would be mounted.  Larvae were deposited onto the slide and then forceps as well 
as fine tungsten needles were used to gently isolate the fat body.  A coverslip was added 
once fat body samples were mounted, and sealed with nail polish. 
 
2.6 LysoTracker staining 
 Dissected ovaries were incubated in freshly diluted LysoTracker (DND-99, 
Invitrogen #L7528; Table 2.5) in 1X PBS (1:50).  The bottom of the Eppendorf tube was 
tapped several times to mix the solution, then the tube was placed on a shaker for 3 
minutes at RT.  Tubes were gently flicked several times during the 3 minute interval, and 
protected from light.  The LysoTracker solution was then removed with a fine-tipped 
transfer pipette, and ovaries were washed three times in 1X PBS.  The first wash was 
quick, about 2 minutes, and the following two washes spanned the rest of the 30 minute 
wash period.  Once the tissue was washed, it was fixed in 4% PFA diluted in Grace’s or 
1X PBS for 20 minutes at RT.  The fixed tissue was washed three times in 0.1% PBT 
over a total wash time of 20 minutes.  Finally, PBT was removed and about 2 drops of 
Vectashield with DAPI (Vector Laboratories) were deposited over the tissue.  Samples 
were stored at least overnight at 4°C, then mounted on slides for microscopy analysis.   
If co-labeling with antibodies was desired, the tissue was fixed in 2% PFA diluted 
in 1X PBS and then the antibody staining procedure was followed. 
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2.7 TUNEL staining 
2.7.1 DeadEnd Fluorometric TUNEL System (Promega) 
 Ovaries were dissected in 4% PFA diluted in 1X PBS, and care was taken to limit 
contact with PFA so that the only environmental exposure was the small amount in the 
dissection well.  Tissues were fixed in fresh 4% PFA for a total of 50 minutes relative to 
immersion in PFA during dissection, then rinsed twice in 1% PBT and washed three 
times in 1% PBT over 40 minutes.  Ovaries were transferred to 0.5 mL Eppendorf tubes 
on the last wash. 
 Samples were equilibrated in 20-40 µL of equilibration buffer (enough to cover 
the tissue) on a shaker for 10 minutes.  Then, the equilibration buffer was removed and 
Tdt reaction mix (45 µL equilibration buffer, 5 µL nucleotide mix, 1 µL Tdt enzyme) was 
added to each sample.  Samples were protected from light hereafter.  The solution was 
gently mixed in each tube with a pipettor, and each tube was gently tapped to mix further.  
Samples were incubated for 3 hours at 37°C in a water bath.  To stop the reaction, 
samples were removed from the water bath and washed in 300 µL of 2X SSC solution for 
1 minute, and then again with a second wash for 15 minutes.  Ovaries were washed three 
times in PBT over 30 minutes.  Finally, tissue was incubated in Vectashield with DAPI 
(Vector Laboratories) at least overnight at 4°C, then mounted on slides for microscopy 
analysis. 
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2.7.2 In situ cell death detection kit, TMR red (Roche) 
 Ovaries were dissected in 2% PFA diluted in 0.1% PBT.  Samples were 
transferred into fresh 2% PFA and fixed at RT for a total fixation time of 45 minutes 
relative to when they were first immersed in PFA during dissection.  Samples were then 
rinsed twice with 1% PBT, and washed three times with 1% PBT over 30 minutes and 
transferred to a 0.5 mL Eppendorf tube.  The tissue was permeabilized in freshly prepared 
0.1% sodium citrate in 0.1% PBT at 65°C for 30 minutes.  Tubes were inverted several 
times approximately every 10 minutes to mix samples.  Next, tissues were washed three 
times in 1% PBT over 20 minutes – the first wash was a few minutes, and the following 
two were longer. 
 The last wash was removed and the TUNEL reaction mixture (45 µL of label 
solution, 5 µL of enzyme solution) was added to each sample.  Samples were protected 
from light hereafter.  The solution was gently mixed in each tube with a pipettor, and 
each tube was gently tapped to mix further.  Samples were incubated at 37°C for 3 hours, 
and the solution was gently mixed approximately every hour.  After incubation, samples 
were washed four times with 1X PBS over 1 hour.  Finally, tissue was incubated in 
Vectashield with DAPI (Vector Laboratories) at least overnight at 4°C, then mounted on 
slides for microscopy analysis. 
 If co-labeling with antibodies was desired, after the final PBS washes, ovaries 
would be blocked with PBANG following the antibody staining procedure thereafter. 
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2.8 BODIPY staining 
 Fixed larval carcasses were washed three times over 30 minutes in 1X PBS, 
rotating horizontally at room temperature.  Tissue was permeabilized by washing in 0.1% 
PBT for 30 minutes.  PBT was removed by three quick washes in 1X PBS.  Tissue was 
incubated in 1:1000 of 1 mg/mL BODIPY (Invitrogen #D3922) diluted in DMSO:1X 
PBS for 30 minutes.  Samples were washed in 1X PBS for about 5 minutes per wash.  
Then PBS was removed and replaced with about 3 drops of Vectashield with DAPI 
(Vector Laboratories).  
 
2.9 Microscopy 
 Samples were analyzed by either fluorescence microscopy (Olympus BX-60), or 
confocal microscopy (Olympus FluoView FV10i, or Nikon C2Si).  Image analysis was 
done with ImageJ.  Image processing (e.g. adjusting brightness) and figure production 
were facilitated by Adobe Photoshop CS6 and Illustrator CS6, respectively. 
 
2.10 Quantifications and statistics 
For stage 13 quantifications, stage 13 egg chambers were identified by the 
presence of dorsal appendages that had not fully matured as in stage 14 egg chambers.  
Stage 13 egg chambers were haphazardly selected, and a single Z-plane was imaged for 
quantification of NC nuclei.  NC nuclei with clearly distinguishable traits were 
quantified.  For example, sometimes Lamin antibody does not fully penetrate egg 
chambers so if penetrance was poor, nuclei were not quantified.   
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To quantify the formation of involutions when stretch FCs were ablated, NC 
nuclei of stage 13 egg chambers in experimental and control samples were analyzed for 
the presence or absence of Lamin involution into the nucleus.  Of the nuclei that had 
identifiable involutions, we quantified whether actin was associated with the involutions.  
We quantified 3 independent replicates for control samples, and 4 independent replicates 
for experimental samples.  Using Excel software, we calculated the average percentage 
and standard deviation of NC nuclei with involutions, and the average percentage and 
standard deviation of involutions associated with actin.  Using Prism software, we 
performed unpaired t-tests to determine p-values. 
To quantify Lamin degradation, NC nuclei in cross-section of stage 13 egg 
chambers were analyzed.  To test whether phagocytosis and lysosome-associated genes 
affected Lamin degradation, we calculated the proportion of NC nuclei with degrading 
Lamin versus total nuclei associated with Lamin, and shifted the data by adding 0.1 to 
test whether the data best fit a normal, lognormal, or gamma distribution using the 
fitdistrplus package (Delignette-Muller and Dutang, 2015) using R version 3.5.1 in 
RStudio (Team, 2016).  The data best fit a gamma distribution.  Using the lme4 package 
(Bates et al., 2015), we made a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) using genotype 
as a fixed effect and experiment replicate number as a random effect.  To compare 
significance between genotypes, we used the pairwise least-square means tests using the 
emmeans package (Lenth, 2019). 
To quantify changes in chromatin, Lamin, and acidification in CP1 knockdowns 
and controls, images were assigned unique codes and quantified blindly.  Multiple 
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correspondence analyses were computed using R, and the script is available at: 
https://github.com/spholmes/Nuclei.  Prism software was used to determine standard 
deviation and perform pairwise Student’s t-tests comparing the mean percentage between 
experimental and control nuclear states across 3 replicate experiments of >7 flies per 
experiment. 
 
2.11 RT-qPCR 
2.11.1 RNA extraction 
 Ovaries from well-fed flies were dissected and RNA was extracted and purified 
using the RNeasy Kit (Qiagen #74104).  Briefly, ovaries were placed into 200 µL of 
QIAlysis solution in 1.5 mL and homogenized in a chemical fume hood.  Once the tissue 
was thoroughly homogenized, another 300 µL of QIAlysis buffer were added (500 uL 
total), and 200 µL of chloroform was added.  Samples were vortexed for 15 second, 
allowed to rest for 1 minute, then vortexed again for 15 seconds.  Samples were spun for 
12 minutes at 14,000 x g.  Next, 200 µL of the supernatant were transferred to a new 
tube, to which 700 µL of RLT buffer and 500 µL of 100% ethanol were added.  Of this 
solution, 700 uL was aliquoted to a spin column for each sample, and samples were spun 
for 15 seconds at 8,000 x g.  The flow-through was discarded and this step was repeated 
with the rest of the solution.  Next, 650 µL of RW1 buffer were added to the spin column, 
and samples were spun for 15 seconds at 8,000 g and the flow-through was discarded.  
Then, 500 µL of RPE buffer were added to each spin column, and samples spun for 15 
seconds at 8,000 x g and the flow-through was discarded.  Empty columns were spun 
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again for 2 minutes at 8,000 x g, then moved to a new RNase-free tube and spun again for 
1 minute at 14,000 x g.  Finally, columns were moved to an RNase-free 1.5 mL 
Eppendorf tube, to which 40 µL of DEPC water was added.  Samples were spun for 1 
minute at 8,000 x g and RNA was quantified using the NanoDrop.  Samples were stored 
at -80°C.    
 
2.11.2 cDNA Synthesis 
 cDNA was generated using the Maxima First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit for RT-
qPCR (Thermo Scientific #K1671).  If samples had been stored, they were thawed with 
kit reagents on ice.  Concentration of RNA was quantified using the NanoDrop.  All kit 
components were mixed and briefly centrifuged on a table top centrifuge.  Then, to 
RNase-free tubes on ice, the following components were added: 1 µL of 10X dsDNase 
Buffer, 1 µL of dsDNase, 1µg total of RNA, and up to 10 µL of nuclease-free water.  
Samples were gently mixed and briefly centrifuged in a table top centrifuge.  Samples 
were incubated for 2 minutes at 37°C in a thermocycler, then chilled on ice, briefly 
centrifuged, and placed on ice.  To each tube, the following components were added: 4 
uL of 5X reaction mix, 2 µL of Maxima Enzyme Mix (water in RT-minus negative 
control), and 4 µL of nuclear-free water.  Samples were gently mixed and briefly 
centrifuged in a table top centrifuge, then incubated 10 minutes at 25°C followed by 15 
minutes at 50°C.  The reaction was terminated by heating at 5 minutes at 85°C, then 
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samples were either used immediately for qPCR or stored at -20°C up to one week  
(-80°C for longer storage). 
 
2.11.3 RT-qPCR 
 GoTaq qPCR Master Mix (Promega, A6001) was used to analyze samples for 
qPCR.  Samples were diluted to 5 ng/uL (for a total of 10 ng of cDNA per reaction) and 
primers were diluted to 10 uM working stock.  The MasterMix solution (Table 2.2) was 
made for each primer set an aliquoted in a 384 well plate.  cDNA (or water for the no 
template control) were added to each well once the MasterMix was distributed.  The plate 
was then sealed and samples were analyzed in an ABI 7900ht real time PCR machine. 
 
2.12 Cloning 
2.12.1 Growth of bacterial cultures 
 Bacteria containing a guide RNA expression plasmid (Addgene #49410) (Port et 
al., 2014) were streaked using the quadrant-streaking method across ampicillin-selective 
agar plates (Table 2.2).  Streaked plates were inverted to prevent condensation collecting 
on the agar, and incubated overnight at 37°C.  The following day, aseptic technique 
(surfaces wiped with ethanol, bacteria work done near within heated range of a Bunsen 
burner, etc.) was used to select single colonies with a sterile pipette tip and deposited into 
5 mL of LB medium with ampicillin in sterile culture vials.  Cultures were incubated for 
16 hours at 37°C, shaking vigorously.   
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Glycerol stocks were made by aliquoting 500 µL of inoculated liquid culture post-
incubation into a 50% sterile glycerol solution and gently mixing, then placed at -80°C.   
To recover bacteria from glycerol stocks, tubes were kept on ice (ideally dry ice if 
available) to prevent thawing, and a sterile loop was used to scrape frozen bacteria from 
the sample tube and streak an LB agar plate. 
 
2.12.2 Annealed Oligo Cloning 
2.12.2.1 Vector Preparation 
 Plasmid was purified from incubated inoculated cultures using QIAprep Spin 
Miniprep Kit (Qiagen #27104).  10 µg of the purified plasmid were incubated with 10 uL 
NEB buffer 2.1, 5 µL BbsI restriction enzyme (NEB), and H2O up to 100 µL for ~4 hrs at 
37°C, and subsequently heat inactivated at 65°C for 20 min.  Samples were purified by a 
1% agarose gel, post-stained with ethidium bromide for ~25 mins.  The band containing 
the cut vector was excised and purified via QIAquick Gel Extracting kit (Qiagen 
#28704).  In some subsequent iterations, the vector was digested and then purified using 
the QIAquick PCR Purification kit (Qiagen #28104). 
 
2.12.2.2 Annealing and Ligating guide RNA Oligonucleotides 
 To design guide RNAs (gRNAs), several programs were used including 
Benchling to visualize gene regions and design point mutations, the Drosophila RNAi 
Screening Center’s “Find CRISPRs” Tool to identify gRNA candidates and screen for off 
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target sites (Ren et al., 2013; Housden, Hu and Perrimon, 2016), and the CRISPR 
Optimal Target Finder (Gratz et al., 2014) as a second screen for off target sites.  Once 
gRNAs were designed, the 24 basepair oligonucleotide (oligo) sequences were ordered 
from Eurofins Genomics (Table 2.6). 
 Oligos were resuspended in 1X Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer.  Next, forward and 
reverse oligos (Table 2.6) were paired together along with 5 µL of 10X NEB buffer 2.1 
and dH2O up to 50 µL.  Samples were incubated in a thermocycler programmed to start 
at 95C for 2 min, then gradually cool to 25°C over 70 min. 
 The annealed oligo pairs were incubated with the cut plasmid in 10X ligase buffer 
(Promega), T4 ligase (Promega), and water up to 20 µL total.  Samples were left at 16°C 
overnight for ligation. 
 
2.12.2.3 Transformation 
 The transformation protocol for C299H NEB 5-alpha F’ Iq Competent E. coli 
cells was followed.  Briefly, cells were thawed on ice for 10 minutes, and about 4 µL of 
ligated plasmid DNA was added directly to the tube as soon as it thawed.  The tube was 
flicked 4-5 times to mix the cells with the DNA.  Tubes were placed on ice for 30 
minutes and not mixed during this time.  Next, samples were heat shocked at exactly 
42°C for exactly 30 seconds.  They were then placed on ice for 5 minutes.  Room-
temperature SOC medium was then added to the cells, and they were placed at 37°C for 
60 minutes, shaking vigorously (~250 rpm).  Tubes were gently inverted to mix the cells.  
Then, using aseptic technique, 100 and 150 µL of cells were plated on LB agar plates 
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with ampicillin or carbenicillin, and streaked using the quadrant method.  Plates were 
inverted and incubated overnight at 37°C. 
 
2.13 Screening for CRISPR/Cas9-induced point mutations 
2.13.1 Generating stable balanced stocks 
 Plasmids containing each of the gRNAs were purified by Midiprep according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen #12143).  Purified plasmid containing gRNAs 1, 
3, and 4 and their respective oligonucleotide templates were shipped to Genetivision 
(Houston, TX) for injection into nanos-Cas9 embryos (Bloomington #54591).  240 
embryos were injected with gRNAs 1 and 3, and the number of embryos injected was not 
supplied for gRNA 4.  Injected embryos that survived to adulthood were mated twice to a 
balancer line on the second chromosome to prevent crossover events (Figure 2.5; Table 
2.8).  Once the F2 progeny emerged, DNA was extracted from either the F1 parent or an 
F2 sibling.   
 
2.13.2 Genomic DNA Extraction (“Squish Fly Protocol”) 
 Aliquots of 50 uL of “Squish Fly Buffer” with Proteinase K (Table 2.2) were 
made in PCR tubes.  One fly was added to each tube and thoroughly mashed using a 
pipette tip.  Samples were incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes, then at 95°C for 2 minutes in 
the thermocycler.  Samples were spun in the centrifuge for 7 minutes at 14,000 RPM.  
Next, the supernatant was transferred to new PCR tubes and stored at 4°C.  Primers were 
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designed for each region of the Lamin C gene that were targeted for mutation (Table 2.7) 
for PCR amplification. 
 
2.13.3 Restriction endonuclease (RE) digests 
 The RE digest protocol was based on “The Restriction Digest of Plasmid DNA” 
(Addgene).  Briefly, in 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes on ice, 1 µg of DNA from the PCR 
amplification was mixed with 1 µL of either BspDI (NEB #R0557S) for screening 
mutations at the D245 site, or HinP1I (NEB #R0124S) for screening mutations at the 
K521 site, 3 µL of 10X CutSmart Buffer (provided with REs), and dH2O up to a total 
volume of 30 µL.  Samples were mixed by gently pipetting and tapping the bottom of 
each tube.  Samples were briefly spun on a table-top centrifuge to ensure all components 
were gathered together at the bottom of each tube.  Next, samples were incubated at 37°C 
for at least 2 hours, then either loaded into a gel or inactivated by incubating mixtures at 
80°C for 20 minutes. 
 A successful mutation event at D245 would eliminate a BspDI restriction cut site.  
Therefore, one band would indicate a mutant (that would then be sent for DNA 
sequencing), and two bands would indicate that the BspDI site was intact and a mutation 
at the D245 site did not occur. 
 A successful mutation event near K521 (second point mutation encoded in the 
ssOligo template) would eliminate a HinP1I cut site.  As previously, one band would 
indicate a mutant (that would then be sent for DNA sequencing), and two bands would 
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indicate that the HinP1I cut site was intact, suggesting a mutation at the K521 site was 
unlikely. 
 
2.13.5 Gel electrophoresis 
 A 2% agarose gel was made by mixing 0.8g of agarose with 40 mL of TAE 
(Table 2.2), heated until the agarose dissolved, and poured into a gel cast with a comb 
inserted to create the desired number of wells.  Once solidified, the gel was properly 
aligned with the cathode and anode, and the gel box was filled with 1X TAE.  DNA 
samples were diluted in Loading Dye (NEB #B7024S or Promega #G190A), then loaded 
onto the gel alongside a 100 bp ladder.  Samples were run in the gel at ~100 volts for 
about an hour, then post-stained for 20 minutes gently shaking in ethidium bromide 
diluted in 1X TAE.  Gels were imaged using the BioRad Universal Hood II Gel Doc 
System.  
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Figure 2.1 The Drosophila binary expression system GAL4/UAS.   
A schematic of the GAL4/UAS system for driving tissue-specific gene or RNAi 
expression.  The yeast transcription factor GAL4 is located downstream of a tissue 
specific promoter or enhancer region on a chromosome in one parent.  The other parent 
contributes an upstream activation site (UAS) located upstream of a specific gene of 
interest.  Mating both parents results in offspring who have inherited both components.  
In these F1 progeny, GAL4 is expressed and binds to the UAS site, thereby driving gene 
expression only in tissues GAL4 is expressed.  Female fly photo credit: Darren J. Obbard.  
Male fly photo credit: André Karwath, Wikimedia Commons. 
  
Tissue-
specific driver GAL4 UAS Gene-of-interest
Expression of 
gene-of-interest in 
specific tissue
F1
“Tissue > GOI”
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Figure 2.2 Larval dissection technique.   
A schematic of a modified glass dissection well.  The bottom of the well is filled with 
Sylgard 184, creating a flat surface.  A fine tungsten insect pin is embedded in the 
Sylgard and bent at a 90° angle along which larvae can be everted.  
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Table 2.1 Summary of fly stocks 
 Purpose Fly stock Source Identifier 
GAL4 
Lines 
FC driver GR1-GAL4 Dr. Trudi Schüpbach - 
SFC driver P{GawB}l(1)3AtPG150 Dr. Ellen LeMosy - 
Germline driver NGT;nanos-GAL4:VP16 Dr. Pernille Rørth - 
Gal80TS 
w[*]; P{w[+mC]=tubP-
GAL80[ts]}20; TM2/TM6B, 
Tb[1] 
BDSC 7019 
Over-
expression 
Lines 
Wild-type (WT) 
Lamin O/E UASp-WLc1-2 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
WT Lamin O/E UASp-WLc2-2 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
WT Lamin O/E UASpWLc8-3 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
WT Lamin O/E UASp-WLc9-1 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
WT Lamin O/E UASp-WLc10-2 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
WT Lamin O/E UASp-WLc11-1 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
WT Lamin O/E UASp-WLc24-2 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
Caspase-
resistant (CR) 
Lamin O/E 
UASp-MLc2-1 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
CR Lamin O/E UASp-MLc7-2 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
CR Lamin O/E UASp-MLc8-2 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
CR Lamin O/E UASp-MLc9-1 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
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CR Lamin O/E UASp-MLc20-1 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
CR Lamin O/E UASp-MLc31-1 
M Barkett, 
E Tanner, 
JS Peterson 
- 
RNAi  
Lines 
Luciferase RNAi y[1] v[1]; P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP.JF01355}attP2 BDSC 31603 
CP1 RNAi y[1] sc[*] v[1]; P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS00725}attP2 BDSC 32932 
Diap1 RNAi 
y[1] sc[*] v[1] sev[21]; 
P{y[+t7.7] 
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS00752}attP2 
BDSC 33597 
Vha16-1 RNAi 
y[1] sc[*] v[1]; P{y[+t7.7] 
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS 
02171}attP40 
BDSC 40923 
Mutant 
Lines 
Draper null draperΔ5 FRT2A Dr. Estee Kurant - 
Deep orange 
hypomorph dor
4/FM7   
Protein 
Traps 
Nucleoporin107-
GFP  w*; P{GFP-Nup107.K}9.1 BDSC 35514 
Germline GFP Tral-GFP (G00089) DGRC 110584 
CRISPR- 
Generated 
Lines 
Modeling 
FPLD2 LamC (D245N)/CyO AY G22b 
Modeling 
FPLD2 LamC (D245N)/CyO AY G22e 
Modeling 
FPLD2 LamC (D245N)/CyO AY G22h 
Modeling 
FPLD2 LamC (D245N)/CyO AY G22i 
Modeling 
FPLD2 LamC (D245N)/CyO AY G22j 
Modeling 
FPLD2 LamC (D245N)/CyO AY G23a 
Modeling 
FPLD2 LamC (D245N)/CyO AY G23g 
Modeling 
FPLD2 LamC (D245N)/LamC (D245N) AY 
G22b 
homozygous 
Modeling 
FPLD2 LamC (D245N)/LamC (D245N) AY 
G22e 
homozygous 
Modeling 
FPLD2 LamC (D245N)/LamC (D245N) AY 
G22h 
homozygous 
Modeling 
FPLD2 LamC (D245N)/LamC (D245N) AY 
G22i 
homozygous 
Modeling 
FPLD2 LamC (D245N)/LamC (D245N) AY 
G22j 
homozygous 
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Injected line, but 
no mutation LamC
+/+ AY gN3b 
Injected line, but 
no mutation LamC
+/+ AY gN3h 
Injected line, but 
no mutation LamC
+/+ AY gN23g 
Injected line, but 
no mutation LamC
+/+ AY gN23h 
Abbreviations: BDSC – Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center; DGRC – Drosophila 
Genomics and Genetic Resources; FC – follicle cell; FPLD2 – Familial partial 
lipodystrophy, type 2; SFC – stretch follicle cells; TS – temperature sensitive 
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Table 2.2 Summary of solutions 
Solution Components Autoclaved 
DAPI Fixative 
500 µL 0.1% PBT 
100 µL 16% paraformaldehyde (PFA,  
EM grade, opened <1 week) 
No 
LB Plates with 
AMP 
10 g tryptone peptone 
5 g yeast extract 
10 g NaCl 
15 g agar 
Bring volume up to 1 L with dH2O; Autoclave 
Let cool to 55°C and add ampicillin 
Yes 
MasterMix 
Solution 
(for a single 10 
uL reaction) 
5 µL 2X MasterMix (from GoTaq kit) 
0.9 µL H2O 
0.1 µL CXR (from GoTaq kit) 
1 µL Fwd primer (of 10 uM working stock) 
1 µL Rev primer (of 10 uM working stock) 
 
2.0 µL cDNA (or H2O for no template control) 
No 
PBANG 
10 mL 0.1% PBT 
0.05 g BSA 
500 µL Normal Goat Serum (NGS) 
No 
10X PBS 
900 mL diH2O 
80 g NaCl  
2 g KCl  
11.5 g Na2HPO4  
2 g KH2PO4  
adjust to 1 L, pH 7.4 
Yes 
1% PBT 100 mL 1X PBS 1 mL Triton X-100 No 
0.1% PBT 100 mL 1X PBS 100 µL Triton X-100 No 
0.1% PBT + 
0.5% BSA 
50 mL 1X PBS 
50 µL Triton X-100 
0.25 g BSA 
No 
4% PFA 375 uL 1X PBS 125 uL 16% PFA (opened <1 week) No 
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2% PFA 980 µL 1X PBS 140 µL 16% PFA (opened <1 week) No 
Relaxation 
Buffer 
30 mL dH2O 
10 mL 10X PBS 
5 mL 100 mM EGTA, pH 8.0 
5 mL 100 mM MgCl2 
No 
Squish Fly 
Buffer 
9.6 mL dH2O 
100 uL 1M Tris pH 8.0 
40 uL 0.25M EDTA 
250 uL 1M NaCl 
+ 1 uL Proteinase K (10mg/mL) for each 50 uL 
of Buffer, added just before use. 
No 
TAE 
242 g Tris base 
57.1 mL acetate 
100 mL of 0.5M EDTA 
dH2O up to 1 L 
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Table 2.3 Summary of antibodies and fluorophores used in the ovary 
Abbreviations: DSHB – Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank 
  
 Antibody Host Dilution Source 
1° Anti-Cleaved Dcp-1 Rabbit 1:100 Cell Signaling Technology 
 Anti-Lamin C (LC28.26) Mouse 1:10 DSHB 
 Anti-Lamin Dm0 (ADL84.12) Mouse 1:10 DSHB 
 Anti-Lamin Dm0 (ADL67.10) Mouse 1:10 DSHB 
 Anti-Lamin (ADL101) Mouse 1:10 DSHB 
2° Goat-anti-mouse Cy3 Goat 1:200 Jackson ImmunoResearch 
 Goat-anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 Goat 1:400 Invitrogen 
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Table 2.4 Staining patterns of lamin antibodies in the Drosophila melanogaster 
ovary 
Lamin Antibody Epitope Cross reactivity Staining pattern 
Lamin C LC28.26 -- None 
- Spotty around NC and 
  FC nuclei 
- Notable in oocyte 
  nucleoplasm, and in 
  stalk cell nuclei 
See Figure 2.3 
Lamin ADL67.10 
Tail region: 
amino acids 
548-620  
- Sf9 lamin 
- All Dm 
isoforms 
- Smooth around NC 
  and FC nuclei 
Lamin ADL84.12 
Head region: 
amino acids 
22-28 
- Dm1 and Dmmit 
- Smooth around NC 
  and FC nuclei 
Lamin 
and 
Lamin C 
ADL101 
Coil 1b/2: 
amino acids 
261-278 
- Sf9 lamin 
- All Dm 
isoforms 
- Lamin C 
- Spotty around NC and 
  FC nuclei 
- Difficult to discern in 
  NCs during late 
  oogenesis 
See Figure 2.4 
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Figure 2.3 Characterization of Lamin C staining using LC28.26.   
Wild-type (w1118) egg chambers were stained with LC28.26 (concentration of 1:2) to 
label Lamin C.  (A-A’’) Representative early egg chambers: LC28.26 labeling appears 
spotted, or dappled along the edges of NC nuclei (A’ arrowhead), and is especially 
noticeable in stalk cells (A’ arrow).  (B-B’’) Stage 10 egg chamber showing very faint 
spotty labeling at the NC nuclei closest to the oocyte.  The oocyte nucleus shows 
nucleoplasmic Lamin C (B’ arrowhead).  (C-C’’) Stage 12 egg chamber showing spotty 
labeling in the NC cytoplasm, outlining the NC nuclei (C’ arrowhead).  It is difficult to 
determine whether Lamin C is associated with NC nuclei at this point, though it 
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associates with FC nuclei (C’ arrow).  (D-D’’) Stage 13 egg chamber with a NC nucleus.  
Lamin C largely labels FC nuclei. 
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Figure 2.4 Characterization of Lamin and Lamin C labeling by ADL101.   
Wild-type (w1118) egg chambers were stained with ADL101 which labels Lamin and 
Lamin C.  (A-A’’) Stage 10 egg chamber: Lamin is weakly detected at the two nurse cell 
nuclei nearest to the oocyte, although it is detected in FC nuclei (A’ arrow).  (B-B’’) 
ADL101 staining appears spotted and cytoplasmic in stage 11, outlining NC nuclei (B’ 
arrowhead).  (C-D’’) Two late stage 12/early stage 13 egg chambers are shown.  ADL101 
associated with a NC nucleus (C’ arrowhead), or continued to appear spotted and 
cytoplasmic outlining NC nuclei (D’ arrowhead).   
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Table 2.5 Summary of fluorescent dyes 
 
  
Dye Purpose Dilution Source 
BODIPY Stains neutral lipids 
1:1000 of 
1mg/mL 
stock 
Invitrogen #D3922 
DAPI in 
Vectashield 
Intercalates in the minor 
groove of DNA -- 
Vector Laboratories 
#H-1200 
LysoTracker Labels acidic organelles 1:50 Invitrogen #L7528 
Phalloidin Labels F-actin 
1:40 of 200 
units/mL 
methanolic 
stock 
Invitrogen 
#A22283 
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Table 2.6 Oligonucleotide sequences for targeting D245 and K521 
Sequence name Target site Sequence 5’à 3’ 
gRNA 1 (gy) - Sense D245 [GTCG]ATCGAGATCAGCGAGATCGA 
gRNA 1 (gy) - Anti D245 [AAAC]TCGATCTCGCTGATCTCGAT 
gRNA 2 (yw) - Sense D245 [GTCG]CCTCGTATTGACGCGACAGT 
gRNA 2 (yw) - Anti D245 [AAAC]ACTGTCGCGTCAATACGAGG 
gRNA 3 (bl) - Sense K521 [GTCG]CGATCCGCGCGAGAACTTGA 
gRNA 3 (bl) - Anti K521 [AAAC]TCAAGTTCTCGCGCGGATCG 
gRNA 4 (gn) - Sense K521 [GTCG]TCGCGCGGATCGAAGGTACT 
gRNA 4 (gn) - Anti K521 [AAAC]AGTACCTTCGATCCGCGCGA 
Repair template for 
gRNA 1 
D245 
CACGCAGTTCCTGGAGCGATTGCTGC
AGCTTGGCCTCGTATTGACGCGACAG
TCGGCCATTGATCTCGCTGATCTCGA
TCTGGCGACGGGATCGGGTCTCGGTG
AGCTCCTGGGTGTGCAC 
Repair template for 
gRNA 2 
D245 
CACGCAGTTCCTGGAGCGATTGCTGC
AGCTTGGCCTCGTATTGACGCGACAG
TCGCCCATTGATCTCGCTGATCTCGA
TCTGGCGACGGGATCGGGTCTCGGTG
AGCTCCTGGGTGTGCAC 
Repair template for 
gRNA 3 and 4 
K251 
CATCGACGGACCAAATGGTTACACTA
GCACCGCCGAGTACCTTCGATCCCCG
CGAGAACTGGAAGGCCAGTTCCTCGT
CGCCGGCAATGCGGGTTAGCTGCCA
GCCAGTCAGATTGATCTC 
 
Sequences for guide RNAs (gRNAs) targeting the D245 or K521 sites, and single strand 
oligo (ssOligo) repair templates for introducing the desired point mutation at each site 
(magenta).  A secondary mutation in the ssOligo templates was used in some cases to 
prevent gRNA from retargeting each site if homology directed repair occurred. 
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Figure 2.5 Mating scheme for screening CRISPR/Cas9 mutations.   
Flies injected with a guide RNA (gRNA) and coordinating single stand oligonucleotide 
(ssOligo) template for homology-directed repair were crossed to flies with the curly 
(CyO) balancer on the second chromosome and a marker for glazed eyes (Gla).  F1 
progeny were crossed again to the Gla/CyO line and once F2 progeny had emerged, DNA 
was extracted from the F1 parent and screened by restriction digest to determine whether 
a mutation event occurred.  Female fly photo credit: Darren J. Obbard.  Male fly photo 
credit: André Karwath, Wikimedia Commons.  
Inject gRNA and oligo templatesCas9 
expressed 
in germline
*
A
X
Balanced stock
Flies that are
potentially
heterozygous 
for the mutation
Screen for mutation
X Balanced stock
Stable heterozygous stock
lamC*/+ or +/+
in the germline
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Table 2.7 Primers for sequencing CRISPR flies 
 
Sequence name Target site Sequence 5’à 3’ 
Primer 1/2 (gy/yw) – Fwd D245 GAACCGCCTAAATTTCGATAAGGG 
Primer 1/2 (gy/yw) – Rev D245 GCTGGCTTGAATGTGAGTACTG 
Primer 3/4 (bl/gn) – Fwd K521 TGATCGATGAGAGCGAGGATC 
Primer 3/4 (bl/gn) – Rev K521 CTTTTGCCTTTCAGGATGTTGC 
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CHAPTER THREE    
Nuclear degradation dynamics in a developmental non-apoptotic cell death 
Parts of this chapter have been published in Yalonetskaya et al., 2019. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 Regulated cell death (RCD) encompasses a variety of genetically encoded cell 
death modalities that employ specific cellular machinery to coordinately destroy a cell.  
While some forms of RCD occur in response to disturbances in the cell or its 
microenvironment, others, termed programmed cell death (PCD) take place during basic 
physiological states (Galluzzi et al., 2015, 2018).  Throughout organismal growth and 
development, PCD contributes to the molding of anatomical structures, removal of 
superfluous cells, and maintenance of tissue homeostasis.  Cells dying by apoptosis, one 
form of PCD, were first characterized by their distinct morphological features: nuclear 
and cytoplasmic condensation, nuclear fragmentation, and the packaging of cellular 
material into apoptotic bodies which are subsequently phagocytosed (Kerr, Wyllie and 
Currie, 1972).  The main effectors of apoptosis are caspases, cysteine-directed aspartate-
specific proteases that specifically target and cleave >1000 substrates (Lüthi and Martin, 
2007; Crawford and Wells, 2011; Kumar et al., 2014; Nagata, 2018).  While apoptosis 
has been well-characterized, about a dozen other forms of PCD have been identified that 
are non-apoptotic and non-caspase dependent, but our understanding of them is limited 
(Kutscher and Shaham, 2017; Galluzzi et al., 2018). 
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 A major event of PCD is the destruction of the nucleus.  Lingering nuclear 
material can be toxic to the organism and, therefore, must be effectively eliminated 
(Nishimoto et al., 2003; Kawane, Motani and Nagata, 2014).  During apoptosis, caspases 
cleave nuclear components, promoting the efficient breakdown of the nucleus (Crawford 
and Wells, 2011).  One such set of nuclear components are the nuclear lamins, type V 
intermediate filament proteins that form a meshwork underlying the inner nuclear 
membrane.  Nuclear lamins consist of A- and B-type lamin proteins which differ 
biochemically, structurally, and in their expression patterns (Dechat et al., 2010; De 
Leeuw, Gruenbaum and Medalia, 2018).  Caspase cleavage of nuclear lamins during 
apoptosis has been shown to facilitate nuclear degradation events in vitro (Rao, Perez and 
White, 1996).  Additionally, the cleavage of nuclear lamins has been used to track 
caspase activity in vivo (Martin and Baehrecke, 2004; Berry and Baehrecke, 2007a; Lin 
et al., 2017).  However, it remains to be determined how nuclear lamins and the nucleus 
in general are dismantled during caspase-independent PCD modalities.  
 Several examples of non-apoptotic cell death have recently emerged, including 
the elimination of alveolar epithelial cells during mammary gland regression post-
lactation, and removal of uterine epithelial cells during implantation in mammals 
(Kreuzaler et al., 2011; Sargeant et al., 2014; Li, Sun and Dey, 2015).  Another well-
defined example of non-apoptotic PCD is linker cell death in C. elegans (Abraham, Lu 
and Shaham, 2007).  Both the life and death of the male-specific linker cell are 
imperative for male fertility as it is responsible for gonad elongation and its death enables 
fusion between the gonad and cloaca, allowing sperm to be released.  Linker cell death 
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shows a distinct nuclear morphology compared to apoptosis: chromatin does not 
condense and the nucleus becomes crenellated (Abraham, Lu and Shaham, 2007).  In 
their recent review, Kutscher and Shaham (Kutscher and Shaham, 2017) suggest that the 
morphology of the dying linker cell is not unique, as dying cells in various tissues and 
organisms display similar non-apoptotic morphology.  For example, a similar nuclear 
morphology is observed in dying cells during mammalian sex specification, where the 
Wolffian duct is removed in females and the Müllerian duct is removed in males.  Nuclei 
of dying cells in these structures do not look apoptotic – they form crenellations while 
chromatin remains uncondensed resembling nuclei in linker cell death (Kutscher and 
Shaham, 2017).  Despite the conservation of morphological features, it is unclear whether 
these changes in nuclear structure impact nuclear breakdown.  Moreover, it remains to be 
determined how nuclear material is degraded in caspase-independent forms of cell death. 
The different forms of PCD observed during distinct stages of Drosophila 
oogenesis facilitate a comparative analysis between apoptotic and non-apoptotic nuclear 
degradation dynamics.  In mid-oogenesis (stages 7-9), environmental stressors such as 
protein starvation and predator threat can induce NC apoptosis (Figure 1.6) (Drummond-
Barbosa and Spradling, 2001; Kacsoh et al., 2015).  In late oogenesis (stages 10B-14), 
the 15 germline-derived NCs are eliminated to produce a mature oocyte (Figure 
1.6).  This developmental death of the NCs is non-apoptotic, as the chromatin 
morphology is distinct from apoptosis (Figure 1.6) and blocking caspases does not 
prohibit NC death (Mazzalupo and Cooley, 2006; Peterson and McCall, 2013).  Instead, 
we previously demonstrated that the developmental death of NCs likely occurs through 
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phagoptosis (Brown and Neher, 2012), since phagocytic machinery is required to 
promote the elimination of NCs (Timmons et al., 2016).  Knocking down the 
transmembrane engulfment receptor draper specifically in stretch FCs results in an 
average of about 10 persisting NC nuclei (out of 15 total) in fully formed stage 14 egg 
chambers (Timmons et al., 2016).  Additionally, the lysosome trafficking genes deep 
orange (dor) and spinster are also non-autonomously required for NC elimination 
(Timmons et al., 2016).   
 We leveraged this powerful in vivo system to determine how nuclear degradation 
proceeds in a non-apoptotic, caspase-independent cell death.  Specifically, we visualized 
a nuclear caspase substrate, Lamin (the Drosophila B-type lamin), to analyze 
comparative changes in nuclear architecture and Lamin breakdown during apoptosis and 
developmental phagoptosis of NCs.  We find that during NC apoptosis in mid-oogenesis, 
Lamin is degraded from the nucleus soon after chromatin changes are observed.  
However, during developmental non-apoptotic NC death, Lamin remains at least partially 
associated with nuclei.  Moreover, Lamin labeling reveals a series of changes in nuclear 
architecture during non-apoptotic NC death.  We show that phagocytosis and lysosome-
associated genes non-autonomously promote Lamin degradation, but do not affect 
changes in nuclear architecture.  Yet, how Lamin is removed from the nucleus in the 
absence of caspases remained elusive.  We find that CP1, a lysosomal protease, facilitates 
Lamin breakdown during caspase-independent NC death.  Furthermore, we find that CP1, 
a lysosomal protease, non-autonomously facilitates Lamin breakdown during caspase-
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independent NC death.  Our work establishes a model for nuclear degradation 
mechanisms in a non-apoptotic cell death.  
 
3.2 During apoptosis, changes in chromatin morphology are quickly followed 
by Lamin degradation 
To characterize nuclear lamin degradation during apoptosis in the ovary, flies 
were starved and egg chambers were labeled with antibodies against cleaved Death 
caspase-1 (cDcp-1) and B-type lamin (Lamin).  We determined the phase of death of 
mid-stage egg chambers according to Etchegaray et al. (Etchegaray et al., 2012).  Phase 0 
(healthy, non-dying) mid-stage egg chambers were identified by dispersed NC chromatin 
and the absence of cDcp-1 (Figure 3.1 B arrowhead, B’).  Lamin staining revealed 
continuous circumferential Lamin in NC and FC nuclei of healthy mid-stage egg 
chambers (Figure 3.1 B’’ inset, arrow). In Phase 1 (early dying) egg chambers, NC 
chromatin was disorganized and cDcp-1 was present in the germline (Figure 3.1 C-C’).  
Lamin began to appear cytoplasmic, while continuing to associate with NC nuclei (Figure 
3.1 C’’, inset).  As mid-stage death proceeded, NC chromatin progressively condensed 
and fragmented (Figure 3.1 D-G’; asterisks in D-E’’ denote anteriorly neighboring Phase 
0 egg chambers).  Lamin continued to appear cytoplasmic in Phase 2 (Figure 3.1 D’’), 
and rarely associated with NC chromatin (Figure 3.1 D’’, inset).  In Phase 3, Lamin was 
still detected in the germline cytoplasm, but was not associated with NC nuclear 
fragments for the remainder of mid-stage death (Figure 3.1 E’’-G’’, arrowhead).  In 
contrast, Lamin in FC nuclei stayed intact through Phase 5 (Figure 3.1 G, G’’, arrows).  
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Thus, the loss of Lamin from NC nuclei was an early event in NC apoptosis, occurring by 
phase 2. 
 
3.3 During developmental non-apoptotic cell death, Lamin remains associated 
with NC nuclei despite chromatin changes 
To determine the progression of nuclear events during non-apoptotic 
developmental death (Mazzalupo and Cooley, 2006; Peterson and McCall, 2013), we 
examined egg chambers of well-fed wild-type flies labeled with a Lamin antibody.  In 
stage 10 egg chambers, NC chromatin was dispersed and peripherally enclosed by Lamin 
(Figure 3.2 A-A’).  Consistent with previous work showing chromatin changes in stage 
11 egg chambers (Guild et al., 1997), we found that as NCs rapidly transferred their 
cytoplasmic contents into the oocyte, NC nuclei began to compress (Figure 3.2 B).  By 
stage 12, NC chromatin had compacted (Figure 3.2 C), but was not as condensed as in 
mid-stage apoptotic death (Figure 3.1 D, for example).  As these chromatin changes 
occurred, Lamin remained peripherally associated with NC nuclei and showed striking 
changes in architecture: as the NC nuclei compressed, the nuclear lamina formed 
crenellations (Figure 3.2 B’, inset) and then deep involutions (Figure 3.2 C’, insets).   
 During mid-stage apoptosis, NCs degenerate synchronously.  In contrast, 
developmental NC death had some synchronous and some asynchronous processes.  NC 
nuclei compressed, became crenellated, and formed involutions synchronously.  
However, Lamin and chromatin degradation occurred asynchronously.  Stage 13 egg 
chambers contained NC nuclei with different states of chromatin degradation: in some 
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nuclei, there were regions of condensed chromatin, while in others chromatin had 
degraded based on weak DAPI staining (Figure 3.2 D).  Additionally, different states of 
Lamin association were observed: in some nuclei Lamin appeared unperturbed, while in 
others Lamin was degrading.  We observed two classes of Lamin degradation which were 
not mutually exclusive – appearing either less concentrated along the nuclear periphery 
(Figure 3.2 D’, inset), or as “focal disruptions” where breaks were observed in peripheral 
Lamin (Figure 3.2 E’, inset, arrow).  In some nuclei with weak DAPI labeling, Lamin had 
been entirely degraded and was absent (Figure 3.2 E-E’, yellow arrowheads).  By stage 
14, all NC nuclei had been eliminated and only FC nuclei remained (Figure 3.2 F-F’, 
arrowhead). 
These data demonstrate a compelling difference in nuclear degradation dynamics 
between apoptosis in mid-stage NC death and non-apoptotic developmental NC death.  In 
apoptosis, Lamin disappeared from nuclei soon after chromatin changes were observed 
(Figure 3.1), whereas in the non-apoptotic developmental death, Lamin remained 
associated with nuclei and revealed a progression of architecture changes (Figure 3.2 G).  
Early egg chambers, such as in stage 8, had round NC nuclei (Figure 3.1 B’’, inset and 
Figure 3.2 G).  By stage 10, NC Lamin architecture began to deviate from a smooth, 
round perimeter (Figure 3.2 A’, G).  As NC nuclei started to compress, Lamin became 
crenellated and subsequently involuted, remaining associated with nuclei despite 
chromatin changes (Figure 3.2 G).  Finally, Lamin asynchronously degraded, yet 
continued to at least partially associate with chromatin (Figure 3.2 G).   
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3.4 Stretch FCs promote Lamin architecture changes and Lamin degradation 
 Our data revealed that an early step of nuclear degradation during non-apoptotic 
NC death is a change in Lamin architecture.  In wild-type, the formation of cytoplasmic 
actin bundles in stage 10B egg chambers (Gutzeit, 1986; Guild et al., 1997; Huelsmann, 
Ylänne and Brown, 2013) immediately precedes the dramatic changes in Lamin 
architecture.  Cytoplasmic actin bundles actively position NC nuclei during dumping: as 
NCs contract, the actin bundles push NC nuclei and laterally associate with them as 
nuclei rotate (Huelsmann, Ylänne and Brown, 2013).  Previously, we demonstrated that 
stretch FCs closely associate with NC nuclei in late oogenesis: in stage 11 egg chambers 
stretch FCs begin to invade between NCs, and by stage 12 stretch FC membranes 
surround NC remnants (Timmons et al., 2016; Mondragon et al., 2019).  Moreover, 
stretch FCs are required for several events that take place during NC death, including 
cytoplasmic dumping, acidification, DNA fragmentation, and cytoplasmic actin bundles 
in stage 13 egg chambers (Timmons et al., 2016).  Thus, to investigate the non-
autonomous role of stretch FCs in NC nuclear degradation, we specifically deleted these 
cells in late stage egg chambers and examined Lamin and cytoplasmic actin dynamics 
using antibody and phalloidin co-labeling.  We used the GAL4/UAS system (Brand and 
Perrimon, 1993) to express the Death-associated inhibitor of apoptosis 1 (Diap1)-RNAi 
specifically in stretch FCs to induce their death (Timmons et al., 2016).   
Consistent with previous studies (Cooley, Verheyen and Ayers, 1992; Guild et al., 
1997; Huelsmann, Ylänne and Brown, 2013), in control egg chambers we observed 
subcortical actin in NCs and FCs (Figure 3.4 A-A’’’, arrow), actin filaments in the ring 
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canals (Figure 3.4 A-A’’’, dashed arrow), and cytoplasmic actin bundles extending 
towards NC nuclei in stage 10 and 11 egg chambers (Figure 3.4 A-B’’’) (Cooley, 
Verheyen and Ayers, 1992; Guild et al., 1997; Huelsmann, Ylänne and Brown, 2013).  
We found actin filaments poking into NC nuclei starting in stage 11 (Figure 3.4 B-B’’’, 
inset and arrowhead), and extending into involutions during stages 12 and 13 (Figure 3.4 
C-D’’’, insets).  By stage 14, NCs were eliminated and only cortical actin in FCs was 
observed (Figure 3.4 E-E’’’).   
Genetic ablation of stretch FCs did not entirely disrupt the formation of 
cytoplasmic actin bundles in stage 10 and 11 egg chambers (Figure 3.4 F-G’’’).  Similar 
to controls, these actin bundles seemed to poke into some NC nuclei (Figure 3.4 F-G’’’, 
insets and arrowheads).  However, in stage 12 and 13 egg chambers, the actin bundles 
were less readily observed (Figure 3.4 H-I’’’), although cortical actin remained intact 
(Figure 3.4 H’’, arrow).  Moreover, the architecture of the NC nuclei in these egg 
chambers deviated from controls: the nuclei did not appear synchronously compressed, 
and failed to form involutions (Figure 3.4 H-I’’’).  NCs lingered in stage 14 egg 
chambers, and the persisting nuclei generally remained associated with Lamin.  In some 
instances, NC nuclei appeared to be degrading as judged by the regions of highly 
condensed chromatin (Figure 3.4 J, arrowhead); Lamin also appeared to be breaking 
down in these nuclei (Figure 3.4 J’, arrowhead).   
To determine the effect of stretch FCs on nuclear events, we quantified 
involutions and Lamin degradation in NC nuclei of stage 13 egg chambers.  We found a 
significant decreased in involutions (Figure 3.4 K), and in the association of involutions 
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with actin (Figure 3 L) when stretch FCs were ablated. Since actin bundles were seen in  
stage 10-11 egg chambers lacking stretch FCs, it is possible that they contributed to some 
of the involutions.  Additionally, Lamin degradation was significantly decreased when 
stretch FCs were ablated (Figure 3.4 M).  Altogether, these data suggest that actin 
dynamics during late oogenesis are associated with the formation of nuclear involutions.  
Furthermore, Lamin degradation relies on non-autonomous components from stretch 
FCs. 
 
3.5 Phagocytosis and lysosome associated genes promote Lamin degradation, 
but not Lamin architecture changes 
To better understand how non-autonomous factors promote nuclear degradation 
events, we investigated the role of phagocytosis and lysosome-associated genes acting in 
stretch FCs.  The engulfment receptor Draper is non-autonomously required for NC 
clearance, as FC-specific knockdowns and null mutants of draper result in a strong 
persisting nuclei phenotype (Timmons et al., 2016).  Knocking down draper specifically 
in stretch FCs blocked NC acidification and DNA fragmentation in stage 13 (Timmons et 
al., 2016).  Similarly, the lysosome associated genes deep orange (dor), spinster (spin), 
and Vha16-1 are required for NC clearance (Bass et al., 2009; Timmons et al., 2016; 
Mondragon et al., 2019).  dor and Vha16-1 are also required for acidification in stage 13 
egg chambers. 
To characterize the role of phagocytosis and lysosome-associated genes in 
caspase-independent nuclear degradation, we analyzed chromatin and Lamin changes in 
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draper and dor mutants, and used the GAL4/UAS system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) to 
knock down spin and Vha16-1 specifically in FCs.  By stage 13 in control egg chambers, 
NC nuclei had compressed, become crenellated, and formed Lamin involutions (Figure 
3.2 D, 3.5 A-A’).  NC nuclei were found in different states of degradation, with varying 
degrees of chromatin and Lamin breakdown (Figure 3.5 A-A’, arrow vs. arrowhead, for 
example).  In stage 13 egg chambers from draper null mutants, nuclear architecture 
changes proceeded normally: nuclei compressed, and became crenellated and involuted 
(Figure 3.5 B-B’, inset, arrowhead).  These processes also occurred normally in dor 
hypomorphos, and spin and Vha16-1 knockdowns (Figure 3.5 C-E’, insets, arrowheads).  
Knocking down Vha16-1 additionally resulted in a mild dumpless phenotype, in which 
NCs did not completely transfer their cytoplasm to the oocyte (Figure 3.5 E’, J’, 
brackets), suggesting Vha16-1 may have additional roles late oogenesis.  We quantified 
the extent of Lamin degradation in stage 13 egg chambers, since NC nuclei are 
eliminated in stage 14 control egg chambers.  Both draper and dor significantly impaired 
Lamin degradation (Figure 3.5 K).  Similarly, knocking down Vha16-1 also significantly 
blocked Lamin degradation (Figure 3.5 L).  In line with these trends, knocking down 
spinster led to a reduction in Lamin degradation, though this was not statistically 
significant (Figure 3.5 L). 
In control stage 14 egg chambers, NC DNA and Lamin was completely cleared 
(Figure 3.5 F-F’).  However, in stage 14 egg chambers from draper null mutants, NC 
chromatin persisted and Lamin remained associated with nuclei (Timmons et al., 2016).  
These persisting nuclei had formed involutions, as those observed in control egg 
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chambers (Figure 3.5 G-G’), but unlike NC nuclei in control egg chambers, these did not 
show the focal disruptions or degradation of Lamin.  Interestingly, asynchronous 
degradation was less apparent, as variation in chromatin condensation and Lamin 
degeneration was limited (Figure 3.5 G-G’).  Persisting nuclei in stage 14 egg chambers 
from dor, spin, and Vha16-1 mutants also proceeded through nuclear architecture 
changes normally, and generally continued to associate with Lamin.  However, 
asynchronous nuclear breakdown events were still observed in contrast to draper 
mutants.  It is possible that draper is required at an earlier step than dor, spin, and Vha16-
1; thus, the absence of draper disrupted asynchronous degradation while the other genes 
did not have as strong of an effect.  Alternatively, dor, spin, and Vha16-1 could be 
incompletely knocked down, so perhaps some contribution from these genes remained.  
Another consideration is that compensatory mechanisms for the targeted lysosome 
associated genes may contribute to preserving asynchronous nuclear degradation events.  
Altogether, these data demonstrate that phagocytic and lysosome associated genes are 
important for Lamin breakdown, but not for changes in nuclear architecture (Figure 3.2 
G).  
 
3.6 The lysosomal protease CP1 facilitates Lamin degradation 
NC Lamin degradation was blocked in draper null mutants, and impaired in the 
absence of lysosome associated genes.  Yet, it remained unclear how Lamin was removed 
since caspases are not required for developmental NC death (Peterson, Barkett and 
McCall, 2003; Mazzalupo and Cooley, 2006; Peterson and McCall, 2013; Peterson et al., 
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2015). We recently reported that CP1, the Drosophila ortholog of cathepsin L, is released 
from stretch FCs and localizes to degenerating NC nuclei during developmental death 
(Mondragon et al., 2019).  Furthermore, it is required for NC elimination, but not 
acidification.  Thus, we were interested in elucidating whether cathepsins played a role in 
nuclear degradation during non-apoptotic NC death. 
To explore this possibility, we knocked down CP1 in stretch FCs, and co-labeled 
egg chambers with Lamin and LysoTracker to mark acidified compartments.  We blindly 
quantified NC nuclei of stage 13 egg chambers according to the state of three traits: (a) 
chromatin morphology (b) Lamin morphology, and (c) acidification (Table 3.1; Figure 
3.6 A-B’’’, arrows and arrowheads).  Chromatin state was qualitatively defined as either 
(i) baseline, in which it appeared evenly dispersed, (ii) degrading, in which chromatin 
appeared to have regions of condensed chromatin or weak DAPI staining, or (iii) absent, 
in which DAPI was no longer detected.  Lamin state was defined as either (i) continuous, 
such that a cross-section through a NC nucleus had continuous Lamin around the nuclear 
perimeter, (ii) degrading, such that Lamin appeared faint, or showed focal disruptions, or 
(iii) absent.  Finally, acidification was either (i) present or (ii) absent, based on 
LysoTracker staining.  This produced data sets of different nuclear degradation states in 
control and FC-specific CP1 knockdowns based on the varying conditions of chromatin, 
Lamin, and acidification.   
We first wanted to use an unbiased approach to explore these data sets in their 
entirety and determine whether there was a relationship between the different states of 
chromatin, Lamin, and acidification.  We performed multiple correspondence analyses 
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which confirmed our hypothesis that in control NC nuclei, baseline chromatin correlated 
with continuous Lamin, degraded chromatin correlated with degraded Lamin, and the 
absence of chromatin correlated with the absence of Lamin (Figure 3.6 C).  Nuclei in 
which chromatin and Lamin were absent also correlated more closely with being 
acidified (Figure 3.6 C).  When CP1 was knocked down, these states were less closely 
correlated with each other, suggesting nuclear changes occurred through more 
intermediate states (Figure 3.6 C).  As expected, acidification state did not notably 
change in CP1 knockdowns versus controls.  However, we found that in addition to being 
less closely correlated, the relationship between degraded chromatin and Lamin was 
inverted in CP1 knockdowns relative to controls.  A similar inversion was noted in 
chromatin and Lamin absence.  This suggests that when CP1 is knocked down in FCs, 
Lamin degradation and elimination lags. 
Next, we wanted to examine how individual nuclear degradation states differed 
upon CP1 knockdown by doing pairwise comparisons.  Statistically significant 
differences in nuclear states were only observed in acidified NC nuclei (Table 3.2).  
Notably, CP1 knockdown led to a significant increase in the percentage of acidified NC 
nuclei with degrading chromatin and degrading Lamin (10.8% vs. 4.6% in controls, 
p=0.0383; Table 3.2).  There was also a significant decrease in acidified NC nuclei with 
degrading chromatin and absent Lamin (3.2% vs. 15.5% in controls, p=0.0043; Table 
3.2).  Finally, knocking down CP1 resulted in a significant increase in acidified nuclei in 
which chromatin was absent, but Lamin was still degrading, and thus still present and 
partially associated with nuclei (11.8% vs. 3.1%, p=0.0012; Table 3.2; Figure 3.6b-b’’’, 
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arrows).  These findings suggest a model in which NC nuclei with degrading chromatin 
and degrading Lamin generally progress to a state of degrading chromatin and absent 
Lamin (Table 3.2).  When CP1 is knocked down, there is an increase of NC nuclei with 
degrading chromatin and degrading Lamin, possibly because they have not progressed to 
the degrading chromatin and absent Lamin state (Table 3.2).  There is also an increase of 
NC nuclei with absent chromatin and degrading Lamin (Table 3.2).  Altogether, these 
data suggest that CP1 facilitates NC Lamin degradation. 
 
3.7 Discussion 
In this study, we characterized nuclear degradation in a novel non-apoptotic cell 
death that occurs during Drosophila oogenesis.  Our analysis revealed differences in 
nuclear degradation morphology between apoptosis and non-apoptotic developmental 
death in vivo. We established a time course of the events of nuclear breakdown, and 
identified factors that contribute to each stage (Figure 3.7). We found that stretch FCs aid 
in NC nuclear architectural changes, and are required for Lamin degradation. Moreover, 
we found that phagocytosis and lysosome associated genes promoted Lamin degradation 
in non-apoptotic developmental NC death, but were not required for mediating changes 
in nuclear architecture.  Finally, we showed that the cathepsin CP1 facilitates Lamin 
degradation in non-apoptotic NC death.  Altogether, our work provides a molecular and 
morphological foundation for further interrogating nuclear degradation processes during 
non-apoptotic NC death. 
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The nuclear architecture changes we identified complement similar findings 
observed by electron microscopy (Guild et al., 1997).  Several other changes in late stage 
NC nuclei have been reported: gaps form in the nuclear membrane, and the nuclear 
surface area increases without a corresponding increase in volume. (Okada and 
Waddington, 1959; Guild et al., 1997).  Conceivably, the gaps and increased surface area 
confer flexibility to the nuclear membrane, facilitating ensuing nuclear architecture 
changes. Starting in stage 12 egg chambers, we found deep Lamin involutions extending 
into some NC nuclei.  Recent work demonstrated that actin filaments continue to elongate 
once they reach NC nuclei, actively pushing and even rotating the nuclei resulting in the 
lateral association of the actin filaments with deformed NC nuclei (Huelsmann, Ylänne 
and Brown, 2013).  We propose these actin dynamics contribute to the Lamin involutions 
we have identified, which associate with actin (Figure 3 C’’, D’’ for example).  These 
nuclear architecture changes may aid the degradation of the large polyploid NC nuclei.  
Given that late stage NC nuclei become acidified, an increased surface area would be 
expected to render more nuclear material exposed to an acidified environment and 
proteases. 
Our data suggest that the final nuclear degradation is facilitated by cathepsins.  
Cathepsins are lysosomal enzymes with different catalytic mechanisms, as they can be 
cysteine, serine or aspartate-directed (Chwieralski and Welte, 2006).  Their substrate 
specificity is less stringent than caspases, and they have also been shown to play a role in 
several forms of cell death, including apoptosis (Chwieralski and Welte, 2006).  Some 
cathepsins translocate to the nucleus during cell death (Roberts et al., 1997), and are 
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specifically required for protein cleavage in vitro (Biggs et al., 2001).  Yet, the activities 
of cathepsins in the nucleus during PCD remain elusive.  Our work presents an in vivo 
model to further investigate nuclear cathepsin function during cell death. 
Another important consideration is the role of phosphorylation in regulating 
intermediate filaments, including lamins.  Phosphorylation state affects myriad activities 
of intermediate filaments, including solubility and filament organization (Omary, Ku, 
Tao, Diana M. Toivola, et al., 2006).  One example is the phosphorylation of lamins 
during mitosis, which allows their dissociation from the nucleus (Gerace and Blobel, 
1980; Heald and McKeon, 1990; Eggert et al., 1993; Goss et al., 1994).  Lamin 
phosphorylation has also been observed during apoptosis: the kinase PKC-d was found to 
facilitate Lamin disassembly during apoptosis in addition to caspase cleavage (Cross et 
al., 2000).  However, the role of phosphorylation in apoptosis and other types of cell 
death remains largely unexplored.  Interestingly, in examining Lamin isoforms, Smith 
and Fisher discovered the presence of a soluble Lamin isoform in late stages of 
Drosophila oogenesis (Smith and Fisher, 1989).  Specifically, the Drosophila Lamin 
isoforms Dm1 and Dm2, which differ in their phosphorylation state, are both present in 
the nuclear envelope before stage 10 (Smith and Fisher, 1989).  Then, between stages 11 
and 13, a soluble Lamin isoform, Dmmit, is detected, coinciding with NC degradation 
(Smith and Fisher, 1989).  Thus, an intriguing aim for future research is to determine 
whether a kinase works in tandem with proteases to efficiently remove Lamin during 
non-apoptotic NC death. 
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While the changes we have identified in nuclear architecture are just beginning to 
be explored in cell death, altered nuclear morphology has long been appreciated as a 
feature of cancer cells and some laminopathies, such as progeria (Eriksson et al., 2003; 
de las Heras and Schirmer, 2014).  Nuclear morphology is integral to determining tumor 
grade and prognosis (Bell and Lammerding, 2016), and involutions revealed by Lamin 
staining are a feature of high grade ductal carcinomas in situ (Bussolati, 2008).  
Dysregulation of lamins is associated with various cancers and may contribute to changes 
in nuclear stiffness to facilitate metastasis, sequester transcription factors, or alter 
chromatin organization and gene expression (Bell and Lammerding, 2016).  Thus, future 
endeavors elucidating changes in nuclear morphology and the mechanisms through which 
they occur may further our understanding of two opposing cell fates – death and 
immortality. 
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Figure 3.1 Lamin is degraded as morphological changes in chromatin are observed 
during caspase-dependent apoptosis.   
A-F’’ Representative mid-stage egg chambers of starved wild-type (w1118) flies stained 
with DAPI to mark DNA (cyan), anti-cleaved-Dcp-1 (cDcp-1, yellow) to mark egg 
chambers undergoing apoptosis, and ADL84.12 to mark B-type Lamin (green).  Mid-
stage phasing previously described by Etchegaray et al., 2012. A-A’’ Phase 0 mid-stage 
egg chamber: NC chromatin is dispersed (A arrowhead), a layer of follicle cells (FCs) 
line the perimeter of the egg chamber (A arrow indicating FC nuclei), and cDcp-1 is 
absent (A’).  Both NC (A’’ inset) and FC nuclei (A’’ arrow) have continuous peripheral 
Lamin. B-B’’ Phase 1 dying egg chamber: NC chromatin is disorganized and cDcp-1 is 
present in the germline.  Lamin begins to appear cytoplasmic and continues to at least 
partially associate with NC nuclei (B’’ inset).  C-C’’ Phase 2 egg chamber: chromatin is 
condensed.  Lamin generally no longer associates with condensed NC nuclei and 
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continues to appear cytoplasmic (C’’ inset).  Asterisks indicate a healthy egg chamber 
anterior to the dying egg chamber.  D-E’’ Phase 3-4 egg chambers: NC chromatin 
progressively fragments.  Lamin is not associated with degrading chromatin.  Asterisks 
indicate a healthy egg chamber anterior to the dying egg chamber (D-D’’).  F-F’’ Phase 5 
egg chamber: few remnants of NC chromatin remain (F arrowhead), and FC nuclei are 
disorganized surrounding the germline material (F arrow).  Most of the germline material 
has been engulfed (F’).  Lamin is observed surrounding only FC nuclei (F’’ arrow 
compared to arrowhead). Scale bar = 50 µm. 
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Figure 3.2 Lamin persists after chromatin changes have occurred during caspase-
independent developmental PCD in NCs.   
A-F’ Representative late stage egg chambers of well-fed wild-type (w1118) flies stained 
with DAPI to mark chromatin (cyan), and ADL84.12 to mark B-type Lamin (green).  A-
A’ Stage 10 egg chamber: NC nuclei are spheroid with dispersed chromatin and 
continuous peripheral Lamin.  B-B’ Stage 11 egg chamber: compressed NC nuclei, 
crenellated Lamin (B’ inset).  C-C’ Stage 12 egg chamber: NC chromatin has compacted, 
but remains associated with Lamin.  Lamin involutions extend into NC nuclei (C’ inset, 
arrowhead).  D-E’ Stage 13 egg chambers: NC nuclei asynchronously degrade.  
Degrading Lamin appears faint (D’ inset), or shows focal disruptions (E’ inset, 
arrowhead).  Some NC nuclei lack Lamin (E, E’ yellow arrowheads).  F-F’ Stage 14 egg 
chamber: characterized by fully extended dorsal appendages (DA, F’ inset).  NCs have 
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been eliminated, while FCs remain (arrowhead).  G Model of NC Lamin changes (white) 
in developmental NC PCD.  St 8 nucleus from Figure 3.1b inset.  Scale bar = 50 µm. 
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Figure 3.3 Caspases are not required for Lamin degradation in developmental NC 
death.   
A-E’ Representative late stage egg chambers of well-fed flies in which the caspase-
inhibitor Diap1 was ectopically expressed in the germline stained with DAPI to mark 
chromatin (cyan), and ADL84.12 to mark B-type Lamin (green).  A-B’ Stage 10-11: NC 
nuclei compressed and became crenellated by stage 11 B’ inset).  C-D’ Stage 13: NC 
nuclei had formed involutions (c’ left inset, arrowhead), and exhibited Lamin degradation 
(C’ right inset, D’ inset, arrowhead).  E-E’ Stage 14: NC nuclei had been eliminated by 
stage 14, with only follicle cell nuclei remaining (arrowheads).  DA = dorsal appendage.  
Scale bar = 50 µm. 
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Figure 3.4 Actin bundles extend into nuclear involutions, and non-autonomous 
components from stretch follicle cells promote nuclear Lamin degradation.   
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A-H’’’ Representative late stage egg chambers of well-fed control (A-E’’’, FM7/+; tub-
Gal80ts/+; UAS-Diap1RNAi/+) and stretch FC ablated (F-J’’’, PG150-Gal4/+; /+; tub-
Gal80ts/+; UAS-Diap1RNAi/+) flies stained with DAPI to mark chromatin (cyan), 
ADL84.12 to mark B-type Lamin (green), and phalloidin to mark actin (magenta).   
A-A’’’ Stage 10 egg chamber: actin staining reveals cortical actin surrounding nurse cells 
(NCs; arrow), cytoplasmic actin bundles beginning to form (arrowhead), and ring canals 
between germline cells (dashed arrow).  B-D’’’ Stage 11-13 egg chambers: cytoplasmic 
actin bundles extend towards NC nuclei and into nuclear involutions (B-D’’’, insets, 
arrowhead).  The muscle sheath surrounding each ovariole is also sometimes seen (D’’-
D’’’, M).  E-E’’’ Stage 14: NC nuclei have been eliminated and dorsal appendages have 
fully extended (DA).  F-G’’’ Stage 10-11 egg chambers: occasionally cytoplasmic actin 
bundles are present, extending towards NC nuclei and into involuting NC nuclei 
(arrowheads, insets).  H-I’’’ Stage 12-13 egg chambers: cytoplasmic actin bundles are 
largely absent, corresponding with a lack of involutions in NC nuclei. However, cortical 
actin is apparent (H’’, arrow).  J-J’’’ Stage 14 egg chamber: cortical actin between NCs 
remains visible.  Additionally, NC nuclear Lamin remains largely intact.  Chromatin in 
some nuclei seems to be collapsing and possibly degrading, though the appearance 
deviates from the progression seen in wild-type and control egg chambers (arrowhead).  
K-L Quantification of the mean percentage ± standard deviation of NC nuclei with 
involutions from 3 replicate experiments in control and 4 replicate experiments in 
experimental flies.  K In control egg chambers, 84.6% ± 5.3 of NC nuclei had involutions 
(120 NC nuclei total).  When stretch FCs were ablated, the percentage of NC nuclei with 
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involutions was significantly reduced to 20.4% ± 4.3 (p<0.0001) (160 NC nuclei total).  
L Quantification of the mean percentage of involutions associated with actin.  In control 
egg chambers, 87.4% ± 5.9 of involutions were associated with actin.  When stretch FCs 
were ablated, the percentage of involutions associated with actin was significantly 
reduced to 50.1% ± 13.7 (p=0.0074).  M Quantification of NC nuclei with degrading 
Lamin.  The proportion of NC nuclei with degrading Lamin per egg chamber was 
determined and plotted as a boxplot.  In control egg chambers, the median percentage of 
NC nuclei with degrading Lamin was 60% (103 NC nuclei total).  When stretch FCs were 
ablated, the median number of NC nuclei with degrading Lamin significantly decreased 
to 0 (p<0.001) (112 NC nuclei total). Scale bar = 50 µm. 
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Figure 3.5 Phagocytosis and lysosome associated genes do not affect Lamin 
architecture changes, but do affect Lamin degradation during the developmental 
PCD of NCs.  
A-J’ Representative egg chambers of well-fed control (GR1-Gal4 G89/+; UAS-
luciferase-RNAi/+) and mutant flies stained with DAPI to mark chromatin (cyan), and 
ADL84.12 to mark Lamin (green).  A-E’ Stage 13 egg chambers from wild-type and 
mutant flies had compressed NC nuclei with peripheral Lamin forming crenellations and 
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involutions.  Phase insets show growing dorsal appendages.  A-A’ arrow and arrowhead 
indicate asynchronously degrading NC nuclei.  F-F’ Wild-type stage 14 egg chamber 
devoid of NC material.  G-J’ Stage 14 egg chambers of mutant flies with persisting NC 
nuclei.  Lamin and nuclear architecture, including involutions, are retained (G’-J’).  Phase 
insets show fully formed dorsal appendages.  K-L Quantification of NC nuclei with 
degrading Lamin from at least 2 replicate experiments per genotype.  The proportion of 
NC nuclei with degrading Lamin per egg chamber was determined and plotted as a 
boxplot.  K In control egg chambers (w1118), the median percentage of NC nuclei with 
degrading Lamin was 50% (118 total NC nuclei).  In dor4 and draper null mutants, the 
median percentage of NC nuclei with degrading Lamin significantly decreased to 14.29% 
(p=0.0027) (83 total NC nuclei) and 18.33% (p=0.0068) (113 NC nuclei total), 
respectively.  L In control egg chambers (GR1-Gal4 G89/+; UAS-luciferase-RNAi/+), 
the median percentage of NC nuclei with degrading Lamin was 58.33% (103 NC nuclei 
total).  When spinster was knocked down in FCs, the median percentage of NC nuclei 
with degrading Lamin decreased to 33.33% (p=0.06) (72 NC nuclei total).  When Vha16-
1 was knocked down, the median percentage of NC nuclei with degrading Lamin 
decreased to 0 (p=0.0002) (81 NC nuclei total).  Scale bar = 50 µm. 
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Table 3.1 Morphological characterization of nuclear chromatin, Lamin, and 
LysoTracker traits. 
 
  
Traits States Description Example(s)
Chromatin
Baseline Chromatin texture is similarly dispersed throughout the nucleus Fig. 3.2 D
Degrading
Condensed regions of chromatin (i),
or weak DAPI staining (ii)
Fig. 3.6 A,
arrowhead (i)
Fig. 3.6 A,
arrow (ii)
Absent Not detected with DAPI Fig. 3.6 A, dashed arrow
Lamin
Continuous
Lamin surrounds the entire nuclear perimeter in a 
cross-sectional view
Fig. 3.6 A’, 
arrowhead
Degrading
Lamin is faint (iii),
or has focal disruptions (iv)
Fig. 3.6 A’, 
arrow (iii)
Fig. 3.2 E’, 
arrow (iv)
Absent
Either not detected, or hazy appearance overlapping with 
LysoTracker (v)
Fig. 3.6 A’, 
dashed arrow 
LysoTracker
Absent (0) Not detected Fig. 3.6 A’’, arrowhead
Present (1) Large acidified compartments Fig. 3.6 A’’, arrows
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Figure 3.6 CP1 facilitates Lamin degradation.   
A-B’’’ Representative stage 13 egg chambers (phase insets) of well-fed control 
(Gal80ts/+; UAS-luciferase-RNAi/GR1-Gal4 G89) and CP1 knockdown (Gal80ts/+; UAS-
CP1-RNAi/GR1-Gal4 G89) flies stained with DAPI to mark DNA (cyan), ADL84.12 to 
mark Lamin (green), and LysoTracker (magenta) to mark acidified compartments.  NC 
nuclei display different combinations of chromatin, Lamin, and acidification states 
(arrows and arrowheads).  C Rationale for performing multiple correspondence analyses: 
between stages 10 and 14, DNA and Lamin are degraded and NC nuclei become 
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acidified.  We investigated whether these events correlate in degrading nuclei.  D 
Multiple correspondence analyses of nuclear states in control and CP1 knockdown flies.  
Note the correlation of baseline chromatin (Chrom_Base) with continuous Lamin 
(Lam_Cont), degrading chromatin (Chrom_Deg) with degrading Lamin (Lam_Deg), and 
absent chromatin (Chrom_Abs) with absent Lamin (Lam_Abs), which in turn correlate 
with acidification (LT1).  N=3 replicates per genotype, >7 flies per replicate. Scale bar = 
50 µm. 
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Table 3.2. Frequency of nuclear degradation states in CP1 knockdown and control 
stage 13 egg chambers.   
  
Chromatin 
state 
Lamin  
state 
LT 
state 
Mean percentage 
± SD of nuclei in 
Ctrl 
Mean percentage 
± SD of nuclei in  
CP1-RNAi 
p-values  
(Student’s t-test) 
Baseline Continuous - 7.9 ± 2.6 10.8 ± 5.7 n.s. 
Baseline Degrading - 7.7 ± 5.9 4.4 ± 3.5 n.s. 
Baseline Absent - 0 0 n.s. 
Baseline Continuous + 0.4 ± 0.6 0.6 ± 1.2 n.s. 
Baseline Degrading + 0.5 ± 1.2 0.6 ± 1.2 n.s. 
Baseline Absent + 0 0 n.s. 
Degrading Continuous - 19.2 ± 5.0 20.5 ± 4.2 n.s. 
Degrading Degrading - 28.5 ± 7.0 17.1 ± 1.7 n.s. 
Degrading Absent - 1.3 ± 2.3 0.6 ± 1.2 n.s. 
Degrading Continuous + 1.3 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 2.1 n.s. 
Degrading Degrading + 4.6 ± 2.5 10.8 ± 2.3 0.0383* 
Degrading Absent + 15.5  ± 2.1 3.2  ± 2.9 0.0043** 
Absent Continuous - 0 0 n.s. 
Absent Degrading - 0 0.8 ± 1.2 n.s. 
Absent Absent - 0 0 n.s. 
Absent Continuous + 0 0.8 ± 1.2 n.s. 
Absent Degrading + 3.1  ± 1.0 11.8 ± 1.5 0.0012** 
Absent Absent + 9.8 ± 2.9 15.3 ± 7.6 n.s. 
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Figure 3.7 Model of nuclear degradation during non-apoptotic NC death.   
Relative to earlier stages in which NC nuclei are spheroid, nuclei of stage 10B NCs are 
irregular.  As NCs dump their cytoplasmic contents into the oocyte, NC nuclei become 
deformed by cytoplasmic actin bundles extending towards them.  By stage 12, NC nuclei 
form involutions associated with actin, a process that relies on stretch follicle cells. 
Lysosomal machinery and Draper promote nuclear acidification and Lamin breakdown, 
but are not required in earlier steps for nuclear architecture changes.  Finally, CP1, which 
does not impair acidification, facilitates Lamin degradation. 
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CHAPTER FOUR    
Effects of overexpressing wild-type and caspase-resistant Lamin on nuclear 
dynamics in apoptotic and non-apoptotic NC death 
 
 Margaret Barkett, Elizabeth Tanner, Zackary Hintze, Anoush Calikyan, and Jeanne 
Peterson assisted with portions of this chapter. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 Nuclear lamins interact closely with the inner nuclear membrane, nuclear pores, 
and heterochromatin.  Cleavage of nuclear lamins by caspases facilitates nuclear 
breakdown during apoptosis in vitro (Rao, Perez and White, 1996).  Specifically, ectopic 
expression of caspase-resistant A- or B-type lamin delayed nuclear breakdown by 12 
hours in vitro (Rao, Perez and White, 1996).  Lamin disassembly also facilitates nuclear 
breakdown outside of cell death.  Terminal differentiation of the lens fiber cells in the eye 
involves eliminating organelles, including nuclei, which can interfere with the light path.  
Recent work has demonstrated that cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (Cdk1) phosphorylation of 
lamin A/C facilitates nuclear breakdown in differentiating lens fiber cells (Rowan et al., 
2017).  This insight suggests that lamin degradation may be an important step in 
promoting nuclear demise in broad physiological contexts. 
 The fly ovary (described in detail in Chapters 2 and 3) presents a model for 
studying lamin degradation during cell death in vivo.  Specifically, we were interested in 
determining the degradation dynamics of a caspase-resistant Lamin in both apoptotic 
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mid-stage death and non-apoptotic late-stage cell death.  To do so, previous members of 
the lab (Margaret Barkett, Elizabeth Tanner, and Jeanne S Peterson) generated a Lamin 
construct with a point mutation in the caspase cleavage site (D253E), rendering it 
resistant to caspases (“caspase-resistant Lamin”).  The construct was cloned downstream 
of a UASp site (Rørth, 1998), so that its expression was inducible by GAL4 in the 
germline (Brand and Perrimon, 1993).  Through P-element insertion, the construct was 
randomly integrated in fly genomes, creating numerous independent stocks containing 
the caspase-resistant Lamin gene.  As a control for overexpressing Lamin, fly stocks 
containing an inducible wild-type Lamin gene were also created (Margaret Barkett, 
Elizabeth Tanner, and Jeanne S Peterson).  Using these lines, we expressed wild-type and 
caspase-resistant lamin in the germline to determine its effects on cell death in the ovary. 
   
4.2 Overexpression of wild-type Lamin does not affect apoptosis 
Since both caspase-resistant and wild-type Lamin constructs were inserted 
randomly through P-element insertion, we used qRT-PCR to identify lines with 
comparable levels of caspase-resistant or wild-type Lamin overexpression (Figure 4.1).  
We identified lines WLc2-2 (wild-type Lamin) and MLc2-1 (caspase-resistant Lamin) as 
highly overexpressed (Figure 4.1) and used these for comparative phenotypic analyses.  
We surveyed additional wild-type and caspase-resistant Lamin overexpression lines and 
observed qualitatively similar nuclear morphologies. 
To examine the effects of overexpressing wild-type B-type Lamin during 
apoptosis, we labeled egg chambers of starved flies with antibodies against Lamin and 
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cleaved caspase Dcp-1 (cDcp-1).  Lamin antibody penetrance was inconsistent, 
sometimes appearing faint in the interior of the egg chamber.  Therefore, we tried to 
focus on analyzing dying egg chambers abutting healthy egg chambers within an ovariole 
that had good Lamin antibody penetrance, and also considered the lamin staining of the 
FC nuclei between the two egg chambers.  Moreover, because of the brightness of Lamin 
staining in NC nuclei overexpressing Lamin, the laser intensity was adjusted so that 
Lamin would not appear oversaturated.  As a result, FC nuclei in wild-type egg chambers 
appear brighter relative to NC nuclei in the same egg chambers (Figure 4.2, A-F’’) as 
compared to FC nuclei in egg chambers overexpressing Lamin (Figure 4.2, G-L’’). 
 To control for gene overexpression via the GAL4/UAS system (Figure 2.1) 
(Brand and Perrimon, 1993), we drove expression of lacZ in the germline of control egg 
chambers (NGT;nG4>UASp-lacZ), and examined cDcp-1 and lamin in egg chambers 
undergoing apoptosis in mid-oogenesis.  The progression of mid-stage death in the 
control egg chambers resembles that of wild-type egg chambers in Chapter 3 (Figure 
3.1).  In Phase 0, lacZ control egg chambers were healthy and not undergoing apoptosis 
(Figure 4.2, A-A’’).  cDcp-1 was not detected in the germline (Figure 4.2, A), and Lamin 
was continuous around NC and FC nuclei (Figure 4.2, A’-A’’).  Phase 1 egg chambers 
began undergoing apoptosis, as indicated by positive cDcp-1 staining in the germline 
(Figure 4.1, B).  Chromatin began to appear disorganized, and remained associated with 
Lamin (Figure 4.1, B’-B’’).  By Phase 2, Lamin was absent from condensing NC 
chromatin, although it remained associated with the oocyte nucleus (Figure 4.1, C-C’’ 
arrowhead).  It was also detected in the border cell cluster migrating between NCs 
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(Figure 4.1, C’’ arrow).  In Phase 3 egg chambers, and thereafter, NC chromatin 
progressively degraded and remained devoid of Lamin. 
 Next, we examined experimental mid-stage dying egg chambers in which we 
overexpressed wild-type Lamin via the GAL4/UAS system (NGT;nG4>UASp-WLc2-2) 
(Figure 2.1) (Brand and Perrimon, 1993).  Phase 0 experimental egg chambers lacked 
caspase activity, and NC nuclei had dispersed chromatin (Figure 4.2, G-G’).  Lamin 
appeared thick in some NC nuclei at the anterior of the egg chamber (Figure 4.2, G’-G’’ 
arrowheads).  Stochastic expression may account for variation in Lamin overexpression, 
as not all NCs had equally thick Lamin around their nuclei. 
 As experimental egg chambers underwent apoptosis (Figure 4.2, H-L’’) the 
progression resembled that of control dying egg chambers (Figure 4.2, B-F’’).  In Phase 
1, caspase activity was detected in the germline and chromatin appeared disorganized 
(Figure 4.2, H-H’).  Lamin remained at least partially associated with NC nuclei, 
appearing thick in some of the NCs (Figure 4.2, H’-H’’ arrowheads).  By Phase 2, Lamin 
had disappeared from degenerating NC chromatin (Figure 4.2, I-I’) and was detected in 
vesicles within FCs (Figure 4.2, I’-I’’).  As apoptosis proceeded, NC chromatin 
progressively condensed and fragmented and Lamin vesicles were observed in FCs 
(Figure 4.1, J-K’’).  By Phase 5, FCs were disordered surrounding the germline, and the 
germline had diminished (Figure 4.1, L-L’) similar to control egg chambers (Figure 4.1, 
F-F’).  These findings demonstrate that overexpression of wild-type Lamin does not 
impede apoptosis in vivo. 
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4.3 Overexpression of caspase-resistant Lamin impairs nuclear degradation 
during apoptosis 
 To study the effects of caspase-resistant Lamin on apoptosis, we overexpressed 
Lamin with a D253E point mutation, rendering it resistant to caspase cleavage, 
specifically in the germline (NGT;nG4>UASp-MLc2-1).  Similar to wild-type Lamin 
overexpression, Phase 0 egg chambers not undergoing apoptosis had thick Lamin 
associated with NCs (Figure 4.2, M-M’’ arrowheads).  NC chromatin appeared 
disorganized, even in non-dying egg chambers (Figure 4.2, M-M’).  In Phase 1 dying egg 
chambers, active Dcp1 was detected in the germline and chromatin appeared further 
disorganized (Figure 4.2, N-N’).  Lamin was detected in some NC nuclei, though the 
extent of association across NC nuclei was difficult to assess given technical challenges 
of Lamin penetration (Figure 4.2, N’-N’’).  Nevertheless, in Phase 2 egg chambers, 
Lamin remained associated with NC nuclei in contrast to both control and wild-type 
Lamin overexpression (Figure 4.2, O-O’’ arrowheads).  Additionally, Dcp1-positive 
vesicles engulfed by FCs varied in the extent of colocalization with Lamin.  Most 
vesicles contained Lamin, but not all Dcp1-positive vesicles had a strong association with 
Lamin (Figure 4.2, O-O’’, white vs. purple arrows).  In conjunction with Lamin 
persisting at NC nuclei, the data suggest that the caspase-resistant Lamin impedes Lamin 
degradation and uptake by engulfing FCs. 
 Subsequent phases of apoptosis continued to show Lamin lingering in NC nuclei 
in dying egg chambers.  In Phases 3 and 4, NC chromatin was condensed and 
fragmented, but remained enclosed by Lamin (Figure 4.2, P-P’’ arrowheads).  Finally, 
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while germline material had diminished by Phase 5 similar to control and wild-type 
Lamin overexpression, nuclear remnants persisted when caspase-resistant Lamin was 
overexpressed.  The lingering debris contained chromatin within Lamin structures 
(Figure 4.2, R-R’’ arrowheads).  These data demonstrate that overexpression of caspase-
resistant Lamin impairs nuclear degradation during apoptosis. 
 
4.4 Wild-type Lamin overexpression inhibits nuclear degradation in non-
apoptotic NC death 
 Consistent with in vitro data (Rao, Perez and White, 1996), we found that 
apoptosis in mid-stage death was perturbed by overexpression of caspase-resistant 
Lamin, but not overexpression of wild-type Lamin.  We next wanted to investigate Lamin 
degradation dynamics in developmental, non-apoptotic NC death.  Caspases do not play a 
major role in developmental NC death, as blocking caspase activity by overexpressing 
caspase inhibitors Diap1 and p35 does not hinder the elimination of NCs (Peterson, 
Barkett and McCall, 2003; Mazzalupo and Cooley, 2006; Peterson and McCall, 2013; 
Peterson et al., 2015).  We wanted to examine non-apoptotic NC death from the 
perspective of a caspase substrate and determine how Lamin degradation may affect a 
non-apoptotic cell death. 
 To control for overexpression via the GAL4/UAS system, we first analyzed 
developmental NC death in control egg chambers.  Once again, we drove expression of 
lacZ in the germline of control egg chambers (NGT;nG4>UASp-lacZ).  Flies were 
conditioned on yeast paste immediately preceding dissection, then labeled with DAPI to 
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mark chromatin, and an antibody against Lamin (Fig. 4.3, A-E’’’).  The progression of 
nuclear changes in control egg chambers was consistent with our characterizations in 
Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.2).  Briefly, NC nuclei in stage 10 egg chambers were generally 
spherical and chromatin was dispersed (Figure 4.3, A-A’’’).  By stage 11, NC nuclei 
compressed as cytoplasmic material rapidly transferred to the oocyte (Figure 4.3, B-B’’’).  
NC nuclei became involuted and chromatin compacted through stages 12-13 (Figure 4.3, 
C-D’’’).  Finally, by stage 14, most NC nuclei had been eliminated and dorsal 
appendages had fully formed (Figure 4.3, E-E’’’).  Occasionally, stage 14 egg chambers 
had a few persisting nuclei, which is expected in well-fed flies (Figure 4.3, E-E’’’). 
 Next, we analyzed the effects of overexpressing wild-type Lamin in the germline.  
Similar to mid-stage egg chambers (Figure 4.2), we found that NC nuclei had a thicker 
rim of Lamin in stage 10 egg chambers (Figure 4.3, F-F’’’).  Some NC nuclei also 
showed disorganized chromatin: instead of appearing uniformly dispersed as in control 
egg chambers, there was an absence of chromatin in the center of NC nuclei, giving them 
a “hollow” appearance (Figure 4.3, F-F’’ arrowheads).  Other chromatin abnormalities 
were observed (Figure 4.3, G arrow, for example), but the hollow nucleus phenotype was 
the most common.  Since Lamin tethers heterochromatin, it is likely that Lamin 
overexpression resulted in excessive sequestration, and therefore aberrant organization, 
of chromatin. 
 NC nuclei failed to compress in stage 11 egg chambers (Figure 4.3, G-G’’’).  
Nuclei remained generally spherical, and outlined with thick Lamin (Figure 4.3, G-G’’ 
arrowheads).  By stage 12, some NC nuclei look mildly crenellated (Figure 4.3, H-H’’’ 
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arrowheads).  However, by stage 13, NC nuclei fail to form involutions (Figure 4.3, I-
I’’’).  Instead, Lamin remained associated with nuclei, and chromatin continued to appear 
disorganized.  Stage 14 egg chambers, marked by fully extended dorsal appendages, 
showed failure of NC nuclear degradation and clearance (Figure 4.3, J-J’’’).  The 
persisting NC nuclei had thick circumferential Lamin and disorganized chromatin.  Even 
in some NC nuclei in which chromatin was degrading, Lamin remained at least partially 
associated (Figure 4.3, J-J’’’ arrowheads).  Thus, in contrast to apoptosis in mid-
oogenesis, overexpression of wild-type Lamin inhibited nuclear degradation in 
developmental, non-apoptotic death.  These data suggest that the mechanism(s) degrading 
Lamin in this alternative form of cell death is less efficient than caspases in apoptosis.  
 
4.5 Caspase-resistant Lamin overexpression inhibits nuclear degradation in 
non-apoptotic NC death 
 We wanted to next examine whether Lamin processing by caspases played a role 
in non-apoptotic NC death.  We overexpressed caspase-resistant Lamin in the germline 
(NGT;nG4>MLc2-1) and analyzed ovaries of well-fed flies.  In stage 10 egg chambers, 
NC nuclei were surrounded by a thick layer of Lamin (Figure 4.3, K-K’’’ arrowheads) 
and some nuclei had a hollow chromatin appearance, as in wild-type Lamin 
overexpression (Figure 4.3, F-F’’’).  The morphology of the lamina was markedly 
different from wild-type Lamin overexpression: overexpression of wild-type Lamin 
resulted in a thick, but smooth Lamin structure, whereas overexpression of caspase-
resistant Lamin resulted in a wavy appearance (Figure 4.3, K-K’’’).  Given that the point 
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mutation is in the a-helical rod domain, the structural organization of Lamin could be 
disrupted, such as its dimerization, causing altered morphology.  Furthermore, we found 
that the border cell cluster had not properly migrated to the oocyte by this stage (Figure 
4.3, K, K’’ purple arrows). 
 As oogenesis proceeded, we found that NC nuclei failed to compress in stage 11 
egg chambers (Figure 4.3, L-L’’’), similar to wild-type Lamin overexpression.  A thick 
layer of Lamin continued to surround NC nuclei, and chromatin organization was 
aberrant (Figure 4.3, L-L’’’).  Stage 12 egg chambers exhibited a defect in dumping, 
wherein NCs had not fully transferred their cytoplasm to the oocyte (Figure 4.3, M-M’’’).  
Although Lamin remained thick around NC nuclei, the wavy Lamin morphology made it 
difficult to determine whether NC nuclei formed crenellations as in control egg chambers 
(Figure 4.3, L-M’’’).  Additionally, we found the defect in border cell migration had not 
resolved by stage 12 (Figure 4.3, M, M’’ purple arrows).   
By stage 13, NC nuclei continued to deviate from the progression of nuclear 
architecture changes in control egg chambers.  Nuclei did not form involutions, and 
remained associated with Lamin (Figure 4.3, N-N’’’).  Notably, we continued to detect a 
failure in border cell migration (Figure 4.3, N, N’’).  Finally, in stage 14 egg chambers, 
we found an array of defects (Figure 4.3, O-O’’’).  NC nuclei had not been degraded and 
cleared, and instead remained associated with Lamin.  This was similar to the phenotype 
of wild-type Lamin overexpression, and thus perhaps the result of Lamin overexpression 
itself.  At this terminal stage of oogenesis, we found that NCs retained their cytoplasm, 
indicating a failure in dumping.  Strikingly, the morphology of the mature egg chambers 
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had also been affected.  Dorsal appendages were either absent in mature egg chambers 
(Figure 4.3, O’’’), or abnormal. 
 
4.6 Lamin overexpression in the germline disrupts egg morphogenesis 
 To analyze the range of defects in egg chamber formation caused by lamin 
overexpression, we characterized aberrant egg morphology in Lamin overexpression 
mutants by microscopy.  We found that anterior structures of mutant stage 14 egg 
chambers exhibited a spectrum of deformities (Figure 4.4, A-C’), consistent with 
previous analyses by Margaret Barkett.  In control egg chambers, dorsal appendages were 
fully extended at the anterior end of the egg chamber (Figure 4.4, A green arrowhead), 
and only the small nuclei of follicle cells remained (Figure 4.4, A).  Overexpression of 
caspase-resistant Lamin disrupted dorsal appendage formation, resulting in short, thick 
appendages or a single, fused appendage (Figure 4.4, B green arrowhead).  In other egg 
chambers, dorsal appendages failed to form and sometimes a small protrusion could be 
seen where the dorsal appendages would normally extend from (Figure 4.4, C green 
arrowhead).  Some mutant egg chambers displayed a dumpless phenotype, wherein NCs 
did not completely transfer their cytoplasm to the oocyte (Figure 4.4, B, C yellow 
arrows).  This likely accounts for the smaller size of the mature mutant stage 14 egg 
chambers relative to controls, similar to other dumpless mutants (Cooley, Verheyen and 
Ayers, 1992).  As we previously had observed, many of the egg chambers also contained 
persisting NC nuclei (Figure 4.3, B’, C’ purple arrows). 
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 We quantified the various phenotypes of stage 14 egg chambers in wild-type and 
caspase-resistant Lamin overexpression lines relative to sibling controls (Figure 4.5).  In 
two independent lines overexpressing wild-type Lamin, we found that most egg chambers 
had persisting NC nuclei (Figure 4.5, blue, green, light and dark orange, red bars), as 
compared to sibling controls in which 15-20% of egg chambers had persisting NC nuclei 
(Figure 4.5, blue bars).  Germline overexpression of WLc2-2, which highly 
overexpresses Lamin (Figure 4.1), also had defects in egg formation (Figure 4.5, yellow, 
light and dark orange, red bars).  In three independent lines overexpressing caspase-
resistant Lamin, we found an increased incidence of morphogenetic defects (Figure 4.5, 
yellow, light and dark orange, red bars) relative to wild-type overexpression.  MLc2-1 
also shows high overexpression in the germline (Figure 4.1), and had a strong phenotype 
(Figure 4.5).  The sibling control of MLc9-1 had a phenotype, suggesting crossover and 
gene duplication events may have occurred.  Altogether, the data indicate that 
overexpression of Lamin, either wild-type or caspase-resistant, impairs nuclear 
degradation, and caspase-resistant Lamin exacerbates the incidence of morphogenetic 
defects in the egg. 
 
4.7 Discussion 
We determine that in apoptosis, overexpression of wild-type Lamin does not 
impair nuclear degradation or the progression of apoptotic events.  However, 
overexpression of caspase-resistant Lamin results in persistence of nuclear fragments 
(Figure 4.6).  Interestingly, in non-apoptotic cell death, overexpression of wild-type 
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Lamin alone resulted in a phenotype: NC nuclear architecture was altered, and NC nuclei 
persisted in mature stage 14 egg chambers.  Overexpression of caspase-resistant Lamin 
also affected nuclear architecture, though differently than wild-type Lamin 
overexpression, and NC nuclei also persisted in mature stage 14 egg chambers.  
Additionally, NC dumping was impaired.  Another phenotype we observed was abnormal 
formation of the oocyte: dorsal appendages were either absent or malformed, and in some 
cases the egg chamber had failed to form the operculum, resulting in “cup” shaped egg 
chambers.  Altogether, these data support in vitro work demonstrating that caspase 
cleavage of Lamin facilitates nuclear breakdown in apoptosis (Rao, Perez and White, 
1996).  It also reinforces observations that cell death proceeds differently in mid- and 
late-stage death, and highlights the role of Lamin breakdown in facilitating nuclear 
degradation in vivo (Figure 4.6). 
 Wild-type Lamin overexpression was sufficient to abrogate the progression of 
nuclear degradation events in non-apoptotic NC death.  A notable function of nuclear 
lamins is chromatin organization (Peric-Hupkes et al., 2010; Burke and Stewart, 2012; 
Naetar, Ferraioli and Foisner, 2017).  Lamin overexpression mutants had disorganized 
chromatin in late stage egg chambers.  Instead of appearing uniformly dispersed, a 
common phenotype was the absence of chromatin in the center of NC nuclei, giving them 
a hollow appearance.  This aberrant chromatin organization could disrupt gene 
expression, and in turn disrupt both cell death and morphogenesis events. 
Another facet of nuclear lamin function is their role as structural proteins, 
providing strength and flexibility to the nucleus (Hampoelz and Lecuit, 2011).  The 
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thickening of the nuclear lamina in overexpression mutants may alter nuclear mechanic 
properties, potentially rendering nuclei resistant to deformation in late oogenesis.  Altered 
Lamin organization could have interfered with proper actin localization in stage 10B and 
11 egg chambers when actin reorganizes in the cytoplasm and extends towards NC nuclei 
(Guild et al., 1997; Huelsmann, Ylänne and Brown, 2013).  This may account for defects 
in cytoplasmic dumping, as well as the lack of nuclear architecture changes. 
 Lamin overexpression, especially caspase-resistant Lamin, impacted the 
formation of anterior egg structures.  Patterning of the epithelial follicle cell sheet gives 
rise to subpopulations of follicle cells with distinct functions in oogenesis (Dobens and 
Raftery, 2000; Duhart, Parsons and Raftery, 2017).  The morphogenetic defects we found 
stem from several follicle cell subgroups.  The dorsal appendages are formed by floor and 
roof follicle cells, specified by signaling of gurken in the oocyte through the epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGFR) in follicle cells (Peri, Bökel and Roth, 1999) which 
overlaps an anterior-to-posterior gradient of decapentaplegic (dpp; homolog of bone 
morphogenetic protein 2/4 [BMP2/4]) expression (Peri and Roth, 2000).  Through a 
series of dramatic changes in cell shape, the floor and roof cells protrude from the 2D 
epithelial sheet and extend to form tubular dorsal appendages (Dorman et al., 2003).  
Margaret Barkett found that gurken localized properly in the oocyte when caspase-
resistant Lamin was overexpressed in the germline.  However, dozens of genes are 
involved in dorsal appendage formation (reviewed in Berg 2005).  Thus, overexpression 
of Lamin in the germline may interfere with the expression of genes relevant for dorsal 
appendage formation.  Stochastic expression and/or the random insertion of the Lamin 
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construct within the fly genome may result in varying levels of Lamin overexpression, 
which would account for phenotypic variability.  Additionally, the point mutation in 
caspase-resistant Lamin may impart additional effects, including abnormal Lamin 
dimerization or chromatin organization, which may contribute to the increased incidence 
of structural defects.  Alternatively, the increased phenotypic severity of caspase-resistant 
mutants may indicate a non-apoptotic role for caspases in late oogenesis. 
 An unexpected finding was the failure of border cell migration in caspase-
resistant Lamin overexpression mutants.  During mid-stages of oogenesis, the anterior 
polar cells co-opt 4-6 surrounding follicle cells to transport them to the anterior region of 
the oocyte (Montell, 2006).  This border cell cluster delaminates from the epithelial 
follicle cell sheet and invades the germline, migrating between NCs to reach the oocyte.  
While it is possible that Lamin overexpression interferes with the production or 
localization of cues that guide migration, in our observations, the border cell cluster did 
not seem to wander astray.  Instead, it appeared to simply not have migrated very far 
through the germline.  Cadherins are required in NCs and border cells for their migration, 
and lamins have previously been shown to affect levels of cadherin (Willis et al., 2008).  
Thus, overexpression of caspase-resistant Lamin may disrupt the presence or localization 
of adhesion molecules which allow the border cells to track along the NCs. 
 The distinct effects of overexpressing wild-type and caspase-resistant Lamin in 
apoptotic and non-apoptotic cell death underscore the different nuclear degradation 
mechanisms involved.  We previously identified the lysosomal protease CP1 in 
facilitating Lamin degradation during non-apoptotic NC death, and our data suggested 
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this was a late step in Lamin degradation (Chapter 3).  It would be interesting to examine 
CP1 localization in Lamin overexpression mutants in future experiments.  Moreover, 
non-autonomous components are required for Lamin degradation, thus it would be of 
interest to investigate stretch FCs in Lamin overexpression mutants.  
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Figure 4.1 Quantification of Lamin overexpression by qRT-PCR.   
RNA was extracted and from fly ovaries in which the wild-type (WLc) or caspase-
resistant (MLc) Lamin construct was driven by NGT;nG4 to induce overexpression in the 
germline, or a sibling control (CyO24-2).  Two MLc2-1 lines had been grown separately 
and were analyzed individually by RT-qPCR.  Two-step RT-qPCR identified lines 
WLc2-2 and both MLc2-1 lines as highly overexpressing lamin.  
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Figure 4.2 Apoptosis proceeds normally in vivo when wild-type Lamin is 
overexpressed, but nuclear remnants persist when caspase-resistant Lamin is 
overexpressed.   
A-L’’ Representative mid-stage egg chambers of starved control (NGT;nG4>UASp-
lacZ), wild-type Lamin overexpression (NGT;nG4>UASp-WLc2-2), and caspase-resistant 
Lamin overexpression (NGT;nG4>UASp-MLc2-1) flies stained with DAPI to mark DNA 
(cyan), anti-cleaved-Dcp-1 (cDcp-1, yellow) to mark egg chambers undergoing 
apoptosis, and ADL84.12 to mark B-type Lamin (green).  Mid-stage egg chamber phases 
previously described in Etchegaray et al., 2012.  A-F’’ Apoptosis in control egg 
chambers.  A-A’’ Phase 0 control mid-stage egg chamber: cDcp-1 is not detected in the 
germline, NC chromatin is dispersed, and follicle cell nuclei are arranged in a monolayer 
surrounding the germline of the egg chamber.  Both NC and follicle cell nuclei are 
enclosed by Lamin. B-B’’ Phase 1 control dying egg chamber: cDcp-1 is detected in the 
germline, and NC chromatin is disorganized.  Lamin is present surrounding NC nuclei.  
C-C’’ Phase 2 control egg chamber: chromatin is condensed.  Lamin is not detected in 
association with degrading NC chromatin, but is detected in the border cell cluster 
migrating between the NCs (C’’ arrow).  Additionally, in contrast to the NCs, Lamin is 
detected in the oocyte nucleus (C-C’’ arrowhead).  D-F’’ Phase 3-5 control egg 
chambers: NC chromatin progressively fragments, and is not associated with Lamin.  
Follicle cell nuclei become disorganized surrounding the diminishing germline material.  
(F-F’’ Shows two Phase 5 egg chambers.)  G-L’’ Apoptosis in egg chambers with wild-
type Lamin overexpression in the germline.  G-G’’ Phase 0 mid-stage egg chamber: 
cDcp-1 is not detected in the germline, NC chromatin is dispersed, and follicle cell nuclei 
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are arranged in a monolayer surrounding the germline of the egg chamber.  Lamin 
surrounds FC nuclei, and appears thick in some NC nuclei (G’-G’’ arrowheads). H-H’’ 
Phase 1 dying egg chamber: cDcp-1 is detected in the germline, and NC chromatin is 
disorganized.  Lamin is present surrounding NC nuclei, and appears thick in some NC 
nuclei (H’-H’’ arrowheads).  I-I’’ Phase 2 egg chamber: chromatin is condensed.  Lamin 
is not detected in association with degrading NC chromatin, but is detected in vesicles 
taken up by the follicle cells (I’-I’’ arrows).  J-L’’ Phase 3-5 egg chambers: NC 
chromatin progressively fragments, and remains unassociated with Lamin.  As in control 
egg chambers, follicle cell nuclei become disorganized surrounding the diminishing 
germline material.  M-R’’ Apoptosis in egg chambers with caspase-resistant Lamin 
overexpression in the germline.  M-M’’ Phase 0 mid-stage egg chamber: cDcp-1 is not 
detected in the germline, NC chromatin is dispersed, and follicle cell nuclei are arranged 
in a monolayer surrounding the germline of the egg chamber.  Lamin surrounds follicle 
cell nuclei, and appears thick in some NC nuclei (M’-M’’ arrowheads).  N-N’’ Phase 1 
dying egg chamber: cDcp-1 is detected in the germline, and NC chromatin is 
disorganized.  Lamin is present surrounding NC nuclei (arrowheads), but is difficult to 
detect throughout the egg chamber due to poor penetrance.  O-O’’ Phase 2 egg chamber: 
NC chromatin is condensed and fragmenting.  The association of Lamin with Dcp1-
positive vesicles is variable (white arrows vs. purple arrows) as Lamin remains associated 
with NC nuclei (arrowhead). P-Q Phase 3-4 egg chambers.  Condensed and fragmented 
NC chromatin are enclosed by Lamin (arrowheads).  R-R’’ Phase 5 egg chamber. 
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Nuclear debris remains as DNA persists associated with lingering Lamin (arrowheads).  
Scale bar = 50 µm.   
Assisted by Zackary Hintze, Anoush Calikyan, Jeanne Peterson.  
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Figure 4.3 Nuclear degradation in non-apoptotic NC death is impaired by Lamin 
overexpression.   
A-O’’ Representative mid-stage egg chambers of well-fed control (NGT;nG4>UASp-
lacZ), wild-type Lamin overexpression (NGT;nG4>UASp-WLc2-2), and caspase-resistant 
Lamin overexpression (NGT;nG4>UASp-MLc2-1) flies stained with DAPI to mark DNA 
(cyan), and ADL84.12 to mark B-type Lamin (green).  A-E’’’ Non-apoptotic NC death in 
control late-stage stage egg chambers. A-A’’’ Stage 10 egg chamber: NC chromatin is 
dispersed and enveloped by Lamin.  B-D’’’ Stage 11-13 egg chambers: NC nuclei 
progressively compress and condense, remaining at least partially associated with Lamin.  
E-E’’’ Stage 14 egg chamber: one persisting NC nucleus remains in the mature egg 
chamber, at least partially associated with Lamin.  F-J’’’ Non-apoptotic NC death in late-
stage egg chambers with wild-type Lamin overexpression in the germline.  F-F’’’ Stage 
10 egg chamber: Lamin appears thick along NC nuclei, and chromatin organization is 
sometimes altered, here appearing with a hollow center lacking chromatin (arrowhead).  
G-G’’’ Stage 11 egg chamber: NC nuclei are spherical with thick circumferential Lamin 
(arrowhead).  H-I’’’ Stage 12-13 egg chambers: NC nuclei continue to have thick Lamin 
and altered chromatin organization, and fail to compress or form involutions as in control 
egg chambers.  J-J’’’ Stage 14 egg chamber: persisting nuclei are enclosed by Lamin and 
have altered chromatin organization.  K-O’’’ Non-apoptotic NC death in late-stage egg 
chambers with caspase-resistant Lamin overexpression in the germline.  K-K’’’ Stage 10 
egg chamber: Lamin appears thick and wavy along NC nuclei, and chromatin 
organization is sometimes altered, chromatin (arrowhead).  The border cell cluster is seen 
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still migrating (purple arrow).  L-L’’’ Stage 11 egg chamber: NC nuclei are spherical 
with thick circumferential Lamin and altered chromatin organization.  M-N’’’ Stage 12-
13 egg chambers: NC nuclei continue to have thick Lamin and altered chromatin 
organization, and border cell migration is disrupted (purple arrows).  O-O’’’ Stage 14 egg 
chamber: NC nuclei and NC cytoplasm persist.  NC nuclei remain associated with Lamin 
and have altered chromatin organization.  Dorsal appendages (DAs) have failed to form.  
Scale bar = 50 µm.  
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Figure 4.4.  Egg chamber phenotypes in caspase-resistant Lamin overexpression 
lines.   
A-A’ A mature stage 14 egg chamber with fully extended dorsal appendages (A, green 
arrowhead), and ensheathed by the follicle cell epithelium (A’).  B-C’ Mature stage 14 
egg chambers in which caspase-resistant Lamin was overexpressed in the germline 
(NGT; nG4>MLc2-1).  Morphogenetic abnormalities manifest in the malformation or 
absence of the dorsal appendages (B, C green arrowheads, respectively), and absence of 
the operculum (B, C anterior region of the egg chambers near the green arrowheads).  NC 
nuclei persist (B’, C’ purple arrows), and some cytoplasm remains in the NCs (B, C 
yellow arrows). 
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Figure 4.5 Distribution of phenotypes in wild-type and caspase-resistant Lamin 
overexpression lines.   
Mature stage 14 egg chambers were characterized by the persistence of NC nuclei, 
persistence of cytoplasm in the NCs (dumpless), and morphogenetic abnormalities of the 
egg (cup, other phenotypes).  Overexpression of wild-type Lamin (WLc) or caspase-
resistant Lamin (MLc) was driven by NGT; nG4.  Sibling controls (Sib Ctrl) were used to 
detect phenotypic effects stemming from background mutations. 
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Figure 4.6 Summary of Lamin overexpression effects on nuclear degradation in 
apoptotic versus non-apoptotic NC death.    
During apoptosis, caspases are active in Phase 1 dying egg chambers.  By Phase 5, 
follicle cells (FCs) have engulfed most of the germline.  Apoptosis proceeds normally 
even when Lamin is overexpressed in the germline.  However, expressing caspase-
resistant (CR) Lamin results in persisting nuclear components from the NCs (NCs).  In 
non-apoptotic cell death, NC nuclei are mostly eliminated in stage 14 egg chambers, 
occasionally a few nuclei persist.  In contrast to apoptotic cell death, overexpression of 
wild-type Lamin itself impairs non-apoptotic cell death, with many NC nuclei persisting 
in stage 14 egg chambers.  Similarly, overexpression of caspase-resistant Lamin also 
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blocks non-apoptotic cell death, with many persisting NC nuclei in stage 14 egg 
chambers.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Modeling FPLD2 in Drosophila using CRISPR/Cas9 
 
Lake Murphy, Anoush Calikyan, and Jeanne Peterson assisted with portions of this 
chapter. 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 Laminopathies are a set of diseases caused by mutations in lamin genes (Worman 
and Bonne, 2007).  Lamin proteins can be distinguished as A- or B-type depending on 
their biochemical properties and expression patterns.  In humans, A-type lamins are 
encoded by LMNA and include the major splice variants lamin A and C.  B-type lamins 
are encoded by two genes – LMNB1 and LMNB2, which give rise to lamin B1 and the 
major isoform lamin B2, respectively (Dittmer and Misteli, 2011).  Only a few 
laminopathies are caused by LMNB1 and LMNB2.  However, over 600 disease-causing 
mutations have so far been identified in LMNA (De Leeuw, Gruenbaum and Medalia, 
2018).  The spectrum of clinical manifestations caused by the different mutations has 
both revealed the variety of roles lamins play in the cell, and inspired interest in studying 
lamin functions. 
 Lamins have a conserved caspase cleavage site in the rod domain.  A missense 
mutation was identified at this site in lamin A/C associated with a lipodystrophy: 
autosomal dominant familial partial lipodystrophy, Dunnigan’s, type 2 (FPLD2) 
(Lanktree et al., 2007).  Patients with FPLD2 progressively lose subcutaneous fat in their 
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arms, legs, and trunk with the onset of puberty (Garg, Peshock and Fleckenstein, 1999).  
Fat accumulates in non-adipose tissues including the face, neck, and liver.  The loss of fat 
tissue and ectopic accumulation in non-adipose tissues have metabolic effects, including 
pancreatitis, hepatic steatosis, and diabetes.  Flies also have adipose and non-adipose 
tissue, and have been used to model a severe form of lipodystrophy: Berardinelli-Seip 
congenital lipodystrophy, type 2 (BSCL2, also known as Congenital Generalized 
Lipodystrophy, type 2 [CGL2]) (Tian et al., 2011).  This disease is autosomal recessive 
and caused by mutations in the seipin gene (also known as BSCL2) (Magré et al., 2001).  
BSCL2 affects patients from birth, and presents as a scarcity of adipose tissue (Hussain 
and Garg, 2016).  Modeling this disease in Drosophila showed a reduction in lipid 
storage in adipose tissue, and ectopic accumulation of fat in non-adipose tissue such as 
salivary glands (Tian et al., 2011). 
 Given the advantages of Drosophila as a model organism, as well as previous 
studies establishing it as a model for laminopathies, we wanted to use Drosophila to 
investigate a novel variant causing FPLD2.  We were especially interested since the 
mutation occurs in a conserved caspase cleavage site (Lanktree et al., 2007).  To create 
mutant flies, we introduced the equivalent point mutation using CRISPR/Cas9 and 
analyzed fat body tissue using lamin antibodies and BODIPY to label neutral lipids. 
 
5.2 Introducing point mutations at D245 and K521 by CRISPR/Cas9 
 Sequence alignment of Drosophila Lamin C with human lamin A/C via UniProt 
(The UniProt Consortium, 2019) indicated about 30% protein homology.  The caspase 
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cleavage site of lamin A/C in humans is located at D230, which is conserved in 
Drosophila at D245 (Figure 5.1).  The mutation hot spot commonly associated with 
FPLD2 is located at R482 in human lamin A/C, which is similar to K521 in Drosophila 
Lamin C (Figure 5.1).  We designed guide RNAs (gRNAs) targeting each of these sites 
(Figure 5.2; Table 2.6) using two independent programs to identify suitable gRNAs and 
evaluate off-target sites: “Find CRISPRs” Tool from Drosophila RNAi Screening Center 
(Ren et al., 2013; Housden, Hu and Perrimon, 2016) , and the CRISPR Optimal Target 
Finder (Gratz et al., 2014).   
We cloned each of the gRNAs independently into a gRNA-expression plasmid 
(Addgene #49410) (Port et al., 2014) and designed single strand oligonucleotide 
(ssOligo) templates for homology directed repair corresponding to each gRNA (Table 
2.6).  To model the missense mutations identified in humans, we designed the ssOligo 
template to produce D245N and K521Q (Figure 5.2).  Select gRNA and ssOligo template 
pairs were injected into flies (Genetivision, Houston, TX).  We screened flies by 
restriction endonuclease (RE) digest to identify whether specific RE sites were 
eliminated, indicating that homology directed repair occurred.  gRNA 1 targeted the 
D245 site, and we were successful in isolating mutants at this site (Table 5.1).  gRNA 3 
targeted K521, but we were unable to isolate flies with the desired point mutation (Table 
5.1).  We then injected gRNA 4 with its corresponding ssOligo template, which also 
targeted K521, but again were unsuccessful in identifying mutants with the desired point 
mutation although we did identify at least one insertion/deletion event (Table 5.1).  It is 
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possible that K521Q produces a deleterious or lethal mutation.  Alternatively, it is 
possible that the gRNAs were not efficient in targeting the designated site. 
 
5.3 Characterizing A- and B-type lamins in the Drosophila fat body 
 To determine the appearance of the nuclear lamina in the Drosophila fat body, 
wandering 3rd instar wild-type (w1118) larvae were dissected and stained with lamin 
antibodies against either A-type Lamin C (LC28.26) or B-type Lamin (ADL67.10, 
ADL84.12).  To control for potential variation in different fat body segments, we focused 
our analyses to the fat body associated with salivary glands (Figure 5.3) or gonads.  All 
three antibodies showed localization to the nuclear periphery in fat body cells (A-F’’’, 
white arrowheads).  We were surprised to find that ADL84.12, which recognizes an 
epitope in the head region of the Lamin protein (Figure 1.6), also appeared in the 
cytoplasm (Figure 5.3, E’-F’ arrow).  Nuclei in salivary gland cells appeared brighter 
with DAPI staining due to their increased ploidy.  These nuclei had A- and B-type lamins 
localized along the perimeter of the nucleus, particularly the duct cells (Figure 5.3, A’, 
C’, E’ brown arrowheads).  However, salivary gland cells were devoid of cytoplasmic 
lamin, even with ADL84.12 labeling (Figure 5.3, E’, F’).  We searched the literature for 
other instances of cytoplasmic Lamin.  Verstraeten et al. characterized changes in nuclear 
lamins during adipogenesis (Verstraeten et al., 2011).  Upon close examination of 
antibody staining for different lamins during adipogenesis (Figure 2a, 16, Verstraeten et 
al., 2011), we observed that lamin B2 appears to have a cytoplasmic presence in mature 
mammalian adipocytes in vitro.   To our knowledge, a cytoplasmic function of lamins has 
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not been reported, and the similarity in staining pattern across organisms warrants future 
investigation. 
 
5.4 Characterization of lamins in homozygous CRISPR-mediated D245N 
mutants 
 To determine whether the D245N mutants had differences in lamin presence, 
localization, or nuclear architecture, we dissected wandering 3rd instar larvae of 
homozygous mutant lines.  Larval tissue was stained with antibodies recognizing A- and 
B-type Lamins.  The mutated Lamin C appeared to localize normally at the nucleus in fat 
body cells, as well as salivary gland cells (Figure 5.4), suggesting that the point mutation 
did not impart major structural changes despite being located in the rod domain.  Staining 
with ADL67.10, which recognizes the tail region of B-type Lamin, also localized 
normally to the nucleus in fat body cells (Figure 5.5).  Staining tissue with the other B-
type Lamin antibody, ADL84.12, generally showed nuclear and cytoplasmic staining, 
similar to controls (Figure 5.6).  However, in some fat body cells, the cytoplasmic 
distribution of Lamin was disrupted (Figure 5.6, D’, F’ yellow vs. white arrows).   
 
5.5 Lipid storage in adipose tissue is unaffected in CRISPR-mediated D245N 
mutants 
 A Drosophila model of Berardinelli-Seip Congenital Lipodystrophy (BSCL), a 
severe generalized lipodystrophy in humans, showed a reduction of lipid storage in fat 
body cells (Tian et al., 2011).  Lipid droplets are specialized organelles for storing fats.  
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Flies lacking the homolog of seipin, one of the genes associated with BSCL, had smaller 
lipid droplets and therefore reduced lipid storage, which was exacerbated by starvation 
conditions (Tian et al., 2011).  To determine whether lipid storage was affected in our 
model of FPLD2, we dissected wandering 3rd instar larvae and stained the tissue with 
BODIPY (Invitrogen, #D3922), which labels neutral lipids.  In control flies, fat body 
tissue had large and small lipid droplets distributed throughout (Figure 5.7, A-B’’ 
arrowheads).  Similarly, in two independent D245N mutant lines, we found large and 
small lipid droplets distributed throughout the fat body (Figure 5.7, C-F’’ arrowheads).  
We did not detect significant differences in the size or variation of lipid droplets.   
 
5.6 Discussion 
 Laminopathies include diseases that affect muscle tissue, fat tissue, or multiple 
tissues as in progeria (Worman and Bonne, 2007).  It is not fully understood how 
different mutations in the same gene, LMNA, can have such different phenotypic effects.  
Similar to humans, the fruit fly has A- and B-type lamin genes, and conserved lamin-
associated proteins (Rzepecki and Gruenbaum, 2018).  Moreover, Drosophila has 
previously been used to study laminopathy mutations (Pałka et al., 2018) and as a model 
for BSCL – a congenital, generalized lipodystrophy (Tian et al., 2011).  Thus, we were 
interested in modeling a partial lipodystrophy stemming from a mutation in a conserved 
caspase-cleavage site of lamin A/C (Lanktree et al., 2007). 
 We used CRISPR/Cas9 to introduce point mutations in the Drosophila Lamin C 
gene and were successful in isolating mutations in the caspase-cleavage site.  One of the 
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difficulties in modeling a partial lipodystrophy is that in humans, changes in fat 
distribution occur during adolescence.  In BSCL, patients are born lacking most adipose 
tissue.  The fly model of this disease showed reduced lipid droplets in the fat body in 
larvae (Tian et al., 2011).  However, since FPLD2 becomes apparent during puberty in 
humans, it is unclear how this might correlate in flies.  Using BODIPY to stain neutral 
lipids, we did not detect a difference in lipid droplet size, or distribution in fat body 
associated with salivary glands.  We also did not detect ectopic fat in the salivary glands.  
We found less fat tissue associated with salivary glands, but will need to determine in 
future experiments whether this is an artefact of dissection technique or indeed a 
phenotype. 
 To determine whether this mutation affected lamins, we labeled tissues with each 
of the lamin antibodies.  In the ovaries, LC28.26 which recognizes A-type lamin C, 
appears spotty in NC nuclei and cytoplasmic in the oocyte nucleus (Table 2.4).  In 
contrast, Lamin C is more continuous around nuclei of fat body and salivary gland cells.  
The B-type antibodies ADL67.10 and ADL84.12 show similar localization in the ovaries, 
appearing continuous around NC nuclei, the oocyte nucleus, and follicle cell nuclei 
(Table 2.4).  In the fat body, however, these antibodies reveal differences in the cellular 
localization.  While both antibodies label the nuclear periphery, as expected, we were 
surprised to find a cytoplasmic presence of ADL84.12 which labels the head domain of 
Lamin.  The tail domain of most lamin proteins has a CAAX motif, which gets modified 
and helps localize the protein to the inner nuclear membrane (Burke and Stewart, 2012).  
Thus, the presence of ADL84.12 in the cytoplasm, but not ADL67.10 (which recognizes 
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the tail region of Lamin) suggests that Lamin might be cleaved, releasing the head 
domain.  Alternatively, Lamin might undergo post-translational modifications that mask 
or remove the nuclear localization sequence, keeping Lamin in the cytoplasm and 
preventing ADL67.10 from recognizing its epitope.  In two independent D245N mutant 
lines, we found the cytoplasmic distribution of Lamin was disrupted.  Double labeling the 
fat body with ADL84.12 and BODIPY may provide insight on whether lipid droplets are 
affected in fat body cells lacking Lamin in the cytoplasm.   
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Figure 5.1 Sequence alignment of human and Drosophila genes encoding A-type 
lamin.   
Protein sequences for human prelamin A and Drosophila show conservation at the 
caspase cleavage site (upper row), and similarity in the R482 mutation hot spot for 
familial partial lipodystrophy 2. 
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Figure 5.2 Organization of the Lamin C gene and guide RNA target sites.   
The Drosophila Lamin C gene is comprised of four exons.  The caspase cleavage site is 
located in exon 2 (D245), while the region similar to the mutation hot spot is located in 
exon 3 (K521).  The sense strand for each region is shown and desired point mutations 
coded in the oligonucleotide template are indicated by arrowheads.  The black 
arrowheads indicate point mutations to reproduce the missense mutation of selected 
lipodystrophy variants (D245N and K521Q), while gray arrows indicate secondary, silent 
point mutations to prevent the guide RNA (gRNA) from localizing to the region if 
homology directed repair events occur.  Guide RNAs are indicated by orange bars (D245 
region) or red bars (K521 region), and PAM sites are indicated by hollow boxes adjacent 
to gRNAs. 
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Table 5.1 Summary of screening for CRISPR/Cas9 mutation events 
 
Injected gRNA  
(and corresponding  
ssOligo template) 
gRNA 1 gRNA 3 gRNA 4 
# Embryos injected 240 240 N/P 
# Viable adult flies 79 53 28 
# G0 adults mated  23 23 28 
# Viable matings 5 10 5 
# F2 analyzed 39 89 22 
# Mutation events total 16 0 1 
# Point mutation events 7 - 0 
Credit: Anoush Calikyan and Lake Murph; N/P = not provided  
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Figure 5.3 Characterization of A- and B-type lamins in wild-type larval fat body.  
Wild-type (w1118) wandering 3rd instar larvae were dissected and tissues were stained with 
each lamin antibody independently (green), and DAPI to mark DNA (cyan).  Images are 
of fat body tissue associated with salivary glands.  Two magnifications are shown for 
each antibody: top row is 25x magnification, bottom row is 60x magnification.  A-B’’’ 
LC28.26, which recognizes the A-type lamin C, localizes to the fat body cell nuclei (A’, 
B’ white arrowhead).  In salivary glands, LC28.26 also localizes to duct cell nuclei (A’ 
brown arrowhead), but is detected less in the gland cells (A’ brown arrow).  C-D’’’ 
67.10, whose antigen is in the tail-region of B-type Lamin, localizes to fat body cell 
nuclei (C’, D’ white arrowhead).  It also labels nuclei of salivary gland duct cells (C’ 
brown arrowhead), and is detected less in gland cell nuclei (C’ brown arrow).  E-F’’’ 
84.12, whose antigen is closer to the N-terminal of B-type Lamin, localizes to fat body 
cell nuclei (E’, F’ white arrowhead) as well as the cytoplasm of fat body cells (F’ white 
arrow).  It is also detected in salivary gland duct cells (E’ brown arrowhead), and less so 
in gland cells (E’ brown arrow).  FB = Fat body, SG = Salivary gland.  Scale bars = 50 µm. 
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Figure 5.4 Characterization of Lamin C in a D245N mutant.   
Control (gN24a, injected with gRNA and repair template, but no resulting mutation 
event) or D245N mutant (G22i) wandering 3rd instar larvae were dissected and tissues 
were stained with 28.26, which recognizes the A-type Lamin C (green), and DAPI to 
mark DNA (cyan).  Images are of fat body tissue associated with salivary glands.  Two 
magnifications are shown for each genotype: top row is 25x magnification, bottom row is 
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60x magnification.  A-B’’’ Lamin C staining in control larvae.  Fat body and salivary 
gland nuclei have Lamin C along the edge of the nucleus (B’ white and brown 
arrowheads, respectively).  C-D’’’ Lamin C staining in D245N mutant line (G22i).  
Mutant Lamin C appears similarly to controls, localizing along the edge of fat body and 
salivary gland nuclei.  Scale bars = 50 µm. 
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Figure 5.5 Characterization of Lamin using ADL67.10 in a D245N mutant.   
Control (w1118) or D245N mutant (G22b) wandering 3rd instar larvae were dissected and 
tissues were stained with ADL67.10, which recognizes the B-type Lamin (green), and 
DAPI to mark DNA (cyan).  Images are of fat body tissue associated with salivary 
glands.  Two magnifications are shown for each genotype: top row is 25x magnification, 
bottom row is 60x magnification.  A-B’’’ Lamin staining in control larvae.  Fat body 
(white arrowheads) and salivary gland nuclei are enclosed by Lamin.  C-D’’’ Lamin 
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staining in D245N mutant line (G22b).  Similar to controls, Lamin surrounds the 
perimeter of fat body cell nuclei (white arrowheads).  Scale bars = 50 µm. 
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Figure 5.6 Characterization of Lamin using ADL84.12 in a D245N mutant.   
Control (gN30a, injected with gRNA and repair template, but no resulting mutation 
event) or D245N mutant (G22i and G22b) wandering 3rd instar larvae were dissected and 
tissues were stained with ADL84.12, which recognizes B-type Lamin (green), and DAPI 
to mark DNA (cyan).  A-D’’’ Images of fat body tissue associated with salivary glands.  
E-F’’’ Images of fat body not associated with salivary glands.  Two magnifications are 
shown for each genotype: top row is 25x magnification, bottom row is 60x magnification.  
A-B’’’ ADL84.12 localizes to the head region of the Lamin protein, and is found at the 
nucleus and in the cytoplasm of fat body tissue (B’ white arrowhead, arrow, respectively) 
in control larvae.  C-D’’’ In a D245N mutant line (G22i), Lamin is present in nuclei and 
cytoplasm of most fat body cells (D’ white arrowhead, arrow, respectively).  In some fat 
body cells, though, Lamin is detected only in the nucleus and is missing from the 
cytoplasm (D’, yellow arrow).  E-F’’’ In a different D245N mutant line (G22b), Lamin 
again is detected at the nucleus and in the cytoplasm of most fat body cells (F’, white 
arrowhead, arrow, respectively).  However, in some fat body cells, Lamin is absent from 
the cytoplasm (F’, yellow arrow).  Scale bars = 50 µm. 
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Figure 5.7 Lipid droplet size and distribution are unaffected in D245N mutants.  
Control (w1118) or D245N mutant (G22i and G22e) wandering 3rd instar larvae were 
dissected and tissues were stained with BODIPY to label neutral lipids (green), and DAPI 
to mark DNA (cyan).  Images are of fat body tissue associated with salivary glands.  Two 
magnifications are shown for each genotype: top row is 25x magnification, bottom row is 
60x magnification.  A-B’’ Fat body from control larvae shows a variety of lipid droplet 
sizes (B’ arrowheads).  Lipid droplets are distributed throughout the tissue.  C-F’’ Fat 
body of two independent D245N mutant lines appears similar to that of control.  Lipid 
droplets vary in size (D’, F’ arrowheads), and do not appear remarkably larger or smaller 
than in control tissue.  Lipid droplets are distributed throughout the fat body similar to the 
distribution in control.  Scale bars = 50 µm. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Discussion and open questions 
 
The work of this dissertation provides a detailed analysis of nuclear dynamics in a non-
apoptotic cell death, with a focus on nuclear lamins.  Additionally, we generated flies 
carrying a human laminopathy mutation.  This chapter will summarize major findings, 
open questions, and perspectives for future endeavors. 
 
6.1 Summary of findings: Nuclear degradation dynamics in a developmental 
non-apoptotic cell death 
 Effective dismantling of the nucleus is a critical step during cell death.  DNA, 
housed within the nucleus, can be harmful to an organism if it is not appropriately 
degraded (Nagata and Kawane, 2011).  Nuclear degradation has largely been elucidated 
in apoptosis, but remains obscure in non-apoptotic forms of cell death.  We examined the 
progression of nuclear degradation in apoptotic and non-apoptotic cell death events 
during Drosophila oogenesis.  Each Drosophila ovary is composed of 15-20 bundles, or 
ovarioles, that contain progressively developing egg chambers at different stages of 
oogenesis (King, 1970).  Apoptosis can be observed in mid-stages of oogenesis, and can 
be induced by environmental stressors, such as starvation.  A non-apoptotic cell death 
occurs in the final stages of oogenesis, in which 15 germline-derived NCs die and are 
eliminated, leaving behind the germline-derived oocyte (Jenkins, Timmons and McCall, 
2013). 
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 During apoptosis, nuclear Lamin disappeared after chromatin changes were 
observed in NC nuclei.  However, in developmental non-apoptotic cell death, Lamin 
remained at least partially associated with NC nuclei even after chromatin changes were 
observed.  Moreover, the nuclear lamina revealed architecture changes including 
crenellations and involutions.  We found that the stretch follicle cells promoted the 
formation of involutions, likely through cytoplasmic actin bundles which were associated 
with involutions.  We additionally found that lamin degradation in the NCs requires non-
autonomous activity of phagocytosis and lysosome associated genes.  Furthermore, the 
we identified the lysosomal protease CP1 in facilitating Lamin breakdown.  Prior to this 
work, lamins were not observed in NC nuclei during late stages of oogenesis (Smith and 
Fisher, 1989; McCall and Steller, 1998).  This dissertation not only found the presence of 
B-type Lamin in late stage egg chambers through the characterization of available 
Drosophila lamin antibodies, but also identifies novel degradation dynamics distinct from 
apoptosis.   
 
6.1.1 Open questions and future directions 
 Our work examines Lamin degradation relative to changes in chromatin 
morphology.  A source of debate is the timing of nuclear degradation events during 
apoptosis versus the developmental non-apoptotic death in Drosophila.  Previous work in 
our lab suggests that mid-stage apoptosis takes approximately 8-10 hours (Timmons, 
2015).  Comparably, the progression of egg chamber development from stage 10B-14 is 
about 9.5 hours.  Live imaging could help determine the timeframe for Lamin 
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degradation in apoptotic and non-apoptotic cell death.  It has been challenging to 
establish appropriate conditions, as well as find and monitor the progression of mid-stage 
dying egg chambers by live imaging.  It would be especially difficult to identify early 
dying egg chambers before Lamin disappears.  We used live imaging to monitor nuclear 
degradation in late stage egg chambers by driving germline expression of Lamin-GFP 
and in egg chambers expressing GFP-tagged nucleoporin 107 (data not shown).  
However, the acidification of NC nuclei could prematurely quench the GFP signal, so we 
were unable to draw any major conclusions.  Tagging Lamin with a fluorophore that is 
more stable at acidic pH could be useful to mitigate this issue.  Aside from live imaging, 
another option might be to compare Lamin degradation with another event, such as 
nuclear permeability. 
 We identified a role for cathepsins in facilitating Lamin degradation in a non-
apoptotic cell death.  However, our data indicate this as a late step in Lamin degradation 
and suggest there may be an earlier mechanism that begins to remove Lamin.  
Phosphorylation is a major mode of regulation for lamins (Omary, Ku, Tao, Diana M 
Toivola, et al., 2006).  During Drosophila oogenesis, two Lamin isoforms, Dm1 and Dm2, 
distinguished by phosphorylation state, are present in egg chambers prior to stage 10 
(Smith and Fisher, 1989).  In late stage egg chambers (stages 11-13), the soluble Lamin 
isoform Dmmit is detected (Smith and Fisher, 1989).  Furthermore, lamin phosphorylation 
has been reported to facilitate nuclear breakdown in addition to caspase activity during 
apoptosis (Cross et al., 2000), and promote nuclear breakdown during lens fiber cell 
differentiation (Rowan et al., 2017).  Thus, a potential model for Lamin degradation in 
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non-apoptotic NC death is that Lamin phosphorylation between stages 11-13 is an early 
step in Lamin disassembly, and in stage 13 egg chambers, cathepsins localize to acidified 
nuclei (Mondragon et al., 2019) to further break down and eliminate Lamin.   
 A long-standing question is how late stage events are coordinated – what is the 
signal(s), and where does it come from?  For example, what triggers actin reorganization 
between stage 10A and 10B?  How do NC nuclei become permeable at stage 10B, and 
why does the nuclear lamina continue to remain intact until at least stage 12?  NC nuclei 
are asynchronously degraded, so how do stretch follicle cells determine which NCs to 
target first?  Is this process random?  Is it guided by the NC remnants? A potential plot 
twist: Could the oocyte be contributing?  The NCs and follicle cells seem to be 
communicating throughout oogenesis, so further decoding their conversation may 
provide novel insights to some of these questions.   
  
6.2 Summary of findings: Effects of overexpressing wild-type and caspase-
resistant Lamin on nuclear dynamics in apoptotic and non-apoptotic NC 
death 
 Lamin breakdown facilitates nuclear degradation during apoptosis in vitro (Rao, 
Perez and White, 1996).  To determine whether this was also true in vivo, former and 
current members of the McCall lab – Margaret Barkett, Elizabeth Tanner, and Jeanne S 
Peterson – developed fly lines with either wild-type Lamin or caspase-resistant Lamin 
constructs downstream of an UAS.  We induced overexpression of wild-type Lamin and 
caspase-resistant Lamin in the germline and monitored the progression of nuclear 
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breakdown during mid-stage apoptosis.  We found NC nuclear degradation proceeded 
normally in the presence of wild-type Lamin overexpression.  However, nuclear debris 
persisted even in the final phases of mid-stage death when caspase-resistant Lamin was 
overexpressed. 
 We next investigated effects on developmental non-apoptotic death.  Although 
caspases have only a minor role in developmental NC death (Peterson, Barkett and 
McCall, 2003; Mazzalupo and Cooley, 2006; Baum et al., 2007), this presented an 
opportunity to study the developmental death from the perspective of a caspase substrate, 
rather than inhibiting caspase activity.  In contrast to apoptosis, we found that 
overexpressing either wild-type or caspase-resistant Lamin impaired nuclear degradation 
in developmental non-apoptotic NC death.  Furthermore, overexpression of Lamin, 
especially the caspase-resistant form, resulted in morphogenetic defects at the anterior 
end of the egg chamber.   
 
6.2.1 Open questions and future directions 
 It is interesting that during non-apoptotic cell death, overexpression of wild-type 
Lamin itself blocks nuclear degradation.  One possibility is that NC nuclei are much 
larger by stage 10 than they are in mid-stages.  Growing to stage 10 may allow more 
Lamin to accumulate, thereby increasing the amount of Lamin that needs to be degraded 
during developmental NC death.  So, the increased quantity of Lamin may be present a 
challenge in late stage death relative to apoptosis in mid-stages.  Future experiments 
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could utilize lines with lower levels of Lamin overexpression, with crosses raised at 18°C 
to further reduce Lamin overexpression and examine the resulting phenotypes. 
Alternatively, it is possible that the overexpression of Lamin makes it more 
difficult for proteases, and potentially kinases, to access specific sites on the Lamin 
protein.  Mondragon et al. showed that CP1 is localized to acidified NC nuclei 
(Mondragon et al., 2019).  It would be important to first determine whether NC nuclei 
become acidified when Lamin is overexpressed (wild-type and caspase-resistant) using 
LysoTracker staining.  Next, it would be interesting to investigate whether CP1 is able to 
localize to acidified NC nuclei when Lamin is overexpressed.  It would also be important 
to determine whether Lamin overexpression alters cytoplasmic actin organization (e.g. 
whether actin is able to contact/remain in contact with NC nuclei, or if actin disappears 
similar to what we see when stretch follicle cells are ablated in Chapter Three). 
 Another enigma is how Lamin overexpression, particularly caspase-resistant 
Lamin, imparts a range of morphogenetic defects.  Several follicle cell subgroups form 
the structures that were disrupted in Lamin overexpression mutants.  We observed 
migration defects in the border cell cluster, which forms the micropyle, allowing for 
sperm entry into the egg.  Another follicle cell subgroup, the centripetal follicle cells, 
give rise to the operculum (Berg, 2005).  Since many of the mature stage 14 egg 
chambers had a “cup” phenotype, in which the operculum failed to form, it is possible 
that migration of centripetal follicle cells was also disrupted.  Thus, a key follow-up 
experiment would be to determine whether centripetal follicle cell migration is affected in 
Lamin overexpression mutants.  
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6.3 Summary of findings: Modeling FPLD2 in Drosophila using 
CRISPR/Cas9 
 We were intrigued to find a missense mutation in the caspase cleavage site of 
LMNA to be associated with lipodystrophy (Lanktree et al., 2007).  Buoyed by previous 
work using Drosophila as a model to study laminopathy mutations (Pałka et al., 2018) 
and lipodystrophy (Tian et al., 2011), we set out to model this particular mutation in the 
fruit fly using CRISPR/Cas9.  We successfully isolated mutants at the caspase cleavage 
site (D245N), though not at the other site we were interested in studying (K521Q).  We 
characterized mutant larvae and made two key findings.  First, we were surprised to find 
that at least part of the B-type Lamin protein localized to the cytoplasm in fat body cells.  
Second, we found that in D245N mutants, the cytoplasmic localization of Lamin is 
disrupted.  Using BODIPY to label neutral lipids, we did not detect major differences in 
lipid droplet size or distribution in fat body tissue associated with salivary glands. 
 
6.3.1 Open questions and future directions 
  To our knowledge, cytoplasmic lamin presence or function have not been 
previously described.  We found evidence that mammalian lamin B2 also appears to 
localize to the cytoplasm of differentiated adipocytes (Verstraeten et al., 2011), 
suggesting this phenomenon might not be limited to Drosophila.  An important next step 
would be to verify this result by running subcellular fractions on a Western blot and 
probing the nuclear and cytoplasmic portions with the ADL84.12 and ADL67.10 
antibodies.  If Lamin is indeed in the cytoplasm, it could be pulled down from the 
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cytoplasmic fraction and analyzed by mass spectrometry to identify its binding partner(s).  
This would further be useful in understanding the impact of disrupted cytoplasmic Lamin 
in fat body cells of D245N mutants.  It would also be interesting to determine if the A-
type lamin is located in the cytoplasm, or if this is unique to B-type lamin, but the epitope 
for the Lamin C antibody is not known. 
 Another major question is whether this mutation causes a lipodystrophy 
phenotype in the fruit fly.  Using BODIPY, we did not detect striking differences in lipid 
droplets in fat body tissue associated with salivary glands.  We also did not detect ectopic 
lipid accumulation in the salivary glands.  An important next step would be to 
characterize the fat body of adult flies using BODIPY.  Additionally, different diets can 
exacerbate lipid storage phenotypes (Wojtanik et al., 2009; Tian et al., 2011).  Hence, 
another approach could be to starve larvae and flies and examine the fat body after 
starvation challenges.  Finally, it is possible that lipid droplets are unaffected, but there 
could just be less fat tissue.  We observed, for example, that the salivary glands in D245N 
mutants are associated with less fat body tissue than in controls.  This could be an artefact 
of dissection technique, or could indicate a tissue-level phenotype.  We could weigh flies, 
asleep or desiccated, to determine whether there are gross differences in weight.  We 
could also modify our dissecting technique to preserve tissue integrity and avoid loss of 
fat body tissue during staining. 
 Beyond lipodystrophy, it would be interesting to examine whether the D245N 
Lamin C mutants exhibited other phenotypes.  Specifically, it would be important to 
examine tissues that degrade by apoptosis and investigate whether this mutation caused 
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defects in apoptotic cell death.  For example, future experiments could analyze larval 
abdominal muscle cells in Drosophila, which degenerate by apoptosis (Zirin et al., 2013).  
We could also evaluate the ovaries, but Lamin C is not highly expressed in NCs so we 
may not find a strong phenotype. 
 
6.4 Major conclusions 
Altogether, the work of this dissertation characterizes nuclear changes during a 
non-apoptotic cell death.  Lamin staining revealed remarkable changes in nuclear 
architecture and novel degradation morphology (such as focal disruptions), which may 
make lamin staining a powerful tool in future analyses of cell death in other model 
organisms, tissues, and contexts.  We demonstrate that lamin degradation facilitates 
nuclear breakdown in vivo.  Additionally, we establish a fly model of a rare laminopathy, 
familial partial lipodystrophy type 2, and find altered lamin distribution. 
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APPENDIX A 
Effect of kinases on NC nuclear degradation 
Parts of this appendix were assisted by Jeanne Peterson and Anoush Calikyan. 
 
A1. Introduction 
 Phosphorylation of intermediate filaments is a main mode of regulating their 
physical dynamics – including solubility, and confirmation (Omary, Ku, Tao, Diana M 
Toivola, et al., 2006).  As type V intermediate filaments, nuclear lamins are also 
susceptible to modulation by phosphorylation.  During mitosis lamins are phosphorylated 
by Cdk1/cdc2, allowing them to dissociate from the nucleus (Heald and McKeon, 1990; 
Ward and Kirschner, 1990; Eggert et al., 1993; Goss et al., 1994).  Lamin 
phosphorylation facilitates nuclear dismantling during lens fiber cell differentiation 
(Rowan et al., 2017).  Additionally, phosphorylation by the kinase PKC-d facilitates 
Lamin disassembly during apoptosis along with caspase cleavage (Cross et al., 2000). 
 During the final stages of oogenesis in Drosophila, a distinct Lamin isoform 
associated with mitotic cells, Dmmit, appears (Smith and Fisher, 1989).  Dmmit differs in 
its phosphorylation state from Dm1 and Dm2, which are all isoforms of the B-type Lamin 
(Smith and Fisher, 1989).  Dmmit is soluble and is detected between stages 11 and 13 of 
oogenesis (Smith and Fisher, 1989).  The timing of Dmmit appearance coincides with NC 
nuclear breakdown (Smith and Fisher, 1989).  Altogether, these lines of evidence led us 
to question whether Lamin phosphorylation plays a role in NC nuclear degradation 
during developmental non-apoptotic cell death. 
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A2. Knocking down Cdk1/cdc2 disrupts ovary maturation 
 To investigate whether lamin phosphorylation promotes NC nuclear breakdown in 
non-apoptotic cell death, we identified several candidate kinases.  During mitosis, lamins 
are phosphorylated at Cdk1 sites, promoting their solubility and disassembly from the 
nucleus (Heald and McKeon, 1990; Ward and Kirschner, 1990).  We reasoned that Cdk1 
may also be involved in producing the soluble Lamin Dmmit observed in late stages of 
oogenesis (Smith and Fisher, 1989), especially as Cdk1 shows very high expression in 
Drosophila ovaries (Brown et al., 2014).  To test our hypothesis, we knocked down Cdk1 
in follicle cells (GR1-Gal4>UAS-Cdk1-RNAi) and found no major effects on non-
autonomous nurse cell death in oogenesis (data not shown).  However, knocking down 
Cdk1 in the germline (NGT; nG4>UAS-Cdk1-RNAi) blocked ovary maturation, 
including the formation of egg chambers (Figure A1).  This was not surprising, given the 
importance of Cdk1 in mitosis.  To circumvent this, future experiments by Jeanne 
Peterson are aimed at developing flies with a temperature sensitive Gal80 construct to 
prevent the expression of Cdk1-RNAi until ovaries have fully developed.  This way, we 
will be able to knockdown Cdk1 in late stage egg chambers to evaluate whether Cdk1 has 
a role in nurse cell elimination during late stages of oogenesis. 
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A3. Knocking down Pka-C1 in the germline disrupts NC nuclear degradation 
in developmental non-apoptotic death 
 Phosphorylation of lamins by PKA can also solubilize lamins, similar to 
phosphorylation by Cdk1 in vitro (Stuurman, 1997).  Pka-C1 shows moderately high 
expression in the fly ovary (Brown et al., 2014), thus we wanted to investigate whether it 
may play a role in facilitating NC nuclear breakdown in non-apoptotic cell death.  We 
knocked it down either in the follicle cells (GR1-Gal4>UAS-Pka-C1-RNAi) or germline 
(NGT; nG4>UAS-Pka-C1-RNAi) and analyzed ovary tissue for any phenotypes using 
Lamin antibody staining.  For controls, we overexpressed RNAi against GFP in either the 
follicle cells (GR1-Gal4>UAS-GFP-RNAi) or germline (NGT; nG4>UAS-GFP-RNAi).  
We did not find a non-autonomous effect of knocking it down in follicle cells (data not 
shown).  However, we did find several abnormalities when Pka-C1 was knocked down in 
the germline (Figure A2). 
 NC nuclei of control egg chambers showed discrete, compressed nuclei in stage 
13 egg chambers (Figure A1, A arrowheads).  Lamin staining revealed that NC nuclei of 
control egg chambers formed involutions, as previously described in Chapter 3 (Figure 
A2, A’ arrowheads).  By stage 14, all NC nuclei had been eliminated and only follicle 
cell nuclei were seen (Figure A2, B-B’’’ arrowheads).   
When Pka-C1 was knocked down in the germline, NC nuclei appeared clumped 
together (Figure A1, C arrowheads).  This became more apparent with Lamin staining, 
which delineated multiple NC nuclei compressed together (Figure A2, C’ arrowheads).  
Furthermore, the formation of involutions was disrupted when Pka-C1 was knocked 
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down in the germline.  This had not been previously observed with multiple other 
mutants, such as draper and dor, described in Chapter 3.  Finally, stage 14 egg chambers 
had persisting NC nuclei with persisting Lamin (Figure A2, D-D’’’ arrowheads).   
Lamin staining was especially advantageous because oftentimes the persisting 
nuclei phenotype seemed very mild when looking at DAPI alone, with just 1-2 persisting 
NC nuclei.  However, Lamin staining revealed that often these were several NC nuclei 
clumped together (as in Figure A2, C-C’’).  The clumping of NC nuclei was also 
observed in egg chambers that are in early stages of oogenesis (Figure A2, E-E’’’ 
arrowheads).  Pka-C1 confers stability to intercellular bridges (Lane and Kalderon, 1995).  
In its absence, the integrity of NC membranes is compromised leading to multinucleated 
germline cells (Lane and Kalderon, 1995).  An important subsequent experiment is to 
separate phenotypic effects that might result from the effect of Pka-C1 on intercellular 
bridges and resulting NC clumping versus effects of Pka-C1 on nuclear breakdown.  This 
may be accomplished through the use of temperature sensitive Gal80 to block Pka-C1-
RNAi expression until later stages of oogenesis. 
It is interesting that although the lack of Pka-C1 does not disrupt dumping, it does 
affect the formation of involutions.  It would be interesting to examine these egg 
chambers using phalloidin staining to determine whether there are changes in 
cytoplasmic actin organization.  It would be of further interest to determine what other 
steps of nuclear degradation are blocked when Pka-C1 is knocked down. 
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A4. Effects of Pka-C1 during apoptosis in mid-oogenesis 
 We observed lingering NC nuclei at least partially associated with Lamin during 
apoptosis in mid-stages of oogenesis (Figure A3).  By Phase 5, the final stage of 
apoptosis in mid-oogenesis, NC chromatin and Lamin persist (Figure A3, A-A’’’ 
arrowheads).  To our knowledge, Pka has not yet been implicated in apoptosis.  It would 
be of interest to further characterize the involvement of Pka in apoptosis, and whether it 
plays a direct role in facilitating nuclear breakdown via Lamin phosphorylation or if this, 
too, may be a consequence of disrupting NC membrane integrity. 
 
A5.  Major conclusions 
 We investigated whether kinases are involved during nuclear degradation in 
developmental non-apoptotic cell death in Drosophila.  We found that knocking down 
Pka-C1 in the germline resulted in persisting NC nuclei associated with Lamin.  Future 
experiments are needed to determine whether Pka-C1 is directly involved in facilitating 
nuclear breakdown, or if the phenotype is caused by weakened NC membranes.  
Similarly, additional experiments would aid in determining whether Pka-C1 is relevant 
for nuclear breakdown in apoptosis during mid-oogenesis.  Future experiments will also 
further investigate whether Cdk1 has a role in facilitating nuclear breakdown, as we 
found that ovaries failed to mature when Cdk1 was knocked down in the germline.  
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Figure A1.  Ovaries fail to mature when Cdk1 is knocked down in the germline. 
Ovaries were dissected from flies in which Cdk1 was knocked down in the germline 
(NGT; nG4>Cdk1-RNAi) and labeled with DAPI to mark DNA.   A-A’ A pair of 
underdeveloped ovaries in which Cdk1 was knocked down in the germline.    B-B’.  
Increased magnification of the ovary on the right in panel A.  Egg chambers have not 
formed in the underdeveloped ovaries.  Scale bars = 50 µm.
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Figure A2.  NC nuclei persist in stage 14 egg chambers when Pka-C1 is knocked 
down in the germline.   
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Control (NGT; nG4>UAS-GFP-RNAi) and experimental (NGT; nG4>UAS-Pka-C1-
RNAi) egg chambers were stained with the ADL84.12 antibody against Lamin (green) or 
DAPI to label DNA (blue).  A-A’’’ Control stage 13 egg chamber showing distinct NC 
nuclei that have compressed (A arrowheads) and formed involutions (A’ arrowheads).  B-
B’’’ Control stage 14 egg chamber with fully extended dorsal appendages (DAs) in 
which all NC nuclei have been eliminated and only follicle cell nuclei are seen (B-B’ 
arrowheads).  C-C’’’ Experimental stage 13 egg chamber showing two large clumps of 
chromatin (C arrowheads).  Lamin staining indicates that these are separate NC nuclei 
that have bundled together (C’ arrowheads).  These NC nuclei also fail to form 
involutions, as seen in controls. (C’ arrowheads).  D-D’’’ Experimental stage 14 egg 
chamber has persisting NC nuclei that are associated with Lamin.  E-E’’’ Egg chambers 
in earlier stages of oogenesis show clumping of NC nuclei (E-E’ arrowheads).  Scale bar 
= 50 µm. 
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Figure A3. Persisting NC nuclei in apoptosis during mid-oogenesis when Pka-C1 is 
knocked down in the germline.   
Phase 5 mid-stage dying egg chamber from NGT;nG4>UAS-Pka-C1 organism stained 
with ADL84.12 against Lamin (green) and DAPI to mark DNA (blue).  Arrowheads 
indicate persisting NC(A arrowheads) associated with Lamin (A’ arrowheads) in a dying 
egg chamber in which most germline material has already been eliminated.  Scale bar = 
50 µm. 	  
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APPENDIX B 
The budding oocyte nucleus 
 
 The growth of the oocyte is supported by the NCs during oogenesis.  We have 
observed that nucleus of the oocyte has Lamin localized largely along its edge, and 
Lamin C appears nucleoplasmic (data not shown).  Beginning in stage 10 egg chambers, 
we discovered budding of the nuclear lamina revealed by staining against B-type lamin 
(Figure B1, insets).  It is unclear whether the buds are separating away from the nucleus 
or joining it.  The purpose of these buds is also unknown – perhaps they aid in delivering 
components to the oocyte nucleus, or perhaps they serve as a signal of some sort.  Many 
other events occur in stage 10 egg chambers, including the arrival of the border cell 
cluster to the NC-oocyte interface (Montell, 2006), migration of the centripetal FCs 
(Berg, 2005), reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton in NCs (Guild et al., 1997), and 
permeabilization of NC nuclei (Timmons et al., 2016).  That the oocyte nucleus starts to 
acquire or develop Lamin-enclosed buds at this time is intriguing, and future experiments 
would be valuable in discerning the nature and purpose of these Lamin buds. 
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Figure B1.  Lamin buds at the oocyte nucleus in stage 10 egg chambers.   
Wild-type (w1118) egg chambers were labeled with ADL84.12 to mark Lamin, and DAPI 
to mark DNA.  A-B’’ Stage 10 egg chambers with the oocyte nucleus in view.  Small 
buds enclosed by Lamin are found along the edge of the oocyte nucleus (A’, B’ insets).  
Scale bar = 50 µm. 
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